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So long 
A church leader says 
goodbye to Terrace 
after 10 years\ 
COMMUNITY B4 
Political persuasion ~ 
Which fast-talking .... 
candidate has what it takes 
to lead the NDP into the 
future?\NEWS B1 
Disc dynamos 
Ultimate players pull 
out some handy 
tricks at a southern 
tournament\SPORTS B8 
$1.00 PLUS 7¢ G~ST 
($1,10 plus 8¢ GST 
outside of the Terrace area) 
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Health unions cut pay to save jobs 
Deal would mean 
no contracting out 
By JEFF NAGEL 
HOSPITAL WORKERS here and 
across the north will work more hours 
for less pay to help the Northern 
Health Authority dig its way out of its 
budget hole without contracting out 
their jobs. 
That's the essence of a deal struck 
last week between the authority and 
its unions. Workers here vote on the 
agreement ext Wednesday. 
If ratified, it means an immediate 
temporary six-month wage cut of $3.25 
an hour for laundry, housekeeping, se- 
curity, food services and maintenance 
workers. Most of that will be restored 
by a $2.25 increase in April. 
Other employees face a $1 per hour 
pay cut, with 65 cents of that cut re- 
stored in April. 
Workers also give up their latest 
cost of living and most pay equity in- 
creases. 
They will also work one and a half 
hours more than the current 36-hour 
work week with no increase in pay, 
they'll lose four vacation days and 
there will be no more premium pay for 
working on certain holidays. 
Employees at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital, Terraeeview Lodge and Os- 
bourne Home are among the 2,800 
workers affected across the north. 
"It's a made-in-the-north solution to 
Victoria's under-funding of health care 
in our communities," HEU northern 
director Kathy Jessome said. 
"This agreement would see health 
care workers make significant sacri- 
fices to preserve good jobs and critical 
services in communities battered by 
the policies of the Campbell Liberals." 
Health care unions have been 
scrambling to agree to concessions as 
a result of the provincial government's 
passage of Bill 29,. 
which gave health 
author i t ies the  
power to  Contract 
out services, eli- 
minating union 
jobs. 
For a typical 
housekeep ing  
worker earning $19 
an hour at Mills 
Memorial, the six- Maxwell 
month pay cut will 
add up to around $3,000. About 75 
HEU members there are affected. 
The concessions are cancelled 
across the north if the NHA moves to 
contract out services at any of its faci- 
lities. 
"Northern Health greatly appreci- 
ates the commitment of its unions in 
working positively towards a solution 
in these very difficult times," NI-IA 
CEO Malcolm Maxwell said. 
"While it's difficult to ask our em- 
ployees to accept reductions, we be- 
lieve this agreement will provide sta- 
bility for them as well as stability for 
the services provided by our organiza- 
tion." 
Continued page A10 
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I Mellow yellow 
I THE CORN ROAST on Sept. 20 brought out cob enthusiasts like 11-year-old Allan Guerreiro and his 10-year-old brottier Andrew. It 
was another of the events this year celebrating the 75th anniversary of Terrace's incorporation. ROD LINK PHOTO 
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Possible Terrace mill restart eyed 
By JEFF NAGEL year." Producing lumber in Terrace follows New Skeena's move to 
DAN VENIEZ says it may be pos- New Skeena officials had until 
sible to restart he Terrace saw- now said the Terrace sawmill 
mill before the end of the year. likely could not open before April 
The New Skeena Forest P ro -  or May -even if financing comes 
ducts president said an analsyis is 
underway and a decision could be 
made as early as next week. 
"We are taking a very hard 
look at whether it makes sense to 
start up Terrace sooner ather than 
later," he said Friday. "And by 
that I mean by the end of the 
together allowing the Prince Ru- 
pert pulp mill to reopen around 
the end of the year 
"We can't raise any expecta- 
tions because we don't know if it 
will work," Veniez said. "But I'm 
trying very hard to see if that 
makes sense." 
would also help satisfy Japanese 
customers that are pressing New 
Skeena's representatives there 
-Canfor lumber agents - to begin 
deliveries. 
"It would take advantage of 
improving markets conditions in 
the Asian market," Veniez said. 
"The longer you are out of the 
market, the harder it is to get 
back in," he added. 
The  talk of a Terrace restart 
crank its Kitwanga Lumber mill 
back up last week. That mill, 
which processes ome cedar, is 
traditionally the most profitable 
New Skeena mill. 
Workers at the Terrace sawmill 
concluded an agreement in the 
spring to take a 20 per cent pay 
cut and deliver other efficiency 
improvments. 
Meanwhile Veniez is 
Continued page A2 
Mascot is 
gold for 
Olympics 
Huge exposure, worth millions 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE KERMODE bear's best shotlmay be atbe.coming 
the emblem of the 2010 Winter'Olympics, but a Van- 
couver marketing specialist says the mascot is the bigg- 
er prize. 
Ian Howard, owner of marketing firm Leverage, says 
the two things are very different. 
While the emblem would appear on most printed and 
official material, Howard says the mascot beats it hands' 
down when it comes to broad exposure- and its value as 
a salable commodity for the Olympics. 
"The mascot is huge," Howard said. "If the mascot 
became 'Bob the Bear' and Bob was a Kermode bear, it 
would be very, very big. Huge." 
Marketing rights to the image and that character 
would be sold to corporations for tens if not hundreds of 
millions of dollars, he said. It would be plastered on all 
sorts of products, in magazines and on TV. 
"It's not going to show up selling hemhorrhoid cures, 
"If the mascot became 'Bob the Bear' 
and Bob was a Kermode bear, it would 
be very, very big." 
because the Olympics can afford excellent taste," How- 
ard said. "But it might show up selling peanut butter or 
• Kellogg's Crispy Crunchies." 
That's because a friendly cartoon-like character is 
perfect for delivering happy news and announcements 
about the Games and for selling all kinds of consumer 
• products of companies that will pay for an Olympic con- 
nection. 
Top corporate sponsors would likely include credit 
cards, soft drink makers and automobile producers. 
Besides that, he said, the mascot is also the single 
most heavily merchandised image of the Games, How- 
ard said. "The two biggest categories are hats and T- 
shirts," he said, adding plush toys and pins are also huge 
sellers. "They can end up on everything from towels to 
tea caddies." 
Olympic bosses will also sell the right to use the 
more sober and serious emblem to many companies that 
want a more upscale, corporate look. 
Cont inued  page A6 . . . . . . . . . . .  
Deadline looms for entries 
for Olympic emblem design 
fFHEDE,,ADL/fNcEailS;0PlP;°~a~ihite,gr, ;~dee:h~h2a~d;:rba:ki2gw~ ~ sai.~hecontest has a closing 
Olympics Emblem Contest is at the forefront of the Ker- date of Oct. 8 and the rules are 
featuring the famous Kermode mode campaign, is but one part simple. In addition to displaying 
bear. of the overall effort, the Kermode bear and the five 
Entries can be viewed by A stuffed Kermode bear was Olympic rings, each must fea- 
following the Photo Gallery link front and centre last week at ture in a text format he words 
on left side of The Terrace the Union of B.C. Municipali- "Vancouver 2010"' Each entry 
Standard website at www.terra- ties convention in Vancouver must be in colour and be de- 
cestandard'c°m 
The unofficial contest is part 
of a growing campaign across 
the northwest to have the white 
bear named the official symbol 
o f  the Winter Olympics as a 
way of promoting the region,• 
The contesh which is ispon* 
sored by The Terrace Standard 
where members of the  local signed to be used on a multi- 
2010 benefits committee are tude of products uch as ball 
manning an information booth, i hats and flags. Ownership and 
AndHarfis said the Kermode creative rights rest with each 
image has already caught the emblem's designer. 
eyes o f  provincial cabinet Designs can be emailed to 
members in Vlctorla, newsroom@terracestandard.com 
"it's becomtngwell-known, and they can also be Sent by 
There's no doubt of that," he mail to  The Terrace Standard, 
V a n~. .~~f  )10 
VANc~U~R 2010 
V a nco  u vet  2 i! 1 
o 
=ROPOSED Olympic emblem designs include these three by Nick Bains with Richard La- 
chance, Steve Climie and Stephen Simons. All emblems can be viewed on our web site. 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. once the official Winter Games chance to hone their design 
V8G 5R2 or dropped off at the committee is established, Tile skills in advance. 
office. Terrace Standard publisher Rod: The contest winner will re- 
Whi le there will be no doubt Link notes that the  unoffieiall ceive a selection of Olympic 
an official emblem contest:  contest :provides artists a merchandise courtesy of  Harris. 
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Chip glut, strike threat 
keeps sawmill down 
By JEFF NAGEL great pile of chips," he added, immediately closed by a strike. 
THERE ARE no immediate plans to 
re-open West Fraser's Terrace saw- 
mill now that it and mills up and 
down the coast are under strike 
threat. 
Sawmill manager Lou Poulin, 
however, said the primary reason for 
the uncertainty is lumber prices and 
a glut of chips waiting to reach the 
"We've got to get that knocked 
down 
He said lumber prices has been 
improving but nave appear to have 
hit a top and are subsiding again. 
Poulin had previously suggested 
the Skeena Sawmills operation here 
could reopen as early as Oct. 1. 
But that was just as Eurocan 
company's Kitimat pulp mi l l -  not workers were voting to ratify an 
the labour dispute with the IWA 
"We've got huge inventories of 
chips all over the province," he said, 
explaining starting the Terrace mill 
early would just compound that pro- 
blem. 
"The Smithers mill has a huge 
agreement ending their strike in Ki- 
timat -and before the IWA conduc- 
ted its own strike vote to back coast- 
wide negotiations. 
Poulin admitted it 'would be 
"disastrous" if the company restarted 
the Terrace sawmill only to see it 
l Br idge ch ,ckup 
KALEV TEDER, a surveyor for Kitimat's Lapointe 
Engineering, works •on'the Old Skeena Bridge:' 
The bridge was c losed last  week:to evaluate its 
structural integrity. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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"I really don't have an answer at 
this time," he said. 
"The looming thing is what's the 
IWA going to do? We're just not 
sure what's going to happen." 
The IWA was in strike position 
coast-wide as of Thursday following 
the issuance of 72-hour strike notice 
Sept. 22. 
Both the employers group and the 
union were expected to return to the 
bargaining table after the producers 
offered to meet. 
The offer from Forest Industrial 
Relations came after the Labour Re- 
lations Board rejected its appeal to 
have the strike notice declared void. 
From front 
Veniez praises 
city's forest push 
applauding the conclusions 
of the Communities in Cri- 
sis conference organized 
by the City of Terrace. 
It urged putting more 
timber up for sale here and 
the creation of a special 
economic zone in the 
northwest delivering differ- 
ent forestry rules, stump- 
age relief and a possible 
property tax holiday for 
new producers. 
"The guys are right," 
Veniez said of the conclu- 
sions. "There's a deep and 
wide consensus in the 
northwest on what needs to 
be done and Victoria sim- 
ply isn't acting on it." 
"This thing has been 
studied ad nauseum," he 
said. "We are a unique, 
distinct and different re- 
gion and these guys need 
to get off the dime and 
make it happen." 
He said he hopes the 
city-led lobbying push will 
prompt Victoria to take an 
activist role. 
Veniez said he fears 
some in the forests mini- 
stry are prepared to say if 
the northwest is unecono- 
mic so be it - le t  the capi- 
tal and companies go to 
where it makes sense. 
"If you accept hat pro- 
position then you have to 
accept that the northwest 
forest industry has to shut 
down," he said. "We could 
have a viable forest econ- 
omy right now - i f  com- 
mon sense prevailed." 
The Terrace Slandadl is now [ ]  [ ]  
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5 YEARS AGO 
The province's effort to regulate the pine mush- 
room industry is the latest casualty of budget cuts in 
the ministry of forests. 
Legislation was being drafted that would have li- 
censed mushroom buyers in an effort to gather more 
information about the industry so it could be man- 
aged and regulated further if necessary. 
But it was one of the projects that fell by the 
wayside as a result of years of belt-tightening atthe 
ministry. 
"We don't see that there's going to be any ag- 
gressive movement towards licensing and regula- 
tion," said Nelly de Geus, the research officer who 
had spearheaded the project. Sept. 30, 1998 
10 YEARS AGO 
A mediator could soon be appointed to help re- 
solve the land claim dispute between the. Nisga'a 
and the Gitanyow. 
The Nisga'a and Gitanyow were examining a pro- 
posal from the B.C. Treaty Commissioner to bring 
outside help into the stalled talks. 
Nearly two-thirds of the 25,000 square kilometres 
Nisga'a land claim, centred on the Nass valley, is 
also claimed by the Gitanyow. The two groups have 
been meeting for more than 10 years in attempts to 
settle the issue. Sept. 29, 1993. 
15 YEARS AGO 
The Skeena Social Credit Party constituency as- 
sociation executive unanimously supports the pre- 
mier, says the president of the association. 
Marylin Davies said directors feel premier Bill 
Vander Zalm was elected leader in 1986 in the big- 
gest, most democratic race ever. 
The local executive would not take any unilateral 
action to question his leadership, she added. 
Vander Zalm is scheduled for a full day of activi- 
ties in his visit to Terrace Sept. 29. 
Chief among those is attending the official open- 
ing of Repap's Skeena Cellulose sawmill and a 
town hall meeting in the evening at Caledonia St. 
Secondary. Sept. 28, 1988. 
From the files of The Terrace Standard- the local 
newspaper of record sh~ce 1988. 
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working with women 
and children and is 
backed by Samaritan's 
Purse Canada. 
At the R.E.M. Lee Theatre in Terrace 
Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m. 
There will be slides. There is no admission. 
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KVF 700 
4x4, 
o boasts more engine 
displacement and more 
torque 
o selectable four-wheel 
drive with variable 
locking differential control 
o large saddle and 
adjustable footpegs atop 
full-sized floorboards 
o Dual-piston caliper front 
• disc brakes 
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2500 Lb. 
Transition house building, plan 
downs ized  to  match  the  t mes 
By JENNIFER bANG 
SKY-HIGH cost estimates 
and a poor economic cli- 
mate have convinced pro- 
ponents of a new transition 
house to scale back plans. 
Ksan House Society 
still hopes to break ground 
on a new transition house 
in March. 
But it will be about 
one-quarter of the cost of a 
more ambitious plan the 
society had already started 
seeking community finan- 
cial support for. 
"~e wanted to be a 
one-stop shop," Debbie 
Searborough, coordinator 
of the current transition 
house, said last week. 
But east estimates 
showed a two-level trans- 
ition house facility that 
would have included Ksan 
society administrative and 
counselling offices would 
be much too expensive to 
build. 
"We thought, 'Well, 
let's go with something 
more feasible,'" she said, 
adding the town's econ- 
omy was also a factor. 
A one level, 3,100- 
square foot transition 
house will eome in be- 
tween $300,000 and 
$400,000. 
" I t 's  more doable," 
Scarborough said. 
New architectural de- 
signs show a fully wheel- 
chair-accessible bungalow 
with two offices, bed- 
rooms, a kitchen, living 
and dining rooms, in addi- 
DEBBIE Scarborough and Ken Earl appraise the latest architect drawings. JENNIFER tANG PHOTO 
tion to a large, sheltered 
back porch. 
Final design details are 
still being-worked out, but 
it's full steam ahead for 
fundraising efforts. 
About $108,000 in fi- 
nancial contributions have 
been pledged so far, in- 
eluding a $75,000 grant 
from the Real Estate 
Foundation of B.C. 
Local artist Joe Mandur 
has designed an attractive 
logo that he's donated to 
the cause to be made into 
200 prints that will be sold 
for $200 apiece. 
The project's steering 
committee is still waiting 
for the B.C. Gaming Com- 
mission to approve a 300 
club, says member Ken 
Earl, manager of Northern 
Savings Credit Union. 
The rest of the con- 
struction costs will have to 
be financed through local 
dohations. 
That's going to be diffi- 
cult. 
"We're starting in a 
down economy. The winter 
is going to be bleak," he 
said. "Right now it's survi- 
val. There's not enough 
money to go to all the 
causes out there." 
Fortunately, he noted, 
pointing to recent fundrais- 
ing efforts for the food 
bank and little MacKenzie 
Agnew, the community's 
support for local ca.uses is 
stronger than ever. 
Scarborough said the 
transition house, a facility 
for women and children 
fleeing abuse, has been 
over capacity for the past 
three weeks, with 15 to 18 
clients a night. 
Court  f ight looms over power, Kit imat warns 
for discussion and the time ts 
right," Wozney said. 
"That doesn't mean that we 
won't sit down and talk. But there 
has to be some meanmgful dis- 
cussions." 
Kitimat officials maintain Vic- 
toria has failed to uphold the 
terms of Alcan's water licence 
and has allowed it to increasingly 
over the summer, but because of 
series of delays there have been 
no new talks since June. 
Wozney is now insisting on 
discussions in October, adding a 
proposal by officials in Victoria to 
wait until November is too long. 
Meanwhile, he says, Alcan has 
proposed irect meetings with the 
town. 
One i, area~ Wozney. says.  h as 
been uhproductive was Aican's 
commumty task force, which has 
been meeting for several months. 
"They've gone off on 50 differ- 
ent directions but have not dealt 
with the issue of Alcan power 
sales," he said. 
The town had previously threa- 
tened to go to court by early June 
but held off after getting legal ad- 
vice. 
The province fears a court case 
over Alcan power sales could re- 
open the 1997 agreement that re- 
solved the cancellation of the I~-  
mona Completion Project. 
That could once again leave 
Victoria facing a huge bill to 
compensate Alcan. 
By JEFF NAGEL 
KITIMAT is edging closer and 
closer to going to court to block 
power sales by Alcan, its mayor 
says. 
"We've been working like bea- 
vers on it all summer," Rick 
Wozney said last week. 
The town will file the lawsuit 
unless there are swift and produc- 
"' tive talks with either the province, sell ~vithout challenge,~.,electricity 
or Alcan to resolve the situation, that it chooses not to use for alu- 
he said. minum smelting. 
"~e ' l l  do it when we think Kitimat reps were supposed to 
there are no further opportunitiess meet with government officials 
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Kitimat Marine Rescue 
Bingo funds are used for fuel, oil and parts required to maintain 
the dedicated rescue vessel, Snowflake Responder. This vessel is an 
all weather 28' rigid hull inflatable. It is in the water and ready 
365 days a year, 24 hours a day.. 
This $100,000 vessel was purchased in Nov. 1999 with $25,000 
coming directly from B.C. Gaming. 
Current bingo funds are used to purchase safely equipment for 
'crew and upgrade existing equipment on board. Recently a 
$7,000. electronics package was pui'chased to better the chances 
of Iocahng persons in distress and improve crew safely. 
The closes! S.A.R. resource is in Prince Rupert, so any call of 
&stress within 1 O0 miles of Kitimat are responded to immediately 
by the Kitimat Marine Rescue Society's volunteers. 
Vessel inspections and boating safely information IS a adable 
through the volunteers also. 
A PFD loaner station has been used successfully at a local marina 
to .,promote safely for small children when on or near the water. 
"16ds Don't Float" project. 
UPTOS400 IN 
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News In Brief 
i 
Membership drive 
HAVE YOU been invited to help change the face 
9 f democracy in British Columbia? If so, it's time 
to respond to the Citizen's Assenlbly on Electoral 
Reform. 
A number of the 600 northwest residents in 
Skeena, North Coast and Bulkley Valley-Stikine 
who are invited to sign up as potential members of 
the assembly have not responded yet, prompting 
chair Jack Blaney to issue an urgent reminder last 
week. 
Twenty of the potential assembly members from 
northwest communities will be seiected at random 
to attend an Oct. 16 meeting in Terrace. 
From there, just six people from this region will 
be selected to sit on the Citizen's Assembly. 
In all, Blaney said two people from each of 
B.C.'s 79 electoral districts - one man and one 
woman - will be selected to sit on the assembly, 
pushing the final membership tally to 158. 
Next year, the assembly will study various elec- 
toral systems currently in use in other parts of the 
world. If the assembly comes up with a proposal 
members would like to put before British Columbia 
voters, the matter could be the subject of a refer- 
endum in 2005, with any voting changes coming 
into effect for the 2009 provincial election. 
Drill probe called rushed 
SCIENTISTS and academics haven't been given 
enough advance warning of workshops coming up 
this month to explore lifting the moratorium on off- 
shore oil exploration, the David Suzuki Foundation 
says. 
It's says 10 days warning of the Oct. 3 deadline 
for submissions i  not enough. Workshops begin 
Oct. 15 in Vancouver. One day is scheduled in 
Prince Rupert on Oct. 31. 
"We have serious reservations about the way 
the entire process is being conducted," said the' 
foundation's Otto banger. "To ask these people for • 
such a quick turnaround tithe is completely unrea- 
listic if the results of this review are to be mean- 
ingful." 
The sessions are being conducted on behalf of 
the federal government by the Royal Society of 
Canada. 
Four arrested for 
restaurant break-in 
FOUR PEOPLE were arrested Friday after police 
responded to an early morning report of a break 
and enter at the Golden Flame Restaurant. 
The call came after neighbours aw four people 
smash a window at the restaurant. Police arrested 
two men and a woman outside and one woman in- 
side, says RCMP Staff Sgt. Jas Basi. 
The foursome, who range in age from 21 to 33 
years old, were charged with break and enter with 
the intent o  commit, an. .indictable offence. One': 
man ,was in, breach of, several :conditllJns.stemihing~ 
from another offence and was held in custody until 
a Sept. 30 court appearance. 
r 'V 'V  
~ur ~'-'The King Cat 900  for 
2004 le engineered expresely 
for the Intense mountain rider. 
Featuring: 
* Parabolic ekle 
,150 hp t;win wlt, h 118ht; 
weight ohaesle of 490 Ibe, 
• New At, t, atk 20 TM track, ie 
made with the exprese 
purpose of climbing higher 
In the deepest  snow 
• Power, handling & an Innovative 
new track ~reat;ed for maxlmunl 
flotation & tra~i0n In powder. 
~.. 4921 Keith Ave,, : 
Terrace, B,C. 
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Think big 
PLACING a $50,000 Kermode bear statue at the 
west edge of town to greet tourists may seem an ex- 
travagance. Critics say the city can't afford it, ot that 
council's priorities are misplaced and money 
shouldn't be cut from the fire department. 
We disagree. On various fronts Terrace is planning 
and acting for the future. 
This one is no different and no less justified. 
The city has had a good run of aesthetic self-im- 
provement under the stewardship of planner David 
Trawin, who arrived in 1995 and now leaves for 
Kamloops. We can and must continue that work. 
Any tour of the province reveals Terrace is only 
just catching up to the level of landscaping and attrac- 
tions enjoyed in similar-sized cities. 
Many are liberally dotted with public art, trail net- 
works, colourful banners and large sculptures. 
Some have big things - think Mr. P.G. or Hous- 
ton's giant fly fishing rod. 
If anything, the life-sized statue of our signature 
white bear will be rather modest. 
So what else could Terrace do? 
[] A riverside trail. There should be a renewed 
push to extend trails from the new bridge all around 
the southside to take advantage of our greatest natural 
feature - the Skeena River. 
[] A Japanese gateway. For years our sawmill has 
precisely cut local trees for Japanese buyers. But we 
never see what they do with the wood. A large Ja- 
panese gateway or arbour, with a Japanese garden 
area, would pay tribute to our trading partners and en- 
rich us with their design. 
[] A big plane. In 1950 a U.S. Air Force B-36 
bomber jettisoned its atomic bomb into Hecate Strait 
then sailed through our skies before crashing in the 
Kispiox mountains. History is a big attractor. Let's 
mark the "Broken Arrow" incident by mounting a 
20-foot wingspan model of the historic B-36 on a 
pedestal in a local= park, 
[] UFO tourism has'put places like Vulcan, Alber- 
ta on the map. If Terrace - as recent stats show - 
cont inues  to rank as one of the top spots in Canada 
for UFO sightings, an extraterrestrial attraction could 
be pursued. 
[] Banners with more colour and artistry. If we 
spend public money on fireworks we can spend it on 
banners that will look better and be seen all summer. 
Towns half our size have full colour banners, several 
different designs, and don't resort o adding corporate 
logos to pay the bill. 
[] Sculpture. While something abstract would be 
elegant, it might be a tough local sell. We are in the 
realm of big fish - perhaps agiant salmon along with 
an angler. 
[] More bears. From stuffed Kermodes at the air- 
port to statues in parks where tourists can actually 
pose beside them - we can't get enough of the white 
bear. . . . .  
[] More totem poles. We're home to some of the 
best carvers on the planet, but our region's original 
monumental rtform remains omewhat under epre- 
sented within city limits. We should be open to the 
right occasion to raise more poles. 
These are just a few possibilities. But even the best 
ideas can be badly executed without good advice and 
artistic flair. 
We shouldn't be afraid to try these sorts of things. 
Or to spend money to do them well. 'HROUGH B IFOCAL.  ~ 
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It': British Columt)ia and not BIC, 
KELOWNA - W.A.C. Bennett 
used to politely chastise re- 
porters when they referred to 
British Columbia as B.C. The 
province, he would say, was 
too beautiful to be called just 
B.C. It stuck. I rarely use the 
impersonal abbreviation. 
I don't want to sound like a 
chamber of commerce booster, 
but having seen much of the 
world, British Columbia, in 
my mind, still ranks right up 
there as a place that comes as 
close to paradise as can be. 
That assessment was once 
again reinforced uring my trip 
today from Victoria to Kelow- 
ha.  
I can't count he number of 
times I have taken the ferry 
between Vancouver Island and 
the Mainland, but I have yet 
to be bored by it. 
The mini-cruise that takes 
one through the picturesque 
Gulf Islands, across the stretch 
of open sea to the Mainland is 
worth every penny of it, espe- 
cially now that I travel free as 
a senior. Hey, I still have to 
pay for the vehicle. 
More often than not, I drive 
the Hope-Princeton Highway 
on my way to the Okanagan. It
takes longer than the Coqui- 
halla, but is a far more gratify- 
ing experience. Every curve in 
the road, some of which you 
can't take at speeds above 40 
kilometres and hour, opens up 
new vistas. That I save the 
Coquihalla toll is a bonus. 
The drive along Highway 
Number 3, takes you past the 
famous Hope Slide. 
F R OMI T H E I ' C A P ITA L 
HUBERT BEYER 
That landslide happened 
on January 9, 1965. It buried 
the highway to a depth of up 
to 79 metres and claimed the 
lives of four motorists. 
The highway then winds its 
way through Manning Park 
and eventually, the dark fir 
forests give way to the lodge- 
pole pines of the Interior. 
In Princeton, I still miss the 
joint on the left-hand side of 
the lhighway, whi~h,.used to 
serve burgers out of ihis world. 
Beat McDonalds, Wendy's 
and Burger King six ways to 
breakfast. All the newsprint 
you can eat to the reader who 
remembers the name of the 
place. See e-mail address be- 
low. 
Westbank, 11 kilometres 
south of Kelowna, appears to 
be busting at the seams. There 
are new housing developments 
everywhere. 
Unfortunately, the bill- 
boards along the road on na- 
tive land also appear to have 
multiplied tenfold since I last 
came through. I'm not blaming 
the natives. Somebody has to 
buy the advertising space. And 
they line up to do so. 
Turning left at the familiar 
floating bridge crossing Oka- 
pagan Lake, Kelowna looks as 
it did when I first visited the 
town some 40 years ago, but 
only at first sight. 
You look to the left and see 
concrete highrises. Lakeside 
condos from $200,000. The big 
city syndrome has caught up 
with the town from which 
W.A.C. Bennett directed the 
triumphant march of the rag- 
tag Social Credit candidates to 
victory at the polls in 1952. 
The hardware merchant 
from Kelowna wasn't even the 
leader of the party that to its 
astonishment found itself in 
government. 
He fixed that little problem 
by more or less appointing 
himself leader at the first 
meeting following the party 
victory and was premier of 
Brit Sh"C01Umbia u'=ntii:; J~2:: :::::! 
His son, Bill Bennett, who 
served as premier from 1975 to 
1986, still lives in Kelowna. 
I'll make it a point to call him 
tomorrow. 
The younger Bennett was 
often accused of being stiff, 
aloof, and without a sense of 
humour. Not so. 
On one occasion, I was 
chatting with him in the Legis- 
lative Buildings' Speaker's 
corridor and finally said that I 
had to leave because I had a 
government todestroy. 
"Hubert, you couldn't de- 
stroy the town council of Spuz: 
zurn if you tried," was his rep- 
ly. Not bad for a comeback and 
probably closer to the truth 
than I liked. At any fate, hedid 
have a sense of humour. 
I'm writing this column in 
the Best Western in Kelowna, 
the only hotel I could find that 
had high-speed internet access. 
It's a nice hotel, but I have 
one complaint, which I will 
bring the attention of manage- 
ment. 
Kelowna is in the heart of 
the Okanagan Valley, whose 
estate wineries have brought 
fame to Canada for their excel- 
lent wines. 
The little fridge in my room 
has dozens of items in it, from 
chocolate bars to four different 
kinds of beer, from pretzels to 
cashew nuts, from diet Coke to 
Bacardi rum. What it doesn't 
have is a bottle of wine, not 
even the cheaper commercial 
kind. 
i I :.S'.m.gking,,as is a fact 0f life: 
'fiie'Se:~'d~yg,; is ;:frowriea :upon" 
here, too. 
Although the hotel still has 
some rooms where smoking is 
allowed, I couldn't get one. 
The warning in the room says 
that if any evidence of smoking 
is found, there will be a $2,000 
charge to my credit card. 
However, there is an ashtray 
on the balcony and the weather 
is still balmy. Once again, note 
to Vern: No lecture, please. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E - m a i 1 : 
hbeyer@ coolcom.com. 
, steps tc, a hea l thy  life 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
that takes longer to prepare 
and to consume. (6) Exercise 
daily. (7) Surround themselves 
with friends and family who 
support their weight loss ef- 
forts. 
Achieving any of these 
keys demands a different style 
of thinking and living, That 
can be unsettling. 
Key 7, surrounding yourself 
with only supportive people 
can, disrupt relationships. You 
may have to temporarily avoid 
people who sabotage your 
"OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE are 
addicted to food, but being 
:overweight is a disease of 
choice," says Dr. Phil. "You 
.. can't be overweight unless you 
have a lifestyle to support it." 
In this second year of his 
TV show, Dr. Phil is taking us 
inside the daily lives of eight 
obese people who have strug- 
gled with their weight most of 
their lives. Through video 
cameras in every room of their 
homes, we will go along as Dr. 
Phil eavesdrops any time he 
chooses. 
Those who succeed in Dr. 
Phil's weight loss challenge 
will win big prizes. To win, 
they must live up to the seven 
keys of his lifetime weight 
control program and keep the 
weight off. 
The seven keys are to (1) 
Quit thinking they can never 
be a normal weight. (2) Deal 
with the underlying feelings 
that drive them to "medicate 
themselves with food. (3) 
Safeguard their environment 
by ridding their home of junk 
food. (4) Curb impulse eating. 
(5) Buy, cook and eat food 
dieting plans. One participant, 
scheduled to marry an equally 
overweight man in October, 
• phoned home to hear him 
whine about being left alone 
for five days while she was se- 
questered in a Los Angeles 
house along with the other 
challengers. 
I wanted to tell her, "Ditch 
the selfish bum. He doesn't 
have your best interests at 
heart. Lose 200 pounds and 
you'll have plenty of caring, 
normal weight men to choose 
from." 
Many overweight people 
harbour an outsize wardrobe 
just in case. And sure enough, 
six'm.onths after they manage 
to lose a size, they eat their 
way back up. 
That's proof of wrong think- 
ing, If they believed in them- 
selves, they'd cull their war- 
drobe to what fits. Then they'd 
have to eat less or go naked 
until they shopped. 
Like smokers who claim 
they can't quit and continue to 
buy cigarettes or tobacco, no 
one can lose weight so long as 
they stock their favourite fast 
foods, doughnuts, cookies, 
fries, chips. A carrot has 50 
calories and takes five minutes 
to chew. A 300 calorie dough- 
nut can be swallowed in three 
bites. If they stocked their 
kitchen with fresh fruits and 
vegetables and foods that need 
cooking first, they'd have a 
harder time gulping calories 
fast as a wood chipper. 
When these eight challeng- 
ers return home, they face the 
dilemma of ridding their home 
of junk food, pre-packaged 
goodies, and all sorts of handy 
nibbles. 
Without the cooperation of 
kids and spouse, trimming the 
shelves of all but wholesome 
foods will be impossible. I'd 
give my kids an allowance for 
goodies to be eaten before they 
come home. 
Avoiding fast food outlets, 
exercising instead of sprawling 
on the sofa, and saying No to 
impulse eating will take will- 
power bolstered by planning. 
Those who follow Dr. Phil's 
advice and get a handle on 
their weight forever will enjoy 
a longer healthier life. 
N cE YoU  -'IF "-I IlI / v/~ " I 
POffI-C-,La£ IAL 5'oB.ALPtNE "i" 
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Doing just 
fine without 
union card 
Dear Sir: 
I found the comments made by R.oss Slezak 
(Mail Bag, The Terrace Standard, Sept. 17, 
2003) so funny I almost did not reply, but his 
comment about my standard of living being sig- 
nificantly improved by the union movement 
could not go unanswered. 
I have been self employed for more then 13 
years now. I am beholden to no one and no orga- 
nization other then myself and the fact is I will 
work long hard hours with fewer no breaks for as 
long as is needed to get the job done 
Currently I spend most of my time in Alberta, 
a place I hate for its flatness but love for its need 
and appreciation for hard workers. Most days I 
spend on a job site working alone for as many as 
16 hours and on an average of 14 hours with few 
or no breaks and for as many as 21 days straight. 
I get no benefits other then the ones I pay for 
out of my own wages and Employment Insurance 
is just fantasy. 
And I would not have it any other way. 
The idea that one of the oh-so-elite Alcan 
workers could call me a whiner will keep a smile 
on my face for weeks. Thanks for that :Ross! 
So as I head back to work in Alberta for what 
looks like a six-month contract I can only hope 
that the rest of the very high paid union workers 
that are still working, vote to stay working rather 
than vote to strike. 
But I won't hold my breath. After all greed is 
a very hard vice to give up. 
.... Gordon Blakeburn 
Thornhil l  B,C. 
Armchair sniping at 
labour solves nothing 
Dear Sir: 
It is very obvious that Mr.Blakeburn (Mail 
Bag, The Terrace Standard, Sept. 17, 2003) has 
no connection to any form of labour organization 
nor does he or Mr Weeber have any respect for 
the many millions of workers that go out each 
day to support heir families and local busines- 
ses. 
I was told by several Eurocan employees 
when I stopped at the Carnaby site on my way to 
Terrace a few weeks ago the issues were mostly 
about the safety of its workers. Money was not 
the only thing. Employees ay they get very little 
training and are placed on job sites where they 
are required to work with all kinds of different 
hazardous chemicals. 
The safety of employees is paramount at the 
mill where I work and we are respected as a va- 
luable asset by our employer, as should be the 
case anywhere in the world. 
Maybe Mr. Blakeburn and Mr. Weeber would 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
I IIlll I 
The Mail Bag 
IWA WORKERS at New Skeena Forest Products mill struck a deal with new owners after 
picketing early this year. But labour strife at West Fraser's northwest mills have prompted let- 
ter writers to debate the merits of unions. FILE PHOTO 
Mr.Weeber and Mr.Blakeburn say and just blame 
it on organized labour. 
We all want the same thing, a decent living 
with decent working conditions for everyone. It is 
no benefit to anyone if these employers close 
their doors and threaten employees to sign this 
"or else" is also wrong. We need creative ways 
to make these tough times work for everyone and 
we will do our part to help. 
Nipper Kettle, 
Houston, B.C. 
Let the laws of supply 
and demand decide 
ter of Rights and Freedoms. 
I 'm with Glenn on this one, let supply and de- 
mand determine who stays open or closed. 
Lloyd Brinson, 
Nass Camp, B.C. 
Call us Kermode City 
Dear Sir: 
Here's my Kermode entry: Why not change 
the name of Terrace to Kermode City? 
There are a thousands of places named Ter- 
race. We got the name about 75 years ago when 
the Post Office refused to call this place Little- 
ton because there was another place in Canada 
called that. Since the townsite was layered in 
The Terrace Standard, We&t,: ~day, October 1, 2003- A5 
the promotion of the 2010 Olympics available for 
this purpose. Make it an election issue in May 
.2005. 
Current plans for Upper Little Park are too 
constraining-for our needs and show lack of vi- 
sion on the part of city officials. With the mill 
revenue gone such a total sports center would 
:generate monies to Kermode City's coffers. 
Another feature of the sports multiplex on the 
. old mill site should be a ',YM/WCA" which is 
• now fimded by governments. Call it a YCAC for 
Young Canadian Athletes Center, Th is  would 
give athletes coming to Kermode City a place to 
stay while they are competing. 
...... .... ": Mighty Moe 
• Terrace,  B. C. 
Anti-abortion logic 
doesn't make sense 
Dear Sir: 
Oh, the erudite and air-tight extension of logic 
from Richard Hassett regarding barely barren 
bears and threatened human reproduction and 
abortion (Mail Bag, The Terrace Standard, Sept. 
I 0, 2003). 
Questionable cerebral brilliance, what with 
human population going onto seven - count 'era 
- seven billion and such an overwhelming per- 
centage of that, with lives of desperation, not to 
mention, the resultant downward slide of the en- 
vironment. 
Ricky, baby, did y'all miss count day, with 
the Count, on Sesame Street? Count 'era - seven 
billion. 
I suspect "The Flat Earth Society" has 
morphed with a new theme of biological viability 
"every sperm is sacred, every egg divine". I f  you 
don't know the words just hum along. 
In closing, as a Great Satan card-carrying 
member of the Liberal/Socialist mind set, I am 
forced from the very thought that hackneyed 
Hassett is horribly harried regarding threatened 
reproduction, beyond abortion to the attractive- 
ness of retroactive abortion. 
God preserve and protect us from the thoughts 
and will of the Islamic Judeo-Christian funda- 
mentalists, the three intermingled religions from 
the harsh sands of the Middle East. 
Do they truly anchor us, with sound morality, 
or do they pull us under? 
Michael Tugwood, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Walsh Ave. too narrow 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to congratulate the city planners 
who laid out the new section of Walsh Ave. be- 
side the new Skeena school. 
The concrete curbs and wide sidewalks are 
absolutely first class. There's just one little pro- 
blem. When cars are parked along both sides of 
the street, as they always will be at 8:30 a.m. 
and 3:30 pm, as long as there is no intra-urban 
school bussing, there is not enough room for two 
cars to pass in opposite directions, let alone a 
school bus and a half-ton. I can't wait to see 
what it will be like in the winter. 
Since it is too late to move the beautiful con- 
like to see everyone go back to the sweatshops Dear, Sir: . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
theydeal with m other cpuntnesjust because.m: " I;wohder:how.mahy,people;othev~thfin;fiays61f 
dustry is going through a bit of a tough time and Glenn Kelly ("Let business regulate'itself", 
today. 
Labour has no control over many of the issues 
that have brought on these tough times but are 
diligently working in cooperation with industry to 
help out - without selling the farm to do so. 
Personally, I think the real greedy one here is 
the letter writer that does not belong to a union, 
for whatever eason, but is one of these people 
who just wants to sit back in his armchair and 
complain about issues and not be a part of the 
solution. 
Generations of people have sweat blood over 
the years to get decent wages and safe working 
conditions for all people including some of your 
friends. We know times are tough for everyone, 
including industry, but I don't think we should 
throw the baby out with the bath water. We need 
to work together on this issue, and not do just as 
The Terrace Standard, Sept. 17, 2003) would 
like to see more stores open on holidays? 
I actually hate to see a holiday come up be- 
cause it's a waste of time to drive all the way to 
Terrace from the Nass and not be able to buy 
anything when you get to Terrace. 
I 'm quite sure there's enough time in a day to 
observe and respect any holiday plus being able 
to buy what you need before travelling lO0km 
back home to the l'q'ass. 
Buying needed items has no reflection on dis- 
respect for any holiday. But if someone can only 
accomplish one simple task per day then by all 
means don't shop if celebrating is more impor- 
tant to them than buying needed items. 
To force any person to celebrate by removing 
the choice of buying and/or celebrating in the 
same day seems almost like violating the Char- 
betaghe.s:,orterr.aces~.,they~ch.os~ that name.But crete curbs, perhaps i:~iw.o¢l~.beia,go.od, idea,¢i: 
: times rchange, and fhere~,ww are i~ 20.p,~rltir~ing .tO.:,,thel:~t~ ~p.uL ~'/0 stopping 8:,15 ,a,m to, 8:45:, a.m,. ' 
come up with a Kermode emblem design for'the and 3'15 p m to 3:45 p.m. Monday to Friday 
2010 Winter Olympics. signs along the south side of the street, or make 
Kermode City would be completely distinc- 
tive to this region which is famous for the Spirit 
Bear. Moksgm'ol is too confusing to pronounce 
or spell to the average outsider, even with a fea- 
ture film in the works on the subject. Spirit Bear 
City would be too involved a name. 
The community is currently Suffering from 
economic woes because of the mill situation but 
even so our city should have a policy to have all 
materials related to the Kermode Bear made 
right here in Canada, not having them ordered 
from Hong Kong or Japan. 
The mill on Keith doesn't seem to be going 
anywhere since the BC Liberals dumped it. I say 
the City should get that property and build a 
multiplex and a total sports cenler under one roof 
and include bowling. There will be money from 
the section of Walsh between Kenney and Mun.- 
roe a one-way street. 
T im Keenan 
Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. 
Our address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 5R2. You can fax us at 250-638- 
8432 or e -mai l  us at 
newsroom@terracestandard.com. No at- 
tachments, please. We need your name, 
address and phone number for verification. 
Our deadline is noon Friday or noon Thurs- 
day ahead of a long weekend. 
It's time to act to fix the fibre basket 
By DANIEL D. VENIEZ 
IN A VERY real way, New Skeena's 
challenges are a microcosm of what 
the region itself faces. 
Just last week in Terrace, the city 
organized an emergency forest confer- 
ence to grapple with some of these is- 
sues. As a company and as a region, 
we have tackled many of the tough is- 
sues head-on. While it has been pain- 
ful, we have made very substantial 
progress in our rebuilding efforts. We 
are almost there. 
Without question, the most critical 
part of the value chain is our wood 
basket. It is the major piece of unfi- 
nished business where the entire north- 
west should now direct its focus. 
Numerous tudies have offered pre- 
scriptions for the rehabilitation of the 
forest. All have been ignored. 
The northwest is in what the Mini- 
stry of Forests describes as a 
"Transition Zone" where much forest 
land is home to over-mature trees with 
high rot content. 
The hammer of a "one size fits all" 
regulatory framework that does not re- 
cognize the unique nature of these for- 
ests has dealt a massive blow to the 
forest economy in the region. 
The combination of poor timber 
quality and high access costs makes 
this the most economically challen- 
ging fibre resource in the province. 
To put this in perspective, in the ln- 
terioi', the terrain is rolling. The harv- 
est is 90% to 100% saw logs. On the 
Coast, where terrain is difficult, the 
timber is htgh value. 
content of marginal or negative value. 
That means that the economics in 
the Northwest are radically different. 
I came across an ad published in 
the News-Herald on February 27, 1953 
from Columbia Cellulose, the compa- 
ny that built the original pulp mill in 
Prince Rupert. It is instructive. 
The ad describes the "once useless, 
over-mature timber" that formed the 
basis for the pulp mill's furnish. At that 
time, investment flowed to the region 
because of access to low cost fibre. 
Today, regulations make this deca- 
dent fibre among the most expensive 
in the world. The result over the years 
is the cumulative starvation of capital 
to once robust assets. Almost 50 years 
later, the message in this ad could 
have been written in 2003. 
Stifling regulations are doing two 
things: First, they prevent the forest 
from properly rehabilitating. Secondly, 
they prevent the private sector from 
helping to do that by choking off capi- 
tal to the region. 
The over-mature northwest imber 
has long been a disadvantage to pro- 
ducers operating in the region and has 
been considered a marginal resource 
by New Skeena and its predecessors. 
Ironically, the very nature of this 
region also makes it an ideal growing 
area for future forests, promising a 
very productive "second growth" of 
very high quality. To tap that poten- 
tial, we have to log and replant the 
decadent, old growth, and do so on an 
accelerated basis, 
There simply Is no other way. 
for is $10 million to $15 million per 
year for the next three years). 
After use, many roads must be de- 
commissioned. Grass seed must be 
planted and culverts removed. Last 
year, SCI, a bankrupt company, was 
required to sow $100,000 worth,of  
grass seed. This breathtaking:ex~imple 
of regulatory madness is in place de- 
spite ample evidence" natural rege- 
neration is faster and better for the en- 
vironment. 
The Code requires bridges have the 
structural ability to withstand earth- 
quakes and 100-year floods - the most 
conservative - if not extreme - of risk 
probabilities. This is another rejection 
of common sense. 
The Code also calls for cuts to be 
out of the public's view. "Viewseape 
rules", laudable though they might be, 
are applied to areas of very little pub- 
lic use. This costs a great deal of 
money and is another example of per- 
vasive economic waste. For an econ- 
omy built on the forest resource - not 
tourism - this is another costly "job 
killer" as Premier Campbell described 
it prior to his election in 2001. 
Over the last decade the lifeblood 
of our economy has been choked-off 
by enforcement of regressive or puni- 
tive regulations. Economic viability is 
not the priority under today's policy 
and regulatory framework. Under the 
new version of the 'Results-Based 
Code', this continues to be the case, 
at least as it will likely apply to the 
northwest, 
Other forces acting against us in- 
In the transition zone, saw logs The so-called results-based Code elude ourlarge geography that piles up 
make up just 40 to 50 per cent of what requtres many roads be built to meet higher hauling costs and our forbidding 
we cut, and the logs have poor grade provincial highway standards. (The terrain, which also drivesup costs. 
recovery at that, The rest i s pulp log average annual cost toNew Skeena When New Skeena operates, $102 
million per year will be spent on fibre 
• and the infrastructure required to" harv- 
est it. That is bY far. the single largest 
cost compopent of our business. 
With'out a change to the regulatory 
.regime that recognizes the uniqueness 
of the northwest imber basket, the re- 
gional economy won't surwve. The 
rules governing logging in the north- 
west cannot be simply transplanted 
from the lower Coast or the Interior. 
The forests of the northwest should 
be treated as the transitional zone that 
they are for 
the purposes of 
forest policy 
and the regu- 
latory frame- 
work. 
In other 
words, the re- 
gion should be 
designated as 
a special eeo- 
nom|c zone ['or 
forestry pur- 
poses.  The 
wood is differ- Dan Venlez 
ent, It is un- 
ique. The geo- 
graphy is different. It requires focused 
and joint effort and attention to rehabi- 
litate. 
So what can be done? Several 
things - all of which c6st the province 
no money, are not subject to counter- 
vail considerations, and are appropri- 
ate given the state of the fibre basket 
and the economic dependence of the 
Northwesl communities. They are: 
[] Make more wood available now. 
[] Since the province ends up own- 
ing the roads, the province should pay 
to build them. 
• Blend cut blocks. One measure is 
to allow cut block blending in the 
transitional zone on the same basis as 
is allowed on the coast. 
• Increase conventional ground- 
based logging in Terrace. It's consider- 
ably more cost effective than cable 
logging systems. Recent technology. 
makes conventional logging much 
more environmentally• friendly than in 
the past. To expand use of such sys- 
tems near Terrace requires the coop- 
eration of the regulators. 
• Maximize timber harvested per 
kilometre of road. This would make 
more efficient use of the precmus in- 
vestment dollars spent on road con- 
struction in this transition zone due to 
terrain and the Code. 
• Increase cut block sizes. This al- 
lows significant synergies in logging 
operations. There are numerous con- 
siderations in the new Code that bear 
on cut block size. However, it is be- 
lieved that, within the parameters of 
the Code, average cut block size in 
the transitional zone can be signific- 
antly increased. 
Our ability to turn the forest econ- 
omy around for the long term depends 
on our collective willingness to deal 
squarely with the fibre problem which 
has plagued the northwest. 
I believe we are faced with a truly 
unique and historic opportunity to 
change the course of the economic 
destiny of the northwest for the better 
by demanding Victoria correct the po- 
licy mistakes that have cost this pro- 
vince dearly and decimated the econ- 
omy of the Northwest. 
Mr. Veniez is President and CEO of 
NWBC Timber and Pulp Limited and 
New Skeena Forest Products Inc. 
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From front 
Real animal risk makers bear 
a mascot longshot - expert 
But it's the consumer-friendly 
mascot hat fetches the big bucks. 
"We're talking about a very sig- 
nificant amount of money." 
The problem for the Kermode 
becoming the mascot, Howard 
said, is that Olympic organizers 
usually steer clear of mascots that 
are real, live animals or based 
directly on them. 
It's too easy for public relations 
disaster to strike - they can die, 
get shot by poachers or eat a tour- 
ist a month before the Games• 
"With living creatures there's 
always the fear something will 
happen to them," he said. "Real 
animals are seldom, if ever, used. 
So the field has been dominated 
by imaginary characters." 
The ultimate Olympic mascot 
was probably the Schmoo - a 
white blob similar to Casper the 
ghost, he says. 
"The temptation will be to go 
with some completely imaginary 
and fictitious character with no 
connection to anything real." 
Howard said it's still possible a 
fictitional character based on the 
white bear could become the 
mascot, but the connection -and  
value to the region - might be 
more distant. 
While the mascot is where the 
money is, its costume and media 
treatment might also leave fans of 
a real animal disappointed. 
"I can imagine a scenario 
where someone emotionally in- 
volved might find it demeaning," 
Howard said. "They might well 
have a day where they say 
'We've turned the whole thing 
into a farce.'" 
"The temptation will 
,be to go with some 
completely imaginary 
and fictitious character 
+ with no connection to 
anything reaL" 
The success of the mascot in 
terms of dollars generated e- 
pends less on the actual choice 
than on the ability of companies 
to be associated with the Olympic 
ideal and imagery. 
The emblem might be a more 
achievable goal for Kermode 
backers, Howard said, adding the 
bear would bring the political 
benefit of helping include the in- 
terior. 
"It's magnificent, it's indige- 
nous to the area - which is a huge 
plus," he said. "I think it's a very 
interesting idea and deserves very 
thorough investigation." 
As for talk of a plush toy fac- 
tory producing Kermode bears in 
the northwest, Howard says that's 
unlikely. 
"The plush toys will be pro- 
duced in Beijing or Seoul -which 
is where all plush toys are• 
produced." 
Marmot, antelope, tiger all vie for mascot 
of passers-by from a booth 
at the Union of B.C. Muni- 
cipalities convention, 
Mayor Jack Talstra said 
city reps talked up the 
idea with community char- 
ter minister Ted Nebbel- 
ing. "He seemed quite in- 
trigued by it," Talstra said. 
But they also came up 
against stiffening competi- 
tion when the Vancouver 
Sun declared either the en- 
dangered Vancouver Island 
marmot or the hoary mar- 
mot that actually lives on 
Whistler the frontrunner. 
A surprise stab in the 
back came when one of 
the north's own endorsed 
the small mountain rodent 
for mascot. 
L ieutenant-Governor 
Iona Campagnolo - a for- 
mer Skeena MP now liv- 
ing in the Comox Valley - 
said she favours the critter. 
By JEFF NAGEL 
'IS IT Tiger or Monkey 
King for Beijing 2008?' 
So reads a breathless 
headline from the People's 
Daily in China, where an- 
other battle is underway 
between rival groups to get 
their favourite animal 
named Olympic mascot. 
There the frontrunners 
include the endangered 
South China tiger, being 
advanced by promoters in 
a southern province. In 
northwest Quinhai pro- 
vince, a nature preserve 
leads the campaign for the 
Tibetan antelope. 
It's all further evidence, 
for campaigners back here 
in B.C., that a rare crea- 
ture as the symbol for 2010 
is not a stretch. 
Kermode bear boosters 
spent last week pitching 
the white bear to hundreds 
Want  A 
Photo  
Did you see a photo in the] 
you  want a copy oft The Te 
No~hern Photo l~tcl. ' ~ ' 
now provides this service. 
Come into our office locate, 
at 3210 Clinton Street and it 
the photo of your choice ar 
"What a rotter," Talstra 
said. 
Local campaigners con- 
tinue to differ on whether 
the white hear should be- 
come the mascot or the 
emblem of the Games. 
But history shows ani- 
mals are seldom incor- 
porated into the emblem. 
The last time that hap- 
pened was the Summer 
Olympics of 1960 in 
Rome, when the emblem 
featured a she-wolf of 
Roman mythology nursing 
Remus and Romulus. 
The  last time for the 
Winter Olympics was 1924 
when the Chamonix 
Games in France emblem 
featured a raptor, in flight, 
Here's a survey of em- 
blems and mascots chosen 
for other Olympic games. 
1988 Calgary 
SALT LAKE 2002 
Salt Lake was typical of 
the trend toward sty- 
lized emblems. 
Emblem - Stylized snow- 
flake in shape of maple leaf. 
Mascots - Plush costume 
polar bears named Howdy and 
Hidy. 
1992 Aibertville 
Emblem - Stylized Olym- 
pic flame. 
Mascot - Magique,'.a half- 
man half-star plush character. 
1994 Lillehammer 
Emblem - Stylized north- 
ern lights with snow crystals. 
Mascots -Norweg ian  
doll-children Haakon and 
Kristin in traditional garb. 
1998 Nagano 
Emblem - Flower with 
each petal a stylized athlete. 
Mascots -The Snowlets: 
four plush owls named Sukki, 
Nokki, Lekki and Tsukki. 
200~ Salt Lake 
Emblem - Stylized snow- 
flake 
Mascots - Three cartoon- 
ish animals: Powder the 
snowshoe hare, Copper the 
coyote and Coal the black 
bear. 
2004 &thens Summer 
Emblem - Olive wreath 
Mascots -Two doll-child- 
ren named Athena nd Phevos 
2006 Turin Winter 
Emblem -Mounta in -  
shaped web of ice crystals 
Mascot- Undetermined 
2008 Beijing Summer 
Emblem - Stylized figure 
that's a cross between a run- 
ner and a Chinese character. 
Mascot - Undetermined. 
4"x6"  5"x7"  Omer, Pham~ 
Price inch, des printing [tm from NorPnern 
purchasing lee from Ihe Terrace Slan 
All pholographs are copyrigh~l Io file Terra 
Note: 90% of photos ~ken are digital photas 
of high qualily peg. Black and while prints 
also available from back and while negatives.) 
northern phot  
"Your Headquarters For Digilal 
Cameras And Digital Imaging. Servic 
,4-+4736 Lakelse Avenue 
:: +T:fi g:?+B I~i T IS  HT!; 
Each year, mopey and other financial 
property goes unciaimedlby owners. 
This property comes from sources 
such as courts, municipal tax offices 
and liquidated companies, and 
includes intestate states and court 
payments, real estate deposits and 
debt collections. It does not include 
cars or land or bank accounts from 
federally chartered banks. 
The British Columbia Unclaimed 
Property Society reunites rightful 
owners with their property. Our web- 
site contains information on the 
regulation of unclaimed property in 
British Columbia, as well as a search- 
able database of unclaimed money 
deposits held by the Society. For more 
details on the Society and the types of 
property we administer, go to 
www, bcunclaimedproperty.bc.ca. 
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EFFECTIVE HTNESS 
(Your Family Fitness Centre) 
No up front fees 
No time restrictions on workouts 
Annual memberships not a requirement 
No appointments required 
All this and more at 635.4130 
REAL JOBS DON'T 
HAVE RAIN DELAYS. 
Treat  Your Feet To Red wings.  
Available in: B 10-14, D 6-15, E 6-13, EEEE 7-15 
635-6703 
Mon - Sat  9 -6  
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Ganadian-madeSaxony's ~ .  ~'~ N 
that will add s~lo and ~ +  
tradition to your home. Ideal 
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bedrooms. Choose from the latest 
decorator colors. ' 
Casual Comfort GEORGIAN BAY 
+"+°"=""""  [+1199 BaSs i  Decorating 
possibilities are endless wilh ~. ' ,~  J'~ 
these fashionable natural ~ 
textured Berber loops. Floor fashion that 
offers value and slyle, and is perfect For any 
room in your home. Available in nalural, 
solid or multi.toned esigner colors. 
Urban Co.ram+ore+ 
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Business 
Success  
honoured 
THE NOMINEES are 
out and voting is under- 
way on the Chamber of 
Comrnerce's annual bu- 
siness excellence awards. 
Ballots have to be re- 
turned by Oct. !0 and 
the winners will be an- 
nounced at the Oct. 25 
gala evening at the Best 
Western Terrace Inn. 
Here are the nominees: 
Contr ibutor  to the 
Arts: Donna Ziegler of the 
Dare to Dream Founda- 
tion, Terrace Art Gallery, 
Marilyn Kerr of Sight and 
Sound, 
Rookie of the Year: 
Spa Essentials, Northwest 
Weekly, Curves for 
Women 
Tour ism Excellence: 
75th anniversary commit- 
tee, Brian Downie of Ter- 
race Tourism/Riverboat 
Days Society, Shames 
Mountain Ski Corp. 
Home Based Business: 
The Basket Case (Silvana 
THE NOMINEES for Employee of the Year are Zina Wood of Spa Essentials, 
Cathy Morris of Terrace Totem Ford Sales and Carman Hendry of Northwest 
Regional Airport. Awards are presented Oct. 25. 
Rigsby), Pampered Chef 
(Carla McDonald), North- 
west Copiers (Dean 
Porter). 
Employee of the Year: 
Zina Wood of Spa Essen- 
tials, Cahty Morris of Ter- 
race Totem Ford, Carman 
Hendry of Northwest Re- 
gional Airport. 
Community Booster: 
Terrace Sight and Sound, 
All Seasons Source for 
Sports, The Mix/CJFW & 
NTV. 
Customer  Service: 
Spa Essentials, Terrace 
Totem Ford Sales, Terrace 
Builders Do-It Centre 
Retailer of the Year: 
Canadian Tire, Gemmas' 
Boutiques, Kermodei 
Trading 
Newsmaker of the 
Year: Debbie Scarborough 
of Terrace Transition 
House, Fraser Mackie of 
the Terrace Kitimat Air- 
port Society, Hawkair 
Company of the Year: 
Northwest Weekly, Haw- 
kair Aviation, Tim Hor- 
Ion's  
Executive of the Year: 
Bryan Gascon of Canadian 
Tire, Dullss Kleamyck of ,  
Best ~/estern Terrace Inn, 
Valerie Gauvin of Terrace 
& District Credit Union. 
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FIRE SAFETY EVENT 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4TH • 11A.M - 2 P.M. 
Terrace Shopping Centre 
Mall Parking Lot 
Making 
progress 
NORTHERN DRUGS co- 
owner Gerry Martin has 
been named to a group set 
up to monitor B.C.'s eco- 
nomic performance, 
The B.C. Progress 
Board has identified key 
economic indicators and 
then sees how B.C. stacks 
up against other provinces. 
'::Ii~.aisb conducts its own 
stildii~'s -one  examined 
rur~il BJC~' and recommen- 
ded th6re be a resource di- 
vidend that returns some 
rev~'nuexo'the ar as where 
it' w~is generated. 
Th~ p, rogress board's 
owns a string of newspa- 
pers in B.C. including The 
Terrace Standard. 
I1~ TERIIACE P0WEII 
SAIL Silununon I
BOAT PRO 
0d. 24 & 25 - Suctessful (amp[alien 
qualifies [or lhe Pleasure (raft Opnrolors 
[eslifkelo (P(OC). Fri. evening &Sot. 
morning. Lo(olion ltWCC room 2002. 
Cost SSO (moleriol & (orlifkate ind.) 
VNF 
Nov. 14& 15 - (Morilime Rodiolelephone 
Course) Successful (omplelion Quolihes 
for lhe Restdded Operators (Maritime) 
ROE Fd. evening & Sol. marnlng. 
Lo(olien NWCC room 2002. Cog $50 
(materials & (erlificole in(,) 
CPS BOATING 
CPS Bonling Course: Jan. 12, 2004 enroll 
now. (purse toosfS200. Includes oll tourse 
rneleeio~ & PCOC (oorse 11 weeks 
duration, one 3 hour session per week. 
Monday nighlo 7-10 p.m. el 111e NWCC. 
F~ further Information and doss 
registration, please contort Re5 ot 
tl~ Kermode Dive Shop at 635-9440 
days m Dave at 69.5@i06. 
Registration mast be at least one 
week prior to dass commencement. 
lorthwest Smile 
Design Center 
Dr. P. k 0kimi, k. 
mi~f[~, Full Face 0rthodon~cs, T~J
Serving Ihe Northwest for 10 years 
Full Face Orthodontic Care 
Invlmlign • the invhcble braces 
UgJ. Treatment 
Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
r~e~ VNtening (Bbachin 9) 
La~ Free Office 
)r, Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 
[250) 635-7611 
lid ~a I~naw tha~ a child should be seerJ [or 
el, ~'tlt orthodontic screenln 9 be[ore age 7f 
//0/1POINT 
MO 
i, I H iq i l l  !it 
i: 
/. 
/G 
/G 
$298 
$749 
$298 
$599 
$469 
$288 
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Mayor sees tax 
cut for industry 
- not holiday 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A PROPOSAL to offer a 
property tax break to new 
manufacturers that come 
to Terrace is yet to be dis- 
cussed in detail by city 
council. 
But mayor Jack Talstra 
said his concept of the 
idea doesn't involve offer- 
ing an outright axholiday 
for any length of time. 
He said it's important 
such a scheme be fair to 
existing sawmills while at- 
tracting new plants. 
That could work by es- 
sentially putting a cap on 
how much property tax the 
city collects from all 
heavy industries in town, 
he said. 
"The city still gets the 
same bucks but you've got 
more players," Talstra ex- 
plained. 
"That way you would 
not punish the people al- 
ready here. They, too, get 
a break if somebody new 
comes in." 
The two existing big 
sawmills' combined prop- 
erty tax bill to the city is 
$1 million. 
Talstra gives the exam- 
ple of a hypothetical new 
heavy industry coming to 
town, which, at current ax 
rates, would have to pay 
$400,000. 
Instead, he says, the 
heavy industry rate would 
be reduced to capture the 
same amount of money. 
Jack Talstra 
The new plant would get a 
$I00,000 per year discount 
and the two existing major 
sawmills would enjoy 
combined savings of 
around $300,000. More ar- 
rivals would further reduce 
the tax bills of local indu- 
stry. 
"You'd  cap it, of 
course. It vcould be a five- 
or 10-year thing," Talstra 
said. 
"That 's the sort o f -  
model I 've got in my 
head." 
Such a concept could 
be based around develop- 
ment of the airport lands 
as a new industrial area, 
he said. 
The proposal arose from 
the city-organized Com- 
munities in Crisis forum 
that came up with recom- 
mendations to restart the 
northwest forest industry. 
New road contracts 
to bring new rules 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE DEADLINE for bids on road and bridge mainte- 
nance in the Skeena area is just weeks away. 
The new contract will reflect the increased winter 
maintenance r quirements now that Hwy 37 south be- 
tween Terrace and Kitimat has been reclassified from a 
B road to an A designation, says transportation fficial 
Don Ramsay. 
That ~lesignation means more frequent winter road 
maJnten~ce than was previously required. 
The new contracts will also reflect increased needs to 
maintain the new 33-km Kineolith highway. 
That adds 55 lane kilornetres of road to be main- 
tained. 
Nechako Northcoast Construction Ltd. has the current 
contract which expires April 12, 2004. 
The Oct. 17 deadline is for a new 10-year contract for 
this area. 
Ramsay hopes the contract will be awarded by the 
end of the calendar year or in early 2004. 
It is one of 26 road maintenance ontracts around the 
province which which will be awarded over the next two 
years. 
Most recently, O'Brien Road and Bridge Mainte- 
nance Ltd. was awarded the contract for North Coast re- 
gion effective Oct. 12. Transportation ministry officials 
will not divulge contract details, including the price, 
until all 26 contracts are awarded. 
That's to avoid prejudicing negotiations in other ser- 
vice areas. 
Libs rebound in north, 
new opinion poll finds 
B.C. LIBERAL support is 
up in northern B.C., ac- 
cording to the latest Ipsos- 
Reid opinion poll. 
The governing party got 
the support of 47 per cent 
of those polled in the 
interior/north - up 13 
points from the firm's May 
poll. The NDP trail in the 
north with 27 per cent and 
the Greens get 16 per cent. 
Three per cent chose Unity 
B.C. and seven per cent 
favoured others. 
Ipsos Reid vice-presi- 
dent Kyle Braid said it 
shows the Liberals have 
regained ground they lost 
to the NDP and the greens 
in the so-called Heartland. 
"Whether it was can- 
ning their Coquihalla plans 
or being viewed as doing a 
good job responding to the 
forest fire situation, the 
Liberals will welcome 
these gains in the inter- 
ior," he said, 
'"The Liberals needed to 
shore up their support in 
the Heartlands to avoid 
being labeled a Lower 
Mainland party." 
Province-wide the Lib- 
erals have 45 per cent sup- 
port"to 31 per cent for the 
NDP and 17 per cent for 
the Greens, The NDP is 
now roughly even with the 
Liberals only on Vancou- 
ver Island. 
We kno  v how 
fond you are of 
accumt lation. 
Fly Air Canada this Fall and gather up to 
30,000 or more Bonus Aeroplan ® Miles! 
Travel from Sept. 15 - Dec. 12, 2003, and you can earn: 
• 3,000 Bonus Aeroplan Mlles for 5 one-way flight segments 
• An additional 4,000 Bonus Aeroplan Miles when you fly 
a total of 7 one-way flight segments 
• An additional &000.Bonus Aeropl.an STATUS Miles 
when you fly a total of 13 one-way flight segments 
Plus, when you travel in Executive First ~ from Sept. 15 - Oct. 30, 2003, 
you'll earn 15,000 BonusAeroplan Miles for every round-trip 
or 2 one-way segments, enough for a free* short-haul reward ticket. 
Register at aeroplan.com/FaliBonusMiles 
to qualify and for complete details on these offersl 
A~rop[an ~:~ 
To take advantage of theAero~lan offers you must be an Aeroplan member at time of travel, and must register online during the promotional period at aeroplan.com/FallBonusHiles or call 1-800-342-80Z6. Oiler excludesTango by Air Canada TM flights, andAir Canada 
and Air Canada Jazz" booking cla:.ses E, N, T. X and Z. Executive First offer excludes C booking :lass. Other conditions apply. Visit aeroplan.com for complete details. ~Taxes, landing and departure or service fees and other charges and surcharges may apply to Aeroplarl 
Reward Travel• eAeroplan and Executive First aro registered trademarks of Air Canada• 1"Tango and Air Canada Jazz are tradernark~ ol Air Canada 
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Ryan Thompson '~ ............... '~:~r~ 
-aka "The Mighty Mangler" 
Wrestling 6 year 0td son -',Mosquit0 S0y, 
hed Nor Pine ve 
A BC Chiropractor 
He's back on the mat! 
~/  ~!iiiii ~:i •
I 
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Giving 
best. ,+  
0 i i 
PRICES EFFECTIVE THIS THURSDAY  FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY! 
i • 
• ,~ ' ~i I 
~ ' i  ~i ~ ~ ~i'?~, ~i~ ~ 
~:::,:.i::.~:iiii!i+!i~iiii~i'ii::~ ::.:~': :~+~!ii+i:.i~ . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  : 
, :i+ii~.~, +::i~ -~ ...... ~ 
Prices effective at all Canada Safeway stores Thursday, Oct. 2 thru Saturday, Oct. 4 2003, We reserve the right to limit sales to retail quanti- 
ties, Some items may not be available at all stores, All items while stocks last. Actual items may vary slightly from illustrations. Some illustra. 
t ions are serving suggestions only. Advert ised prices do  not  include GST, 
~:'Vi'r~m~ts ofAIR MILES hten~ml Tr~m9 B.V, Used unde. rKeme by LoyaJly Managemmt C~oup, ~ ~ and ~ ~l~q ~ 
Extreme Specials art prices that art so low they are limited Io a one time purd~s~ to Slfewq Club Card M~mb~'s within a household. Elth household can purcha~ the hrnited items,one.time during ~ efl~h~ dates, A 
household It defined by all Safeway Club Cards that are linked by the tame address and phone number. Each household can purchase ~e EXTREME SPECIALS dunng the speoi'md awednement datel, to,r purtha~ over 
the household limiL~ regular pricing applies Io ovedimil purchases, 
Extren~ p~es efl~ive Oct. 2 - Oct 4, 2003. On BUY ONE GET ONE FREE ceres, both items mug be purchased. Lowest ptked item Is then r~rt. 
. /  
visit our website at www, safeway.con 
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lskut River power plant 
gets final gov't approval 
By ROD LINK four altogether with the capacity to Running water through four tur- 
COAST MOUNTAIN HYDRO got generate 112 megawatts ofpower, bines instead of three is intended to 
final approval last week to build a Company official Dan Woznow compensate for having less water 
run-of-river hydroelectric generating would not disclose the new cost of overall. 
station in the Iskut River north Of the project, but did acknowledge it The Iskut River location for the 
Stewart. will be more than $200 millioncom- power generation is approximately 
It was one of 16 so-called green pared to an estimate of $195 million 15km north of the Eskay Creek gold 
power projects to get the go-ahead under the old three-generat0r plato mine and 40km from Hwy37. 
from Victoria, spurring an estimated The company has yet t0 line up A transmission li e will be built 
$800 million in investment and the financing but expects that to out to the highway and then south for 
providing 1,800 gigaWait hours per change:w]tfi it=s approval as one of i88km-whef~: if will Connect up to 
year the  new powe r sUppliers t° BiC. the main B.C:Hydro grid. 
Coast Mountain will place gener- Hydrol . "There have been a number of 
ators in a side channel of the Iskut "The project has been g~ven a hurdles, but we haVe worked through 
River. conditional water licence already," most of them,," said Woznow. 
The news came as the company said W0znow, ............ Coast Mountain must commit it- 
said it has increased the size and Coast Mountain decided to add a self to being completed by Sept. 
cost of the project, fourth turbine after that conditional 2006. At the peak of construction, 
Coast Mountain Power has added licence didn't give it all the water it Woznow estimates 150 people will 
one turbine to its plans, making for had originally wanted, he said. be working. 
Train station passed over in 
initial round of softwood aid 
THE PLAN to turn Ter- far was Film Prince Skeena MP AMy Bur- ber dependent communi- 
race's historic George Lit- George, which gets $9,000 ton took aim at the slow tieis," he said. 
tie house into a turn-of-the- for software to handle digi- doling out of the fund in "Announcements do not 
century train station in the tal photos to promote Parliament last week. put bread and butter on the 
city's new tourism zone northern locations to "Very little assistance tables of displaced 
wasn't among the first pro- movie companies, has gone to softwood lure- workers." 
jeers announced last week 
for federal softwood aid 
grants. ~ 
Eight projects in B.C. 
are getting $3.5 million in ~ ~ !!  ] 
the first stage of grants in 
the $50 million aid pack- 
age for comnmnities hit by 
the softwood lumber crisis. 
"We're definitely still 
in the pipeline," said Ter- 
race Economic Develop- ~~-~ i i i i~ i i !  ! s ! i i i~  I 
grants could come as early ....... ' 
!i::~]i]~ii~i!:i~::,:: ;!ili!i~. :.:. . . . .  
as this week. 
"They've been inunda- ............... 
ted with so many propo- 
sals," he said. 
initiative. The train station project :i~:~;:~:~ : :,./ ........ "~, ~ t  ....... ,:: i~i~l' hopes to get $380,000 from iii-' i:! 
the federal softwood aid .... >"~"~ 1 ~ 
Baker said total project ~ ~ i  
" .i : ~ : "  costs are estimated at i ~"~ ............ 
around $920,000 :'includ- ~ ~ :i:::~:';~~:::!::::.. . :~ 
ing moving the house to ~ ~!i~ 
the foot of Kalum St., 
 .oot wor ,  ooo o,i o I iiiiiii 
lighting, landscaping, and i~;i~i;!~:~i:~!; 
extensive renovations and :.~::~:~ .... :'~ if~iii~:;;i~:~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : [ redesigning ofthe building. ~I 
The city has created a :: :~ 
new downtown tourism " 
zone running partway up . . : ,  
tourist-friendly shops like 
boutiques and restaurants 
and requiring redevelop- 
ment be consistent with an 
"old Terrace" look. ~i 
It's hoped the train sta- 
pointti°n wouldto be the entry :~!i 
Terrace of cruise 
ship tourists arriving by : :~t  
rail from Prince Rupert. ...... : 
The Port Edward Histor- 
ical Society in Prince Ru- 
pert got $191,000 in the 
first stage of softwood 
money for improvements 
at the cannery museum to 
prepare for increased 
cruise ship tourism. 
The only other group to 
get money in the north so 
From front t i~  
Health 
Swiss Army for Her s49" 
l OOml, EDT,, reg. $82.00 
Alfred Sung Pure $24 ~ 
30ml, EDP Spray, reg. $31.95 
Swiss Army for Him ~39" 
I OOml, EDT,, reg. $70.00 
Drakkar Noir s24" 
3Oral, EDT, reg. $45.49 
SKEENA MALL o TERRACE, B,C, 
Ph: 635-6555 • Fax: 635-6389 
ndt@northerndrugs.com 
i 
i _ ...,.,.= .;, 
'iiiiii::!ili!]ii!iiii,<~ ....... 'i • ~ .. . .  i!!i 
//i 
N ° .::::. 
7' We want '3 
your trades! 
Minimum $20 
trade-,n value 
as higher empl°yee bene" I fits, hTAR: ?'['A Ua:= Y:31~ ;1~ "~ 
Not included in the deal 
are registered nurses repre- !' 
sented by the B.C. Nurses 4631 Ke i t  8 
Union or workers llke ~-ray . ,~ jKeea , .c~, ,~/a~.  
'°~""'°'~"~ a°~ ~"°"  1 - 8 0 0 - 4 6 3 - 1 1 2 8  therapists with the Health 1o0 VEALS 
Sciences Association. 
The NHA is facing a $6 
million deficit for 2003-04 
-higller than the $3.79 
million deficit previously 
predicted. 
It also faces more pres- 
sure the following year due 
to rising utility and phar- 
= ~ ~ _  tir . 
,I II I I  ...... on any used 
to cut A ; % 
- " "   QVI I B ,ooso,, 
wages  O'S uo"" '  
• O l l l  , ,= wu ,  _-T, esMust - 
tracts expire and a new ' !!!!ii ~?:"::::::: ~ ~ f lu  0 : , ,  I I  
roundbegin, of bargaining is to ~ I I 'O 'W !~i: I 
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SO MUCH ~0~ IN STORE 
less... 
With any $50 purchase;, clip the coupons below and save big! 
~ i l i ! I i I I I m lm~ m I I I n am l i m a  u I 
, 
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I 
I 
| 
I ! 
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| . I  
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..... ! ~ B.C. Grown i ~ Western  Fami ly  : 
PLU# 80500 1 , ~,~ . ~, ,  . . PLU# 80505 
Bacon ,, ~ , ,  ! Husse~: t,o~:a~oes I~ l~ l~ i  
With any $50.00 purchase excluding coupon items, lotto, tobacco, gift a ~a With any $50.00 purchase e~. cluding coupon items, lotto, tobacco, gift m 
certificates, prescriptions, insurance, rewards and taxes. Present his coupon a. a ~ certificates, prescriptions, insurande, ~rewards and taxes. Present his coupon a 
"1~ with your Save-On-More card to the cashier at the time of purchase. Cannot be m m ~ with your .Save-On-More card to the castder at the time of purchase. Cannot be a. 
combined with any other coupon off~r on this product. Coupon valid at Save- I i ~ combined with any other coupon offer" on this product. Coupon valid at Save- ". 
~ /~ On-Foods, Terrace location only from October Ist to 4th. To the cashier: Enter e i. ~ j~ On-Foods, Terrace location on~, frorn October l st to 4th. To the cashier: Enter ". 
~ ~ PLU code. Place coupon in drawer. I ~ ~ ~ , PLU code. P/ace coupon in drawer. I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~  I I I I I I I I  I I I I I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I I l I I  , It" m n I I I I I  I E l  I I ~ I ~ I  I l l  I I I I  I I I  I I I I I  I I I l l  I I I I I I I I I I I~  ~ 
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, ~ PLU#80510 " ', ~ , ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - " '  Fe ,  ' PLU#80515 ' 
i ~ Large Eggs ~ i  ! ~ House ~.oTree ~ ! 
,, ~ Large ~ " ' 0 1Kg. ~ ', 
=i ) With any $50. O0 purchase excludingm~coupon items, lotto, tobacco, gift a W/th any $50.00 purchase excluding coupon items, lotto, tobacco, gift m 
I I 
a certificates, prescriptions, insurance, rewards and taxes. Present his coupon e certificates, prescriptions, insurance, rewards and taxes. Present his coupon a 
a with your Save.On-More card to the cashier at the time of purchase. Cannot be a with your Save-On-Morn card to the cashier at the time of purchase. Cannot be a 
m combined wile any other coupon offer on this product. Coupon valid at Save- a combined wit/) any other coupon offer on this product. Coupon valid at ~ave- ~. 
m Old.Foods, Terrace location only from October Ist to 4th. To the cashier: Enter ma .m~ On-Foods,_ Terrace location only from OctoberpLu code.lSt to Place4th" TOcouponthe cashier:in drawer.Enter a ~ 
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Delissio ' ' Wes ily ' , , te rn  Faro  ,
I | | 
Pizza ', ,' ,' 
I I I 
, m 24 Rolls m 
m ~ m " With any $50.00 purchase excluding coupon items, lotto, tobacco, gift m With any $50.OOpurchase xcluding coupon items, lotto, tobacco, gift m 
m certificates, prescriptions, insurance, rewards and taxes. Present his coupon m certificates, prescriptions, insurance, rewards and taxes. Present his coupon 
m with your Save-On-More card to the cashier at the time of purchase. Cannot be i with your Save-On.More card to the cashier at the time of purchase. Cannot be 
m combined with any other coupon offer on this product. Coupon vagd at ~ave. | combined with any other coupon offer on this product. Coupon valid at Save- 
mm ~ m ~ On-Foods, Terrace location only from October l st to 4th. To the cashler: Enter 
m m PLU code. Place coupon in drawer, m On-Foods, Terrace location only from October 1 st to 4th. To the cashier: Enter m m ,,~ _ PLU code. P/ace coupon in drawer, m m ?,~ ~ m 
' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ............................... ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ -  ............................... 
Last weeks winner of a return trip to Vancouver on Hawkair was ANNIE LOURENCO 
FLY FREE TO VANCOUVER & RETURN WITH 69,000 SOM POINTS REDEEMED! 
SEE INSTORE FOR DETAILS 
,~',i~,',~'~,~'~";~,~:~"~:'~,~:~'~, .; : .~:~; .~.~.~'~;~'~.~.~:~'~'~`~'~~~.~~~~~:~ 
~i!~i:~il;~l ,~ 
° TRY FORM ~ ............. i iL - "  - - i 
.............. ~;//I 
F VL ~::'im 
" Name: 
.~.'~~:' Address :  
Cih / :  , 
Save-On'More #: 
Phone: 
See in.store for more details. Draw date is October 8th, 2003 
/ 
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TANDARD 
Debate sees contenders 
swerve from left to centre 
By SARAH A. 
ZINIMERMAN 
NO CLEAR frot~t runner 
• was evident as seven can- 
didates faced off at last 
week!s NDP leadership 
debate in Terrace. 
"When you stand in the 
middle of the road in polit- 
ics I guarantee you one 
thing - you get hit by traf- 
fic both ways," he said. 
The message hit home 
to Brad Carson, 18, one of 
All seven candidates jus t  four people under 20 
came out swinging sept. attending the debate. 
24 agai'nst the Gordon Having just recently be- 
Campbell Liberals' record come a member  of the 
since their landslide vic- NDP party he's looking for 
tory in the2001 provincial a leader with more left- 
election, and the question leaning points of view and 
became wh ich  candidate felt many of the candi- 
would behest equipped to dates were "borderline 
take the premier on come Liberal," 
election t me n 2005' Leonard Krog, a lawyer 
Just two of the candi- from Nanaimo, is the only 
dates Iiave experience in other candidate with ex- 
the legislature, perience in the legislature, 
Left,leaning, union ac- serving as MLA for Parks- 
tivist Steve Orcherton was ville-Qualicum from 1991 
an MLA from i996 ,2001 to 1996. 
and successfully passed a 
private member's bill to 
create opportunities for al- 
ternatiVe rnedicines, which 
was later thrown out by the 
Liberals. 
His message was clear 
- move  away from the 
"mushy middle" and return 
to the left-wing roots of the 
NDP. 
He also ran for MLA in 
the  2001 provincial elec- 
tion. 
N i l s  Jonson, a Crown 
prosecutor, engineer and 
city counsellor from Oak 
Bay, Victor ia stayed 
closer to the middle than 
Orcherton did and called 
for a focus on value-added 
products in the forest in- 
Steve Orcherton 
dustry. 
Carole James, the only 
woman running for leader, 
has eleven years experi- 
ence as a school board 
trustee and was president 
of the B.C. school trustees 
association for five. 
She spoke forcefully 
against the Campbell gov- 
ernment's cuts to social 
programs including wei- gates to leadership con- 
fare. ventions are eligible to 
"We don't kick people vote for leader. 
off welfare with a two-year Mehdi Najari, said he 
rule when they don't have chose to run after a couple 
jobs to go to," she said. committed suicide after 
CAROLE JAMES addresses the roughly 100 people from Terrace and Kitimat who gathered to hear what 
NDP leadership candidates had to say at a debate here Sept. 24. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
He also drew some re- 
action for his assertion that 
if "poor Ireland" can offer 
free tuition to its post-sec- 
ondary students, so can 
"rich B.C.". 
Peter Dimitrov, also a 
councillor in North Van- 
couver and a 25-year 
member of the NDP said 
he doesn't believe staying 
close to the so-called mid- 
dle is such a bad thing. 
He said it reinforces the 
sweeping cuts by the Lib- 
eral government in 2001 
lead them to believi~ they 
wouldn't be able to care 
for their handicapped son 
any longer. 
"I came from dictator- 
She also advocated 
strongly for the one-mem- 
ber, one-vote strategy 
which many NDP mem- 
bers see as the future of 
the party. 
Currently only dole- 
ship in Middle East and I 
didn't come to a country 
that treats people in such a 
way," he said brandishing 
a newspaper clipping of 
the story. 
lawyer, called for a move 
towards regionalization 
and decentralizaton of fis- 
cal and political responsi- 
bilities. 
Craig Keating, a city 
long-standing values of the 
NDP and believes the par- 
ty can be about both eco- 
nomic prosperity and so- 
cial justice. 
Cont'd page B2 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
Former 
MLA may 
run in 
2005 
HELMUT GIESBRECHT 
is not ruling out the idea of 
running m the 2005 provin- 
cial elections. 
Giesbrecht, a two-term 
provincial MLA for the 
Skeena region from 1991- 
2(}01 was among 100 
people gathered at the 
NDP leadership debate in 
Terrace Sept. 24. 
"I would be proud to go 
into any election with any 
of them," he said of the 
seven candidates. 
But he added he hasn't 
decided yet if he will run 
for MLA 
"I think there are some 
fairly good options," Gies- 
brecht said. 
"They all have passion 
and this kind of fire in the 
belly - some are clearly 
better candidates than 
others in terms of how they 
would deal with Gordon 
Campbell in a debate," 
Those front runners in- 
clude Carole James, Leo- 
nard Krog, Cr',fig Keating 
and Steve Orcherton, he 
said. 
Giesbrecht served In the 
legislature alongside Or- 
cherton from 1996-2001 
and Krog from 1991-1996. 
Giesbrecht plans to go 
to the Nov, 21-23 leader- 
ship convention in Van- 
couver. 
Any NDP member can 
attend the convention but 
only delegates can vote tbr 
the eventual leader. 
Delegates from Terrace 
and Kitimat will be selec- 
ted in early October. 
" 11' 
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With our winter Gold package, 
your vehicle will be more than ready to face our rough winters! 
• Oil change up to 5 litres of • Lubricate chassis/hinges/locks 
Motorcraft 5W30 engine oil'* -TireS:checked and inflated (if required) 
• Motorcraft oil filter Batterytest and: report 
":TO U:Powersteerin fluid, Brake: ins  ec t ion  ~.:,.:i!:~!i!~i~:,~:~, ::iliiiii:ili i::::i:!ii!iill  :..~: ~.!~.,.;~!.~.~. ..... p  ::: . . . . . . . . . . .  g .  . . . . . .  .. : ... P . . . .  
!iii:,:~iiii:!i~i:,i!i:~i;,::::,~:~!::,: i:  :::: ~:~ :: i ::~,(:~:ii~ili:ii:;,!~:~:i!: Exhaust  inspect ion  ',:::~:~;:~ ii!i;i!ii ii ii .:  ,:: i~'  :~i!i'~. :.i .?i:~:.: "-!. ~;:L I.IC.I' ~¢:.,i~ :! 
;::~.!i,!:::i~:Ci;:::!::~:.i-::'; :: ~ " ,Transmission fluid: -;~..:...:~?".,;~: .: .::~ :...,.:- . . ,  . , ,  " : :  ~ :...:, 
With FORD Fast Lane there is no appointment necessary. For fast service and great quality, 
you can count on FORD Fast Lane. So drop by anytime until November 30 th and we'll help you 
THE:, C OLDII 
f0rd.ca 
At participating Fast Lanes only. Please see your Fast Lane Manager for details, Additional charge may apply for Motorcraft 5W20 and all premium grade oils 
Motorcraft o I filter installed based on availability for your make and model of vehicle. Environmental charges may apply. Taxes not included.Offer aDnlies to most cars and light trucks, Offer expires Novernber 30, 2003. 
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Stewart hel ps fire 
victims in Barriere 
CALL IT a big donation 
from a little town. 
More than 80 boxes of 
clothes, non-perishable 
food products, toys and 
other material and $607 is 
being sent from the tiny 
town of Stewart south to 
the fire victims at Barriere 
in the North Thompson, 
The outpouring of sup- 
port took place Sept. 19 in 
Stewart, population 400, 
and was taken to Terrace 
Sept. 22 by Seaport Li- 
mousine. 
It's now housed at the 
Canadian Freightway 
depot in Terrace, awaiting 
shipment south. 
"If it happened to you, 
you'd hope there'd be help 
from somebody as well," 
said Seaport driver Steve 
Tates as he delivered the 
boxes to the Freightway 
depot. 
Corporal Mark Groulx 
of the Stewart RCMP said 
the idea grew out of dis- 
cussions between the 
spouses of detachment 
members, including his 
wife, Katie. 
"What we really would 
like to do because it rains 
here so much is run a 
house from here to there," 
said Groulx of the weather 
pattern in Stewart. 
Failing that, the Ste- 
wart RCMP detachment 
became HQ for the relief 
effort. 
"It's good to know such 
a small town can respond 
like this," said Groulx. 
Hawkair 
flies into 
Alberta 
HOMEGROWN airline 
Hawkair has expanded its 
passenger service into Al- 
berta. 
The airline is introdu- 
cing daily non-stop service 
from Grande Prairie, Al- 
berta to Vanc6uver as of 
Oct. 6. 
Flights will leave Van- 
couver, stop in Grand 
Prairie then carry on to 
Dawson Creek and then 
return, says chief operating 
officer Rod Hayward. 
The new route doesn't 
mean the addition of a 
new plane though. 
"It means we're just in- 
creasing utilization of the 
airplanes we do have," 
Hayward says. 
Hawkair  will be 
competing with WestJet 
and Jazz out of the north- 
ern Alberta city, but Hay- 
ward says it will be the 
only airline offering non- 
stop service to Vancouver 
from there. 
The flight from Grande 
Prairie will last two hours. 48 MONTH LEASE 
PLANS OFFERED 
48  MONTH LEASE 
PLANS OFFERED 
From B1 
Leader 
will need 
to take on 
Campbell 
Few concrete xamples 
of what the leaders would 
do differently if they were 
leader were put forth. 
But former NDP two- 
term MLA for the Skeena 
riding Helrnut Giesbrecht 
said that's not what lea- 
dership debates are about, 
"You're not going to get 
a lot of focus on how to 
win the election," Gies- 
brecht says, adding that's 
what makes a leadership 
vote difficult for members. 
"They have to decide 
who is going to be best 
able to handle Gordon 
Campbell, you have to be 
able to show you're going 
to be able to take on the 
Liberals." 
About 100 people from 
Terrace and Kitimat atten- / ded the debate. 
Questions were posed 
on what the future leaders 
would do on issues such as ,all 
education, Aican power 
sales and their plans to 
bolster membership in the 
lagging party. 
The one-day collection 
effort on Feb, 19 was also 
marked by a District of 
Stewart-sponsored barbe- 
cue which featured mayor 
Angela Brand-Danusen 
and counci l  do ing the 
cooking. 
That was organized by 
district clerk Leigh 
Kasum, resulting in the 
lion's share of the $607 
being sent south via the 
CIBC. 
The goods being collec- 
ted at Canadian Freight- 
ways in Terrace are to be 
taken to Barriere by Tel- 
kwa Trucking of Telkwa. 
Shaun Kelly of Cana- 
dian Freightways aid the 
business volunteered to be 
the Terrace organizing site 
after hearing of what Tel- 
kwa Trucking was doing. 
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STEVE TATES from Seapor t  L imous ine  de l ivered  more than 80 boxes  of 
clothing, non-per ishab le  food items and the l ike to the Canad ian  Fre ightways 
depot  in Ter race  Sept.  22. The donat ions  were  ra ised over  the course of a 
one-day blitz in Stewart  Sept. 19 for the Barriere fire victims. ROD LINK PHOTO 
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DON'T MISS IT. 
:hase financing for up to 
2 MONTHS' 
+ 
2OO3 Jeep  Grand Cherokee 2003 Dodge Durango  
..... • .~ +~.,~+;. - 
2004 Chrysler Sebring Sedan 
CASH PURCHASE FOR 
MONTHLY DOWN PAYMENT 
S344*  $O 
$312+ Sl,500 
$279+ ~3,000 
s 2 O, 5 8 8 
,++~ ....... ~ .. ~+,,, 
2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser 
CASH PURCHASE FOR 
s20,988" 
MONTHLY ~DOWN PAYMENT 
$339t  ] S0 
S307t  SI,500 
$274t  I $3 ,000  
Freiqht included. 
NO SECURITY  DEPOSIT .  
]"!i~ ~THE~,BEST:~!PROTECTION WE'VE/EVER~OFFEREDON ALL  20 l  
+:~ 71YE+AR 0R+:liS;00OKMiPOWERTRAiN W:ARRA'NTY:+:PLUS 24  
, H O.N DAI AND TOYOTA DO 
i 
Financing provided by Chrysler Financial Canada. 
VISIT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, JEEr,, DODGE DEALER OR DAIMLERCHRYsLER.CA Wise customers read the line Print: *, "1", ¢, These are 
limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offers except Graduate Rebate and apply to retail deliveries on most new 2003/0,4 vehicles, Dealer order/trade 
may be necessary. 0% purchase financing on all 2003 Jeep Grand Cherokee, 2004 Chrysler Sebrlnq Sedan models and 2003 Dodqe Duranqo models up to 72 months. 
Example: $30,000 @ 0% APR/72-month term; monthly payment is S416,67. Cost of borrowing is$0. Total obliqatlon isS30,000. 0% purchase financing on all and 2003 
PT Cruiser models up to 60 months. Example: $30,000 @ 0% APR/60-month term; monthly payment Is $500. Cost of borrowing s $0. Total obligation s $30,000, 
If customer chooses 0% purchase financing, the advertised cash purchase price would not apply and the negotiated price may be hlqher, which would result In a higher effective 
Interest rate, t" Based on a 48 monthjterm for the.2004 Chrysler Sebrinq Sedan 28H; 2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser 27E, Total Sebrlnq Sedan lease obligations are: $16,512 with 
$0 down', $16A76 with $I,500 down; $16,392 with $3,O00 down. Lease finance interest rate is 1.8%. Total PT Cruiser lease obligations are: S16,272 with SO down; $16,236 with 
$1,500 down; $16,152 with $3,000 down. Lease finance Interest rate is 2.3%. Kilometres limited to 81,600; charoe of $0,15/km for excess kllometres, e Cash purchase price 
is applicable only to cash purchases of the 2004 Chrysler Sebrlnq Sedan 28H; 2003 Chrysler PT Cruiser 27E. *, #, • Cash purchase/financing/leases Include freiqht and 
exclude llcence, Insurance. taxes, re01stratlon, and dealer administration charqes and PPSA. Lease/financing subject o approval by Chrysler Financial Canada. See dealer for 
complete details and conditions. 4: Warranty valid for all new 2003/04 vehicles, to 7 years or 115,000km, whichever comes first. Some conditions apply. See dealer for details. 
® Jeep Is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DalmlerChrysler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. 
g.-,o.-..,., 
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School district considers yet 
more changes to bus routes 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SCHOOLS ARE being asked to 
consider shorter break times as 
part of the district's efforts to im- 
prove school bus service, 
The school district is also look- 
ing at adding more busses, board 
chair Peter King said last week. 
"Everything is being looked at 
to try to get the bussing in the dis- 
trict working well," King said. 
Sweeping route changes and a 
reduction in the number of school 
buses resulted in chaos last month 
as students returned to classes. 
"On paper, it looked like it 
would work, but in practice it 
didn't," King said. 
The school day is about an 
hour longer this year because of 
the new, four-day week. 
The only way to reduce the 
length of the school day would be 
to make recess or lunch breaks 
shorter. 
I t 's just one option trustees 
may consider as they discuss 
ways to improve the bus system. 
While many blamed the new 
four-day school week for delays, 
King said the real culprit is finan- 
cial constraints. 
King said the district is under 
pressure to reduce its transporta- 
tion costs. 
"We were trying to make sav- 
ings in bussing routes," King said. 
YOU MAY be seeing more of these back on theroad before 
and after school. 
"Previously, we could have run 
busses with 10 students and the 
government would have paid that. 
Now we have to find all of that 
line up for the after school bus. 
The district has also investiga- 
ted complaints of overcrowding. 
"All the busses were not only 
legal, but they were below the 
legal limit," Kind said. 
Just one report of an overcrow- 
ded bus is confirmed. It involved a 
bus leaving Kitamaat Village and 
some extra passengers who were 
not eligible for a ride. 
The driver did not allow the 
passengers toboard, King said. 
He expects the board will re- 
ceive a current passenger count at 
tonight's meeting, 
"'Things are improving," he 
said. "What happens is these sort 
of changes can't happen fast 
enough." 
Thornhill trustee Lorrie Gowen 
said some school districts in urban 
centres are cutting school buses 
altogether. 
be spent in the classroom. Usk parent Cathy Green was 
told to expect improvements inDozens of frustrated parents 
packed the September school 
board meeting demanding impro- 
"We were trying to make savings in bussing 
routes. "' 
vements to school bus service. 
Many of the complaints in- 
volved the length of time some 
children were made to wait the 
money out of our own budget." 
King said eliminating one bus 
can save the district about 
$50,000 - money that can instead 
school bus service to go into ef- 
fect Monday. 
Her children, including her six- 
year-old daughter, were getting 
picked up at 7:36 a.m. and arriv- 
ing home nearly nine hours later, 
at 4:40 p.m. or even later. 
Now Usk students will be col- 
lected at 8:02 a.m., returning 
home at 3:57 p.m., a welcome im- 
provement, Green said. 
Student 
arrested 
in drug- 
free zone 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
A 19-YEAR-OLD Caledo- 
nia Senior Secondary 
School student has been 
suspended indefinitely 
after being arrested for al- 
legedly selling marijuana 
in the drug-free zone sur- 
rounding the local high 
school. 
The man, who can't be 
named blecause charges 
haven't been approved yet, 
was arrested Sept. 25 near 
the school for possession 
of marijuana for the pur- 
pose of trafficking. 
"We don't tolerate drug 
dealers in the area of our 
schools - we are going to 
pursue this to the fullest 
degree," says RCMP Staff 
Sgt. Jas Basi. 
Several students, tea- 
chers and parents made 
complaints about the 
young man selling drugs to 
students, says the school's 
vice-principal Cam Mac- 
Kay. 
Police seized 17 mari- 
juana joints, some cash 
and a record of recent 
sales from the man, police 
say. 
If charges are approved 
Crown prosecutors have 
the option of telling the 
court about any aggrava- 
ting factors involved in the 
offence, including its prox- 
imity to an area frequented 
by minors. 
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• Terrace Crimestoppers are asking fo r  
:~help to solve a break and enter to.a : 
residence. . . .:, :, 
On August 27th; 2003, a resident of the  
14600 b ock of Greig Avenue discovered a : 
:teleVision missing from her home: :Entry. 
~as  gainedvia an unlocked window on 
the rna n floori(:A black 27'(Sears brand :: 
t~levision was s to ien ,  .... 
Terrace crirnestoppers; wants  your 
i~formationi.~:~ot your name, Any  
,: nformation is valuable and;may lead to ~ 
tile arrest and conViction of the offenders[.:i 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000.00 for Information leading to an arrest and/or con. 
vletlon. If you have any Information call "Crlrne Stoppers" 
at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. Callers win NEVER be 
required to reveal their name or testify in court. Crime 
Stoppers does NOT subscribe to cell display, 
Call 6 3 5-tiPS I 
I I~O~Y~'~"  Home & Tenant ,_~ :7_VlC~4~ 
I¢ tw" Commercial, Liability • At Boots -"~ 
Rescue 
attempt 
'heroic' 
TERRACE RCMP are 
commending passing mot- 
onsts for mounting heroic 
efforts to rescue a Prince 
Rupert girl trapped in an 
overturned car in the 
Skeena River last month. 
The girl and her 51- 
year-old father, both 
Prince Rupert residents, 
were involved in a single- 
vehicle accident 62 km 
west of Terrace on High- 
way 16 Sept. 20. 
The driver managed to 
escape from the vehicle 
with the help of passersby, 
police said, but despite 
their efforts they were un- 
able to rescue the young 
girl, Francis Loeppky, 
Loeppky was trapped in 
the vehicle, beneath more 
than 12 feet of water, for 
an hour and 20 minutes, 
police said. She was pro- 
nouneed dead at hospital 
after being freed by Ter- 
race Water Rescue 
~CO, Mobile Homes • Travel G~&) 
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Goa ls  are ach ieved  one  step at a t ime.  
Every step takes you closer to your goals. 
For British Columbia's tudents, those goals are 
graduation, preparing for post-secondary training and 
building a career. 
Reaching those goals isn't always easy. Every student 
could use a little help to do better in school. Tile 
question for students and their parents is, where to look? 
In British Columbia, there are new tools, tips and 
resources to help students achieve their best in school. 
Achieve BC offers parents information on how to help 
their children read, They can also find information on 
every school in British Columbia and how to become 
more involved in their children's education. 
Students will find tips on how to manage their 
homework, There is also information on selecting the 
right courses, preparing for the new graduation program 
and accessing scholarships and bursaries. 
To learn more about the tools and services that 
could help your child achieve more, call or visit us online. 
www.AchieveBC.ca or 1-800-514-0554 
ACHI BC 
EDUCATION 
" " I 
, L "  . . . .  
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JUST  A THOUGHT 
EV BISHOP 
Why try? 
M Y UNCLE placed a dime on his 
palm and said, "Try to remove it 
from my hand." 
I looked at him with raised eye- 
brows. 
"Try to get it," he repeated." 
Shrugging my shoulders, I silently analyzed 
the situation. I assumed that if  I reached for it, 
he would make a fist. Feeling that this was too 
easy and wondering what exactly his point was 
anyway, I reached slowly towards his outstret- 
ched hand. He remained motionless but I was 
not tricked, l knew that the second my fingers 
hovered over the coin, his would clamp shut. 
I was very near the dime now. My hand 
jerked beneath is, slapping it up, sending the 
dime flying. I retrieved it and held it up. 
He looked a little shocked by the slap but 
unperturbed otherwise. 
"You didn't try," he said loftily. "You suc- 
ceeded. You got the dime out of my hand. Ei- 
ther you would've succeeded or you would're 
failed. There's really no such thing as trying." 
Aha! His point at last. "Very clever," I
laughed and agreed that I saw his point. 
This demonstration led into a discussion 
about how one of the many problems with 
people today (although I always wonder about 
these types of "people today" conversations. 
Are there really "people today" or are their 
traits ones humans have always had and each 
generation just thinks they're some new deve- 
lopment?) is that we're always trying which 
automatically lets us give ourselves credit, 
when none is due, Siinply for trying. We don't 
care if we fail so long as we've tried. 
This spun into "One should decide to do or 
not to do. To succeed or to fail: Period." 
I admit that the control freak part of me 
'The control freak part of me 
thought this was pretty solid.' 
thought his opinion was pretty solid. But since 
then I've come back to the conversation many 
times in my mind. 
Initially the line, "Don't try. Succeed or 
fail!" sounds like a great philosophy. It might 
even have some good use as motivational fod- 
der but in essence, I completely disagree with 
it. 
It's too harsh. Too quick to assign blame 
and labels. By that way of thinking, one's ei- 
ther a success or a failure. Period. That doesn't 
fit with my vision of people. 
Behind most successes are many, many at- 
tempts (many tries!) that first resulted in fail- 
ure. Our world would be a harder, sadder place 
if past people with dreams of peace, of tech- 
nology, of stories, only tried to see their 
dreams come into being once and called it 
quits after their first failure. 
I appreciate the words and truth of the in- 
spired person who first said, "If your life is 
only filled with successes, you're not challen- 
ging yourself enough." 
Often the continued trying and trying after 
repeated failures is the success, 
My pondering culminated in a question. 
Why are we so afraid of failure? 
Maybe it has something to do with our pre- 
dominant culture and the way it assigns worth 
'Why are we so afraid of 
failure?' 
based on pocessions and accomplishments. 
Can we stop letting fear of failure prevent 
us from following our secret ambitions? I hope 
so. First we need to stop buying into our cul- 
ture's myth that you are what you have. We 
probably won't regret not purchasing another 
stupid plaything, a bigger house or a sportier 
vehicle. We probably will regret not taking ho- 
lidays with our kids, not learning to paint, not 
learning a second language, not volunteering 
in the community or whatever it is for each of 
us that would follow in the sentence, "I reall.y 
wish I could..." 
There is no shame in having high ideals or 
big dreams and falling short of them. There is 
lots of shame in not even trying to reach them. 
We need to break through fear of what 
others will think and say, "I have this dream, I 
might fail but I want to..." and then move from 
saying it to doing the work it takes to help our 
dreams become reality. And if we fail? Well, 
actually, so long as we try again, we haven'tl 
My uncle's words prove true i f  slightly 
amended. We can only try to succeed or fail to 
try. 
Spiritual 
[ ]  
J urney 
A local clergyman who's moving on 
reflects on his 10 years in Terrace 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TERRACE'S MOST prominent 
Anglican is leaving after a decade 
at his post at St. Matthews 
Church. 
Rev. Dean Houghton and his 
family are moving to Calgary. He 
delivered his last sermon here on 
Sunday. 
Houghton is heading to St. 
George's Anglican Church in the 
culturally diverse northeast part of 
the city, a burgeoning prairie me- 
tropolis that grew by 20,000 
people last year -  more than the 
entire population of greater Ter- 
race. 
It's nothing personal, Terrace. 
When God calls, you listen. 
"I'm leaving because God has 
said my work here is finished and 
it's time to move on," Houghton 
says. 
Since arriving here from the 
east Kootenays in 1993, Houghton 
has been an active church leader 
and an active force in the com- 
munity. 
He sat on Nisga'a treaty advi- 
sory commission and the board of 
the Skeena Kalum affordable 
housing project on Haugland Ave., 
for example. 
But it's his spiritual work he's 
relished the most. 
"My role as priest is to journey 
with people through their lives," 
the 52-year-old says, 
"Whatever happens to them, 
happens to me. In one sense, I 
was happy to be able to journey 
with people this long. I've 
watched children grow" up. I've 
seen the highlights of people's 
lives and their travails, with the 
congregation - and the commun- 
ity." 
The local economy, he says, 
has had a devastating impact on 
the town. The anxiety can man- 
ifest itself in unexpected, troub- 
ling ways, such as divisive de- 
bates on homosexuality and other 
hot-button issues. 
World events have touched his 
congregation, too; when Princess 
Diana died, Houghton found him- 
self delivering a memorial ser- 
vice. 
"You can choose to ignore it or 
you can try to guide people in 
dealing with it," Houghton ex- 
plains. 
"We live in an age of hype. 
The challenge for the priest or the 
spiritual leader is to try to give 
spiritual guidance - corporate 
spiritual direction. That's one of 
the joys of my work. Helping the 
community deal with the thai- 
REV. DEAN HOUGHTON: He won't miss the rain. But he'll miss 
the fishing• JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
lenges that life brings." 
Houghton has also been an ac- 
tive force in civic side of his du- 
ties. He served on the ministerial 
association, a group comprised of 
local church leaders. 
Houghton was also the pastoral 
care coordinator for Mills Memor- 
ial Hospital, jointly run with the 
cooperation of IO different local 
churches that provide on call cler- 
gy and duty chaplains. 
He and his wife Anne have two 
children. Anne sang with the 
Rusty Angels, a church choir, and 
works as an ~ccountant for the 
After the ,,,.Taliban, a ' 
garden will f lourish 
'Rarely have I seen such desperation,' says 
the coordinator of an aid project in Afghanistan 
By ROD LINK 
AN AID worker from Terrace now living 
in Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, says 
one portion of a project aimed at women 
and children is nearly complete. 
Twelve women have been hired and 
trained in plant starts, soil preparation, 
composting and other horticultural pur- 
suits by the Gardens Afghani- 
stan Project, says co-director 
Heather Bellamy. 
The garden project is 
meant to provide a place of 
quiet and relaxation for 
women and children. There 
was a park at the location 
previously but it fell into dis- 
use and disrepair during the 
Taliban years of power in 
Afghanistan. 
Training women was the 
first step toward developing 
the garden itself, Bellamy 
said. 
"The women came in 
cheap plastic sandals in the 
cold of winter to line up to 
apply for this program. I have 
rarely seen such desperation. Heather Bellamy 
One women we found out 
packed earth that was once a beautiful 
women's park, the complaints tarted to 
build. Most of the women were under- 
nourished and aged beyond their years. 
We decided to add a nutritious tea break 
to the program. Even I felt sore feet from 
pushing on the shovel as we began to 
plan and dig the flower beds, but it was 
interesting to see the ow- 
nership and pride in their 
work developing along 
with stronger, healthier 
bodies and minds." 
"They were thrilled to be 
receiving a regular salary 
for the first time in their 
lives. Mid summer we 
made solar ovens avail- 
able to them to help them 
lessen expenses on cook- 
ing fuel, and they paid 
these off over two 
months," said Bellamy. 
Bellamy is supported in 
the project by Samaritan's 
Purse Canada. 
She's returning to Terrace 
and will be speaking at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Oct. 7 beginning at 7:30 
much later, had just given birth 10 days p.m. There is no admission and slides will 
earlier," she said. be shown. The evening is sponsored by 
"As we all attacked the cement hard The Terrace Standard. 
Exploring faith and food 
of life. 
"Sometimes the simp- 
lest questions are the hard- 
est ones to answer," Wahl 
said. 
Nationwid.~, the course 
has the support of the 
major protestant denomi- 
nations and the Catholic 
church. 
The movement began in 
the United Kingdom in 
1997, spearheaded by the 
Anglican Church. Up to 
100,000 Canadians have 
already taken the non-de-. 
nomlnational program. 
About 250 people 
turned out for the "Alpha 
dinner" in Kitimat, and".' 
another 60 in Houston, 
Wahl said. 
By JENNIFER LANG 
NEARLY 100 people 
turned out to what was 
billed as the biggest dinner 
invitation in the history of 
Terrace. 
Local churches have 
banded together to present 
the Alpha Course, a 10- 
week program exploring 
Christianity through dis- 
cussions in informal set- 
tings, 
An "Alpha dinner" took 
place in Terrace Sept, 20, 
kicking off a series of 
weekly meetings. 
Each starts with a 
shared meal followed by 
talks and discussion 
groups, 
"There's no God talk at 
dinner," says spokesperson 
Cheryl Wahl, who's of- 
fered 10 previous local 
Alpha courses with hus- 
band Rob. 
"It's sort of like the fa- 
mily dinner time, It's kind 
of neat sitting down with 
people for 10 weeks," she 
said, "You get all sorts of 
backgrounds," 
The Alliance, Anglican, 
Baptist and Pentecostal 
churches are all participa- 
ting this time around. 
The course is also being 
offered at Kitsumkalum. 
Participants are encour- 
aged to ask questions on 
matters of faith. Common 
questions revolve around 
suffering, and the meaning 
Salvation Army. 
"It will be hard to leave friends 
and the community," he says. 
"l'm not sure if I'm going to miss 
the rain. I am going to miss the' 
fishing." 
Houghton, an avid fly-fisher- 
man, worked for the forest service 
for 13 years before deciding in his 
mid-30s to become a priest. 
"I believe everyone is on a 
faith journey," Houghton says. 
His salt n' pepper beard and 
priest's collar give him a formal 
bearing. 
Continued on Page B6 
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Performance highlights 
the hospice society 
TERRACE IS part of a worldwide effort Friday 
night, when the Terrace Hospice society presents a
Coffee Concert at the Best Western Terrace Inn. 
It's just one of the Voices for Hospice perfor- 
mances taking place in dozens of countries across 
the world this weekend as a way to raise aware- 
ness and funds for hospice and palliative care pro- 
grams. 
Voices for Hospices is an international campaign 
organized every three years since 1991. 
First up at the Oct. 3 event is guitarist Brad 
North, followed by musical duo Dr. Fishy, featuring 
James Powell and Dr. 
Greg Linton. 
An ensemble from 
the Terrace Symphony 
Grchestra, an instru- 
mental trio, harpist 
and R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre manager 
Karla Hennig, and 
singer Milia Stephens 
are also performing. 
Dr. Don Strangway 
will read out a mes- 
sage from Terrace 
Hospice's twin socie- 
ty, the Hospice Socie- 
ty in Thurso, Scotland. 
The concert starts at 
7 p.m. Tickets at 
Nlisty River Books, 
the hospice office at 
207-4650 Lazelle James Powell 
Ave., or at the door. of Dr, Fishy 
Meanwhile, the Terrace Hospice Society is turn- 
ing to the community for financial assistance. 
The society is asking local businesses and indi- 
viduals to join the Adopt-us program. 
"It is through the generosity of the citizens of 
Terrace that our organization continues to exist," 
board chair Gertrude Parks writes in a recent ap- 
peal letter sent out. 
The society, now in its l lth year of operation, 
provides end-of-llfe support o terminally ill pa- 
tients and their family members. 
The society also offers a group support group, in 
addition to opera'ting a resource library with vi- 
deos, books, free pamphlets and audio tapes. 
Volunteers are trained, and they work closely 
with home care nurses, home support workers and 
physicians. 
The society receives little government funding 
(a $5,700 annual grant from the Northern Health 
Authority), instead relying ever more on fundrais- 
ing events and donations, in addition to charitable 
gaming revenues through the Terrace Bingo Asso- 
ciation. 
Earlier this year, the society moved into a joint 
office shared with the Canadian Cancer Society,s 
resource centre, reducing rental costs and improv- 
ing the link between the two agencies. 
Call 635-4811 to find out more. 
ITY SCENE 
Clubs & pubs 
GATOR'S PUB: Live entertainment Wed-Sat. 
Wednesday Is Open Mike Jam Night with free 
pool, Thursday is Extreme Games Night, Fri- 
day: get there earlyl Saturday is Troonie 
Night. The Terrace Paramedic's ambulance 
association fundralser continues• 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Theresa Made sings Friday 
evenings, Watch your favour•re sports pro- 
grams on a large screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Semi-Chronic 0ct.2.4. 
HANKY PANKY'S Is your dance party night 
club. No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college 
night Thursday, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Fri. 
day and Saturday. Karaoke contest Sunday 
and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturday's meat 
draw starts at 4:30 p.m, All members wel- 
come; bring a guest, Lounge opens at 3 p,m, 
Concerts 
• Coffee Concert for the Terrace Hospice Soc- 
iety featuring performances by Dr. Fishy, Brad 
North, a Terrace Symphony Orchestra ensem- 
ble, harp•st Karla Hennig and more. Oct. 3 at 
the Best Western Terrace Inn starting at 7 
p.m. Tickets at Misty River Books, the hospice 
office at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave., or at the door. 
• S4:40, one of Canada's best-known bands, 
performs live at the Kitsumkalum Hall Satur- 
day, Oct. 4, doors open at 7 p.m. Special 
guests Semi-Chronic and Accellerators. 
Adults aged 19 and older only. Tickets at 
Northern Motor Inn and the Bear Country Inn. 
Limited seating. 
• Nils Ling In The Truth About Love and/or 
Marriage. Saturday, Oct. 11 at 8 p.m. At the 
R.E.M, Lee Theatre. A new one-man show 
about a political columnist who turns his 
pen to the study of relationships. A follow-up 
to The Truth About Daughters. Presented by 
the Terrace Concert Society. Seasons passes 
for all seven concerts and tickets for individ- 
ual performances available at Cook's Jewel- 
lets in the Skeena Mall. 
Local theatre 
• Ethan Claymore, a Norm Foster comedy 
presented by Terrace Theatre Se;~t, 25-27, 
Oct. 2-4 and 9-11 at the McColl Playhouse. 
Directed by Jerry Stueblng, A young widower 
finds the courage to carry on - thanks to a 
well-meaning nelghbour and a spectral visit- 
or. Season passes and tickets available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy Travel. 
Visual arts 
[] The Terrace Art Gallery presents Earth-Fire- 
Water, show and sale by clay artists Oct. ZO- 
Nov. 2, Nov. 7-Dec. 3 Brush and Wheel: pain- 
tar Dyan Myrh and pottery by Dan Condon . 
Call 638-8884. The Terrace Art Gallery is now 
open Tuesday and Wednesday from noon-4 
p.m., Thursday and Friday from noon-6 p.m. 
and Saturdays from noon to 4 p.m. It's 
closed Sundays and Mondays. 
At the movies 
• The Banff Mountain Film Festival World 
Tour featuring the world's best mountain ad- 
venture films. Presented by the Mt. Remo 
Backcountry Society at 7 I~.m. Saturday, Oct. 
4 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Highlights in- 
clude Urban Apes and Shepherd Women of 
Shambala, one woman's journey into north- 
ern Pakistan.Tickets at Azad Adventures, 
• The Man Without a Past, Finnish director 
ALl Kaurismaki's (Leningrad Cowboys Go 
America) acclaimed portrait of a homeless 
amnesiac's attempt to rebuild his identity. 
Part of the Pacific Clnematheque's Travelling 
Picture Show's fall tour. Monday, Oct. 13 at 
7 :15  p.m. Sponsored by the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Multicultural Association, 
• Whale Rider, the second of eight film pre- 
sented through the Toronto Film Circuit Ser- 
ies. This is a captivating coming-of-age fable 
set in in modern day New Zealand that 
centres around a Maorl girl's attempt to 
claim her birthright. Wednesday, Oct. 22. All 
shows at 7 p.m. Tickets are $S at the door or 
buy a season's pass at Misty River Books or 
the Art Gallery. Sponsored by the Terrace & 
District Arts Council. 
Special events 
• Quiz Night at the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club. 
Saturday, Oct. 18, at 7 D.m. Match wits against other 
teams in a variety of categories for fun, prizes - and brag- 
ging rights. Presented by the Moderato Band as a fun- 
draising event in support of efforts to attend MusicFest 
Canada. Call Marilyn at 635-3203 for more information, 
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Lear year nearly 800 million containers 
were kept out of BC landfills and recycled. 
[ ~  www.encorp.ca I 
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OCTOBER 17.23.,. MATCHSTICK MEN 
OCTOBER 24.30 ... DICKIE ROBERTS and ONCE UPON MIME IN MEXICO 
OCTOBER 31- NOV, 6,.. FREAKY FRIDAY and JEEPERS CREEPERS 2 
GIFT CERTIFICATES available at BEAR DEN and from CASHIER at THEATRE 
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Environmental certification is one tool that forest 
companies use to demonstrate hat the wood they produce 
are harvested Ihrough sustainable forest practices. Interfor 
built an Environmental Management System which has 
been registered through the International" Grganisation for 
Standardization. ISO 14001, as it is labeled, ensures that 
we have a management system in place to ensure we are 
following all laws and legislation, and are tracking 
everything we do. 
Interfor is also certified through the American Forest and 
Paper Associa!ion's(AFPA) Sustainable Forestry Initiative 
(SFI). By having SFI certification, Interfor has 
demonstrated its sustainable forestry p.raclices, as well as 
its commitment o research and development, species at 
risk protection, and consulting with the public, 
communities, and First Nations regarding planning on 
publicly owned lands. Interfor was tile first company in BC 
to be certified under SFI for management of public land. 
• (A l l  p r i ces  don0t  inc lude  g .s , t , I  + 
Join us at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
October 4. The best of the Banff Mountain Rim Festival 
7:00 p.m.- Tickets available at Azad Adventures orat the door 
October 7- Report from Kabul • :: 
Terrace aid worker, Heather Bellamy provides apersonal 
persped ve on the work going on to rebuilrlthe lives of people 
in Kabul, Afghanistan, Her talk will be accompanied by a slide 
sh0wl, 7:30 p,m,+ F!ee ad miss!oq : i; +::: 
ocl~e, 11. The.Trutll About LoVe+'and)or Mai~ge: 
::: ':++ Nile Ling presehtshisbn6m+h ShO~ilab~t a political 
i ~'<:01umnist turned ~'eiaUbnship'Writer.;; I;~;: ...
• ~Love :Laughsandlnterior decoratinglll 
T ckets $25 OOat the d6or 
$20.00 for Students/se niors 
. . . . .  . ,  + +:  .;..+:. • 
October 14- Ryan Joyce Mngic Show. A f, ndralser for 
the Canadian Oystlc Fibrosis Foundation, 
- 8:00 p.m, 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
The Terrace Standard offers the: Community Calendar as a public service 
to ?Its readers and community organizations.This column IS Intended for 
!non~Dmfit o rgan lzat lonsand eve , tsw l thOut  an admlssi6, c h~r~e~ S.aCe 
COMMUNITY  EVENTS LISTINGS 
SUNDAY, OCT, 5 
[] Memorial Day at the Pioneer Cemetery, 2 
p.m. Sunday, Oct, 5. The community is invited 
to take a look at the restoration work comple- 
ted by volunteers this summer, There will also 
be a short prayer and blessing. Bi'ing a lawn, 
chair - and your family histories; the,Terrace 
Regional+~storical., I ~o e ~t':. q,'~llp~ct~,~. 
more ,n'~ormation ~n~t e~esi3~en~ ri+d. in. 
this heritage site, Followed by coffee and coo- 
kies at the Happy Gang Centre at 3:30 p.m. 
MONDAY, OCT. 6 
[] Weaving the Mind/Body/Spirit: HIV and 
AIDS information sharing, At the Kermode 
Friendship Centre. Oct. 6 from 10 a,m. to 3 
p.m. HIV and AIDS are growing in our commu- 
nities. Learn how to protect yourself, your 
children, and your community, Workshops will 
be fun and interactive. Door prizes and lunch 
provided. Call Marsh or Angels at 635.4906 to 
register. 
TUESDAY, OCT. 7 
[] Kltlmat Celebration with evangelists Len 
and Julle Lindstrom at Haisla Pentecostal As. 
sembly (Cormorant Elementary School)in Kit•- 
mat. At 7 p.m. Everyone welcome, Call 632- 
2007. 
[] International aid worker Heather Bellamy 
will share her recent experiences in Afghani- 
stan with Terrace audiences Tuesday, Oct. 7 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, Bellamy will speak 
about the Gardens Afghanistan project for 
women and children, Slide presentation Inclu- 
ded. There is no admission charge, The even- 
ing is sponsored by The Terrace Standard. 
[] Celiac Support Group holds its monthly 
meeting Oct, 7 at 7 p.m., at the Skeena Health 
Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum St. 
[] The Breastfeedlng Support Group holds its 
monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 7 
at the education room at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital. All morns with nursing children are wel- 
come. Bring questions and concerns, meet 
other morns and babies, come for a snack and 
a night out. Call Cathy at 635-7397. 
THURSDAY, OCT. 9 
Depression screening day, a B,C,-wide event, 
Free, anonymous, confidential soreenlng and 
education, Fill out a quiz on depression 
(screening forms for children, teens, adults, 
new moms, seniors, friends and family), meet 
with a clinician to discuss the results, and 
find out what services exist locally, No ap- 
potntment necessary. At the Shoppers Drug 
Mart pharmacy in Terrace from 3-7 p.m, 
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 22 
[] The Family Support Institute presents a free 
orientation session for families with members 
who have a disability, From 9 a.m. to 3:30 
p,m. at the Health Unit Auditorium (next to 
the courthouse), A workshop on the type of 
support offered by the Family Support Instl. 
tute, as well as various disability issues. Cold 
lunch provided. We work with families, profes. 
slonals and the community. We focus on pro- 
blem solving. Call (604) 875-1119 for more in. 
formation, Registration forms at Skeena Fami- 
ly Resources, The Terrace Child Development 
Centre, and the Ministry for Child and Family 
Development, 
PSAs 
The Terrace Community Band rehearses Tues. 
days from 7-9 p,m, in the Skeena Junior band 
room, We welcome all new and former adult 
members to join in the fun. For into, please 
call 635-4729, 
Attention homeschoolera: The Terrace Public 
Library's next homeschool program Is Men. 
day, Oct, 6 from 1.3 p,m, Join us for fun and 
facts about the human body. Free, but please 
preregister in person or by calling 638.8177. 
The Greater Terrace Beautlflcstlon Society Is 
looking for people who want to help maintain 
local landscaping projects (with weeding, fall 
and spring clean up) on a casual basis. You 
don't need to be a full-time member, just 
someone who's willing to offer a few hours of 
their time. Maybe you're unemployed, laid-off, 
retired or are Just looking for something differ- 
ent to do. Please call Laurie at 835-3466. 
a, : • + . . . . . . . . . .  ~ -:+:: . . . . . . . . .  + ~ • " K't~=++L 
Used book sale,+ at..the Terrace~l~ubho, ~a~-  + 
Oct, 3-12. Come take a look at our great seleb:' 
tion. 
Terrace Uttle Theatre Is looking for one or two 
good seamstresses to assist with the many 
wonderful costumes for Its fall production of 
Cinderella, If you can help, call Marianne 635- 
2942 evenings and weekends or Nancy 635- 
1329 weekdays. 
All primary aged children are invited to No 
School Days at the Terrace Public Library. The 
program runs from 10.11 a.m. every Friday 
when there's no public school. Free, but regis. 
ter, 
The Kermode Friendship Centre offers ongoing 
youth programs Monday to Friday from 6-8 
p.m, (ages 13-24), Freestyle Fridays: learn how 
to rap. Dance from 8-11 p.m. every Friday. Call 
Cinnamon at 635-4906. 
Elders am Invited to the Kermode Friendship 
Society for Seniors Night, the last Wednesday 
of the month from 6-8 p,m. for dinner and acti- 
vities. 
The Sunday Fun League at the Terrace Curling 
Club is looking for new members, Beginners 
welcome; no experience neceseary. We meet 
Sundays at 1 pro, at the curling club, starting 
Oct, 5, Call Les at 615-5445 for more details. 
Free vocal lessons: Learn to sing better and 
with confidence, Join Terrace Pacific Mist 
Sweet Adelines for a free lesson Sept. 25 at 7 
p.m, at Christian Centennial School, Phone 
Loft at 635-0930 for further information, 
Applications forms for the Christmas Craft 
and Gift Sale to be held at Riverlodge Nov, 7-8 
are now available at Tamitik and Riverlodge 
in Kit•mat. Application deadline Oct. 3. Call 
Riverlodge at 632. 8970 or Barb 632-5012, 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre Is tem. 
porarily closed, If you need assistance, please 
call the Terrace Transition House at 635-6447 
or The Family Place at 638-1863. If it's an 
emergency call the RCMP at 635-4911. 
The Older Worker Program, a free employment 
assistance program for the mature worker, 
Contact InterConnect at 635-7995. 
The Terrace Salvation Army is accepting men. 
etary gifts to assist those affected by wildfires 
in southern B,C. Monetary gifts can be drop- 
ped off st the Salvation Army Thrift Shop at 
4712 Keith Ave,, where a temporary receipt 
will be issued, An official receipt for tax pur- 
poses will be issued by our provincial centre, 
Cheques should be specified 'fire assistance.' 
People can call our community services at 
635-1829 for more Information, 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder 
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, de. 
press•on, panic/anxiety disorder, personality 
disorder or OCD? For free Information end /or 
support call Northwest B,C, Schizophrenia co- 
ordinator in Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 1- 
866-7877 (FAM-SUPP), Or attend the Terrace 
Support Group on the third Tuesday of the 
month (except July, August and December) at 
7:30 p,m, at #102- 4450 Grleg Ave. 
Alzhelmer's Support and Education Group 
meets on the second Wednesday of each 
month at the conference room at Terracevlew 
Lodge, If Alzhelmer's or other geriatric demen. 
tiae touch your life, you are welcome to at- 
tend. For further information, call Aveline at 
798-2581 or Doris at 635-0223. : 
OCTOBER SPECIALS 
For The Month Of October, Enjoy! 
Lunch 
Breaded 
Halibut Burger 
- served with your choice of fries, 
salad or soup and coffee or pop 
Dinner . . . . . . .  
Droner ! 
wiLh your choice of 
honey garlic, teriyaki, 
BBQ or honey dijon sauce. '= 
Served with rice, fresh 
vegetables and garlic pita bread 
Dessert. Pumpkin Pie with whipped cream 
+++r+ , ,  ,+, ,+.,. 
_ the family togetherl 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-11302 
t to+tl l '@ [ 
Baby's Name: 
Briar Josiah 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
September 22, 2003 at 12:10 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Ma]e 
Parents: DalUs and Nola Gainer 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Mayson Randal Manuel 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
September 20, 2003 at 6:34 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Nelmn ,nd Katie da Poate 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Daniel Allen 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
September 18, 2003 at 8::55 a.m. 
Weight: 9Ibs. 0 oz. Sex: Male 
Baby's Name: 
Seth Marie 
Date & l"une of Birtlt: 
September 17, 2003 at 3:tO p.m. 
• Weight: 7Ibs. 8 oz. Sex: M',de 
Parents: Matin Stryoom &
Tara Kuhn 
Baby's Name: 
Elizabeth Gina-Rosanna 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
September 15, 2003 at 1:55 a.m. 
Weight: 6lbs. 10 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Michael Slenson &
Chantelle Rioux 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Alden BlaJze 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 12, 2003 • 1:13 p.m. 
Parents: Ken Lmnbe & Ru~elle tlowes Weight: 7Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: M',de 
Little brother for Rachel, John 5 Bailey Parents: J~ica TaJt 
fi'!N6rthern Drugs' Baby Club and 
'l;hewborn will receive their first 
 und Teddy Bear 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B.C, 
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Strike up the band 
The Terrace Community Band welcomes new 
members, and a new director, in its 21st year 
CONTRIBUTED 
CALL ING ALL adult 
wind and percussion 
musicians! 
The Terrace Com-  
munity Band, in its 21st 
year, this active adult or- 
ganization continues to 
present annually, num- 
erous local concerts and 
volunteer at many com- 
munity events. 
The band is looking for- 
ward to welcoming new 
members in all sections, 
and although an audition is 
not necessary, previous 
experience is required. 
This season the band 
would like to welcome to 
the director's podium 
Susan Brouwer, who has 
been described as one of 
the finest band conductors 
in Canada. 
Susan has directed 
choral, jazz and concert 
band ensembles throughout 
British Columbia. 
A graduate of the Uni- 
versity of Victoria's chool 
of music, she currently dir- 
ects the concert and jazz 
band program at Skeena 
Junior Secondary, and has 
taken her ensembles to 
compete and win gold at 
MusicFest, Canada's na- 
tional festival. 
Susan credits her love 
of music to the enthusiasm 
of her music teachers, and 
to her parents, who would 
make every concert a fa- 
mily event. 
When not conducting or 
teaching or playing her ass 
trombine, Susan loves to 
spend time with her hus- 
band Rick and their young 
daughter Renya. 
Susan is honoured to 
have been asked to direct 
the Terrace Community 
Band. 
For more information on 
the Terrace Community 
Band, please call 635- 
4729 or visit its website at 
ww w.terracecornrnu ity- 
band.ca 
The band rehearses at 
Caledonia Senior Second- 
ary's band room Tuesday 
evenings from 7-9 p.m., 
starting Sept. 30. 
Bring your horn and join 
the fun. 
ONE OF CANADA'S FINEST: director Susan 
Brouwer and the Terrace Community Band look for- 
ward to the group's 21st season, 
~ ln Memoriam Gifts fund vital heart and strok eresearch and 
health promotion programs, 
Please print the name of the deceased or Itlo person honoured; 
the name/address of the next of kin for card; and your 
name/address For tax receipt (VIsa and/~/C accepted). , 
Please mall your donation to:
HEART and SMOKE FOUNDATION OF B.C. a YUKON ~,1  
P.O. Box 22, Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A2 638-1966 
. . . . . . . . . . .  i i  
[ MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. I 
II Monuments Concerned personal I I  
[I Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest II
l[ Terrace Crematorium s,nce 1946 II 
II 4e2e Davis Street II 
II ~ Terrace, B,C. VSG 1X7 I 
II I^ r~,s,,,~ Phone 635-2444 . Fax 635-635-2160 II 24 , 0, 
ii . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
Help for 
families 
DO YOU have a family 
member with a disability? 
You're invited to a free 
orientation later this month 
on the Family Support In- 
stitute. 
The workshop will focus 
on various disability is- 
SUES.  
The Family Support In- 
stitute is a province-wide 
organization that supports 
families faced with the 
extraordinary circum- 
stances involved with hav- 
ing a family member with 
a disability. 
It works with families, 
professions and community 
members. 
Learn more about the 
services and supports 
available available. 
The orientation is Oct. 
22 from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
at the Northern Health Au- 
thority's auditorium, next 
to the courthouse on 
Kalum St. 
Registration forms are 
available at Skeena Fami- 
ly Resources, the Terrace 
Chi ld  Deve lopment  
Centre, and the Ministry 
for Child and Family De- 
velopment in Terrace. 
For more information, 
call Steve Bernard at 250- 
738-2330 or the Family 
Support Institute at 604- 
875-1119. 
,~ ~ Thornhill Fire 
Department 
PJ's Pizza and Thornhill Fire 
Department will be delivering 
Thor°iZl zanhi/orders to the immediate 
area from October 8th to 
11 th from 4:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
When you place your pizza 
order from PJ's 2 for 1 pizza, 
the Thornhill Fire Department will 
deliver your order and check 
your smoke detecor(s) 
free of charge. 
~ i  Get Out & Stay Out 
From B4 
His work 
here is 
complete 
But there's a causal 
flourish, too: he's wearing 
dark blue Birkenstock 
sandals. 
Many people are look- 
ing for a peak spiritual ex- 
perience, searching out 
answers as if there were a 
formula to follow. 
Not so, says Houghton, 
who struggled to under- 
stand the nature of the call 
he received informing him 
that his work in Terrace is 
complete. 
"The mountaintop ex- 
periences are separated by 
big valleys, which are the 
bulk of our life," he says. 
And that's OK. 
"Our faith is found in 
the mundane as well as in 
the spectacular nd divine. 
And," he reasons, "in the 
nitty-gritty of life." 
/ 
years. The Heart and Stroke Foundation has been 
another of Muriel's interests. 
It is the Happy Gang Centre where we know her 
best. Muriel is on numerous committees, including 
"sick'and visiting" where her cheerful presence is 
always welcome. We all appreciate the many 
contributions Muriel has made to the Happy Gang 
Centre. Congratulations on being nominated as 
"Senior of the Month"! 
Congratulations to the 
many Northwest seniors 
who participated in the 
Senior's games in 
Chilliwack and to those 
who brought home 
medals - great going!. I 
hear the weather was 
very warm down there. 
Mid September and 
the activities are all 
gearing up for another 
year. We are so lucky in 
this area to have so 
many events set up for 
those over 55. Seniors 
bowling on Monday 
afternoon, great exer- 
cise, good time to 
socialize, great idea. 
The Happy Gang 
Please drop by or contact our office: 
Constituency Office 
4623 Park Avenue 
Terrace, BC 
Tel: 615-4828 
T011 Free: 1-866-615-4828 
Or email: roger.harris.mla@leg.bc.ca 
Website: www.rogerharrismla.bc.ca 
Centre has had it's first 
meeting since the sum- 
mer break with many 
plans for games, din- 
ners and entertainment, 
a little work thrown in 
like daily lunches, pan- 
cake breakfasts and of 
course our fall Bazaar 
in November, tickets are 
on sale right now for 
some super prizes. 
Grace Simons, Joy 
Lennox, Betty Campbell, 
still laid up with injuries. 
Mr. AI Bellamy had a 
freak accident at the 
games when he was 
run over with a golf 
cart, OUCH. 
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- ,  A light touch 
BIOLOGIST Daniela Tortora demonstrates the right way to touch a fragile 
sea anemone - with a delicate pinky. Last week, Thornhill students got a 
close look at various sea live creatures, including crabs, sea cucumbers, 
prawns, stars, and sea urchins, when the Vancouver Aquarium's Aqua- 
van rolled into town. The hands-on outreach program is on the road tour- 
ing the central interior and Vancouver Island over the next six weeks. 
You could win 
The TLT's Cinc/ore//a 
inspires word contest 
CONTRIBUTED 
IN CELEBRATION of Ter- 
race's 75th Anniversary 
and Terrace Litt le 
Theatre's 50th anniversary, 
the TLT is staging the 
pantomime Cinderella at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre in 
November. 
Wi th  the participation 
of the Terrace Symphony 
Orchestra this production 
promises to be a true cele- 
bration of Terrace's artistic 
talents that's sure to ap- 
peal to the young and old. 
Pantomime is great 
fun, It is not a mime at all. 
I t ' sa  form of musical 
comedy derived from the 
commedia dell' arte, bullet, 
opera, the music hall and 
the realms of folk-lore and 
fairy tale, 
Elements of all of these 
are still to be found in 
pantomime today. 
This strange mixture 
has created a splendid top- 
sy-turvey world where men 
are women, women are 
men, where people are hit 
but not hurt, where author- 
ity is constantly flouted, 
where fun is poked at 
everything and above all 
where magic abounds and 
dreams invariably do come 
true. 
Based on children's 
stories such as Cinderella, 
Jack and the Beanstalk, 
I -~ a day 
I ~ . . ,  r,,~_,,#,~ 
I~..]~..,. h i~  l i fe  
Aladdin and Peter Pan, 
pantomime plots are often 
incongruous but they do 
provide the background for 
slapstick comedy, topical 
patter and funny songs, 
special effects, lavish cos- 
tumes, magical moments 
and happy endings. 
In order to get an early 
start :on the fun, Terrace 
Little Theatre is holding a 
contest to see just how 
many words can be found 
in the word, "Cinderella". 
One grand prize will be 
awarded to the entrant 
with the most words: a fa- 
mily pass to see the panto- 
mime, giving two adults 
and two children under the 
age of 12 admission to a 
performance of their 
choice in November. 
In the event of a tie, a 
name will drawn from 
those with tied entries to 
find a winner. 
As with nmst contests, 
there are a few rules to 
follow: 
u) Words must contain 
three or more letters. 
b) No contractions, ab- 
breviations, proper names 
or foreign words will be al- 
lowed. 
c) Deadline for submis- 
sion is Oct. 31. 
d) Entries should be 
dropped off at or mailed to 
Terrace Little Theatre at 
the McCall Playhouse, 
3625 Kalum Street, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 2P4. En- 
tries can also be emailed 
to" info@mytlt.ca 
e) Envelopes or emails 
should be labeled 
"Cinderella/words" 
So, sharpen your pen- 
cils, get the kids involved, 
make it a family effort and 
start your lists. Just think 
"Cinderella" and you will 
be surprised to see how 
many words you can 
find! Winner of the family 
pass to Cinderella will be 
announced Nov. 12. 
~B~L RllACE 
UNTEER 
AU 
The Terrace Volunteer Bureau will soon be 
starting our fall yard clen up for seniors and 
disabled persons who live in your community. 
Volunteer help is needed with: 
• Raking leaves 
• Cleaning eaves 
• Cleaning outside windows 
• General winterizing 
Please call the Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330 
Your assistance will be appreciated. 
NORTHERN HEALTH AUTHORITY  
BOARD OF D IRECTORS - VACANCY 
We are currently seeking two qualified individuals (one each from the Northwest and 
Northeast health service delivery areas) to sit as members of the Northern Health 
Authority Board of Directors. As a member of the board, you will contribute your 
professional knowledge and governance experience topolicy formation, decision- 
making, and oversight. 
Further information is available at ~ww.northernhealth.ca or by calling the Board 
Resourcing and Development Office at (604) 844' 1980. Please submit your application 
by October 15th 2003. 
ine 
,,,,,,,,=,=_,andard,c0m 
Check out our site or call 638.7283 for advertising Information 
. . . .  ' , ,  
SUNRISE RESTAURANT 
AUTHENTIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE 
Eat-in or Take-out • Open 7 days a week 
Mon-Thurs 11 am-10pm 
Fri &Sat 11am-11pro • Sun 1 l:30am-9pm 
We also do catering for all occasions! 
635-7656 
103-4660 LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRRACE, B. C. 
NORTHWEST INTERVENTIONS PROGRAM 
(Funded by Northern Health Authority) 
Family violence is abuse of power within 
relationships of family, trust or dependency. It can 
include many forms of abusive power: 
*: Emotional abuse • Psychological abuse 
• Financial exploitation • Physical assault 
, Sexual assault • Homicide 
Would you like to talk with a counsellor about these 
or other issues? We offer individual, couple and 
family counselling, free of charge. For further 
information or to book an appointment, please 
contact our Terrace office at (250) 635-9330 or 
1-888-655-6533 or Prince Rupert office at 
(250) 627-8435 or 1-866-627-8434. 
Friday, October 3rd, 7:00 pm 
at Best Western Terrace Inn 
Ticket price: $10.00 
Tickets available at: 
Misty River Books or 
Terrace Hospice Society Office 
#207-4650 Lazelle Ave. 
or at the door. 
Featuring: 
Brad North • Dr. Fishy 
Small Group Ensemble from Terrace Symphony 
Karla Hennig on Harp 
and other numbers. 
::..'=j ~,~ 
ounders of the Don't 
Tease Program 
A family-oriented event filled 
with high spirited comedy, 
basketball skill & fun. 
For Tickets call 
1-800-6614555 
or get them at the door 
Sponsored by: 
) TANDARD 
Presented by: 
xente]DM 
I N C O R P O R A T E D  
www.xe  nte l , com 
*Plus applicable taxes. 
TERRACE 
Caledonia High School 
Tuesday, October 14 at 6 and 8 pm 
In aid of Big Brothers Big Sisters 
of Terrace 
i WEEKLY TICKET DRAWS.: 
i Monday, Oct. 6th & Oct. 13th 
i Name: 
! Address: 
Phone: 
1-800-716-7784 " 250-638-7788 
E-maih sonny@telus.net, www.sonnyscellectables.com 
i Basketball Cards 2004 • Hockey Cards Z004 
: Also In Stock... ¥u-Gi-Ohl Magic The Gathering 
t1111111111111111111111111111111111111 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1~ 
A _ w 
holidayl )us( A llque  
VARADERO .PUNTA CANA PUERTO VALLARTA 
Club Valtur ruxpan Punta Cana Princess KrystalVallarta 
All Inclusive 7 Nights All Inclusive 7 Nights All Inclusive 7 Nighls 
Hotel Room REG CWI" PRICE Suite REG CwI PRICE Hotel Room REG CWT PRICE 
s S s S $ S ..,~p.~.j.~.2.4. .......... ! 4.2..9............!.3.5....4......., !~""."~.! ..... .... . . .... !.7 69...._.....!..6.9...4 .. ..  ".~!..!.~...~..~! .... ...... !499. .. .... !.4. 24 
VARADERO PUNTA CANA a,oo,Lv LORETTO 
RIU Turquesa RIU Talno Whales Inn 
All Inclusive 7 Nights All Inclusive All Inclusive 7 Nights : 
Hotel Room REG CWT PRICE Hotel Room CWI" PRICE GardenView Room REG CWT PRICE 
lanuaq6andt3 q619 S1544 N~.I-~.ls s191 !~Hoornpeln,;hl De(embe122 s1849 S1774 
See your  Carbon Vc'agonltt Travel consultant todayl . : 
Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace ;~:i :~:: 
635-2277 
OPEN SATURDAY 
R~ 3504-4 
*Vbl¢OinW dep~du~ (WT V~l~n !kjIb ivai l~ to Gold ~r4t Reward~ cw~olde~ rely Gdd ~nts Rewzrdt n-~eb~p is [RIL ad for del~, ~I pt i¢~ l ie  l lM I  ! :~ ~Sm b as~ ~ dbl. ~¢, T.a~ arid r,el~!KI le~ ellra Pfkq indude $1~0 m co~ sa~rl~ lnd 
minimum g~ ~ 0¢o1~ wiln 1¢ ASS ~ ~anzon w~Oor¢~ film CoRse(ant 1¢ ~ u~ 
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SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PORTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
Taimen 20 
T he revelry continued with rousing ver- 
sions of Old MacDonald led by Joan, 
which the children begged her to sing 
again and again. These alternated 
with traditional Kazakh folk songs led by Kazi- 
no in a sweet soprano accompanied by plaintive 
voice of the morin khuur. Exuberant faces, 
wrapped in warmth glowed in the candlelight. 
As ballads became more frequent the children 
began to nod off in chronological order, helped 
off to bed by Arghul when they did. Then the 
neighbours left bowing and smiling before Joan 
on their exit. Canat led Joan to her bed then 
ceremoniously snuffed the candles before find- 
ing his own. 
Joan lay in the darkness, contented and 
happy for the first time in a long time, but soon 
thoughts of Lewis returned like a nagging tooth- 
ache. She tried retracing the trip to Olgiy, hop- 
ing doing so would push the images of the hand- 
some fishing guide from her mind; it didn't. She" 
tossed as if she was alone in a lifeboat on angry' 
seas. 
Sun streaming through the windows and the 
children chattering like squirrels woke her the 
next morning. After breakfast, Canat took her 
out and introduced her to one of the camels. 
"She's got gorgeous eyelashes," Joan re- 
marked just as the creature spat on her, to the 
immense delight of the children. Canat smiled. 
"They do that often. You must not take it 
personally, 'please," he said as Joan wiped the 
green froth from her down vest. 
The temperature had, plummeted overnight. 
The Kazakhs had dressed for it with knee- 
length, sheep skin-lined robes called dels, fur- 
lined boots, and fur insulated hats with ample 
flaps. They seemed perfectly comfortable in the 
sub-zero temperature while she, in layers of 
synthetic fleece, was not. As he led the party to 
where the horses were tethered, carrying Aika, 
hooded, on his arm, Canat noticing her discom- 
fort and assured her that the air would warm to 
zero during the day. 
The horses were sturdy and shaggy, not much 
bigger than ponies and a good deal smaller than 
the thoroughbreds Joan had ridden in childhood 
gymkhanas. The Kazakhs rode on boxy wooden 
saddles with short stirrups - traditional models 
hearkening back to Ghengis Khan that made 
'Joan glad to have a traditional Russian leather 
saddle with its felt pad over a metal frame. 
They cantered through cold, snow-dusted 
fields that flowed before them like an apprehen- 
i sive sea, then brought he horses to a trot along 
a dry, yellowed reed bed lying next to a frozen 
lake that shone silver in the slanted morning 
sun.  
, Reeds whipped their flanks. The Kazakhs 
'slapped their boots and saddles with their lead 
reins, crying like coyotes to flush game. Ducks, 
partridges, pigeons, hare, fox, and even wolf 
were fair game for their eagles, according to 
Canat, and indeed, Aika carried the scars from 
ferocious kills. 
The motion and sere landscape were exhi- 
larating despite that fact that it seemed to hold 
nothing but winter. Joan watched Canat, his 
eagle perched on his right arm, riding with the 
beautiful economy of someone who has mas- 
tered a skill so thoroughly it flows from him like 
breath or sweat. 
Moments after she looked his way, he 
spurred his horse to a gallop. She followed suit. 
The beater boys must have flushed a victim. He 
released his eagle at the same time he acce- 
lerated. Aika rose majestically, seemed to bur- 
row into the sky and vanish then reappear, 
banking on a smooth, swift arc. In seconds it 
was stretching out, seven-foot wings outstret- 
ched and razor sharp claws extended over a 
black blur, mere inches above the ground. 
"Fox!" yelled Canat. 
The raptor raked the slinky creature, but it 
miraculously slipped away. With dispassionate 
grace the eagle flew back to the perch on its 
master's arm. Canat comforted it in Kazakh, as 
he and the rest of the party trusted the sure.foo- 
ted horses to carry them higher up the foothills. 
Joan stopped at the edge of cliff. A rolling sea 
: of mountains pread out forever. She felt as if 
I she'd slept then woke up refreshed after an bx- 
'tended bout of insomnia, Canat rode up along- 
side. He leaned over and squeezed her shoulder 
with his left hand then threw his head back in 
the direction from which they'd come. 
The tireless Kazakh horses till rode strongly: 
at day's end. Joan looked back as she and Canat 
led the way across the plains to vivid black fig- 
ures of riders, one carrying an eagle with its 
wings outspread, back lit by the sinking orange 
sun. 
To be continued.,. 
Vernon tourney 
puts locals to the 
ultimate test 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN basketball and the end zones of 
DON'T BE SWAYED by the out- football is a demanding ame. 
rageous costumes or crazy team Unlike most team sports, there 
names - ultimate frisbee is a fast- are no referees, fouls are called 
paced, precision game that chal- by the players themselves and 
lenges its players both physically there's a heavy emphasis on spirit 
and strategically, of the game - which is why it 
Fifteen members of the Terrace isn't unusual for teams to don out- 
Ultimate Club made the long trek rageous costumes, and yes, in 
to Vernon Sept. 21-23 to compete some cases no clothes at all. 
in Canada's biggest ultimate tour- Twelve teams did battle in a 
nament, competitive A pool while 39 
The Vernon tournament drew teams, including Terrace, played 
51 teams - more than 600 players in the B pool, which was subdivi- 
- from as far away as Seattle, ded into eight sub-pools. 
Washington, Edmonton, Alberta After the first day the Terrace 
to Fort Smith, Northwest Territor- contingent finished 10th overall, 
ies and teams from throughout placing number one in it's sub- 
B.C. pool. After a disappointing loss on 
The Terrace crew hasn't mis- day two to the eventual second 
seal the tournament since it was place winners, Terrace ended up 
first held seven years years ago. finishing ranked in the top 10. 
"It's the largest tournament in "I wfis most pleased with the 
Canada and for us it comes at the effort that the Terrace team put 
end of the year so it's a nice way in," Klein says, especially given 
to challenge ourselves to see how there are no other teams in the 
we stack up against the rest of northwest for Terrace to play 
western Canada," explains team against leading up to the tourna- 
captain Richard Klein. merit. 
"And it's a lot of fun - we get "If you compare how we play PETER BONSER, a Terrace Ultimate Club veteran, is checked 
to play against naked people," he the game here to when there are a by a member of team We're Not Unusual at the Vernon ultimate 
laughs, lot of other teams with lots of tournament. Ultimate is a co-ed game with a focus on spirit of: 
Ultimate, which combines the competition we did quite well," the game. At many tournaments, costumes, and clothing for 
running of soccer, the checking of Klein says. that matter, are optional. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
i 
Curlers adapt to 
more new rules 
By DAVID D. HULL Players will see the 
CURLERS hitting the ice. word blended several, be- 
at the Terrace Curling Cause that'swhat'has oe- 
Club this season will be curred. 
playing under some new Some of the WCF rules 
rules, and some of the CCA rules 
Though some changes have been combined into a 
are minor, others are quite new set of rules. Now, all 
dramatic, the curlers in the entire 
Three of those rules in- curling world will be sing- 
clude the release at the ing from the same song- 
hog line, position of the book, almost. 
back line and width of the For each new rule, old 
ice surface. Canadian (pre 2003-04) 
A bit of history: rule will be shown, the 
- -   Pass  it! ~,~ World Curling re- WCF rule then the Blen- 
deration (WCF) and the ded Rule/New Canadian 
YOUNG basketball players kicked off the mini-ball season Sept. 26 at Ca- Canadian Curling Associa- (BR/NC). There's no test 
ledonia Senior Secondary. The league, which has grown to more than t ion (CCA) have begun at the end but players had 
200 players from Grades 3 to 10, is off to a roaring succes. There are still ' the process which will better know the rules if 
50 children on the waiting list to play. The league runs for 10 weeks end- eventually result in a set they're going to play in the 
ing with playoffs in November. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO of blended rules governing 2003-04 season and 
the entire world of curling. Continued page B14 
Duking it out Quebecois style 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN Paulson fit the bill. He's always played an ag- His start in ju- 
THE NAME on the back of his uniform isn't gressive style of hockey, going back to his nior hockey 
the only thing that's changed for Terrace minor bantam rep days in Terrace. came last year 
hockey graduate Corey Paulson. After getting the call to try out for the Ram- when he was 
As a rookie right winger for the Quebec parts Paulson busted his butt to train. Under playing for the 
Ramparts of the Quebec Major Junior Hockey the guidance of local coach Terry Monture he Rockies - he was 
League, Paulson's playing in front of huge did several weeks of intensive weight,training a scrapper there 
crowds on a team owned by a Canadian hock- and cardiovascular work. too. 
ey legend and he's having to learn French He also took kick boxing lessons from local He played 38 
while he's at it. instructor Tony Rutledge before going to Sum- games, earned 
He's also getting used to using a new name. merland for three weeks of on-ice training, one goal, two 
Having gone by his dad's last name, Paul- "I quit partying and I think that's huge if assists and a 
son, his entire life he's now adapting to sport- you want to be an athlete, if you want to do whopping 262 
ing the surname Pastershank. something sport-wise you have to stay away penalty minutes. 
That's his mom's last name and the one from that," Paulson says. So far this 
that appears on his birth certificate - the "I know people doubted I could do it be- season with the 
QMJHL requires that he play under his legal cause I never trained much but this year I fo- Ramparts he's 
name. cused and trained hard, and had lots of encour- played three Corey Paulson 
It's a lot of change for a kid from Terrace agement from family, and friends from the games and has 
who grew up playing in front of a smattering of spent 17 minutes in the penalty box - putting '
friends and family under the guidance of coa- him in second place for most penalty minutes 
ches he's known of most of his life. "His best quality is he's a real- on the team sitting just one minute shy of 
Now he's playing home games in front of ly good warrior on the ice - he's Cody Doucette's tally. 
crowds that can exceed 14,000 and regularly Paulson knows he's playing in one of the 
skates with future NHL Hall of Famer Patrick a good 'pump it up' for the guys." most competitive junior leagues in the country 
Roy - one of the team's owners, and he recognizes that at this level one's spot 
Since retiring, Roy frequently hits the ice on the team is never eally secure. 
practising with the team every day and taking Thornhill Community Church." Each game means going all-out, every' 
on something of a coaching role. After playing several exhibition games with game, every shift - as soon as your game slips 
"At first meeting him, I was intimidated," the Ramparts, Paulson was signed at the be- your existence becomes tenuous. 
Paulson says, clearlyshowing his respect for ginning of September. "I never think I'm here to stay, I always 
one of the NHL's all time greatest goalies. His primary job is to get into scraps. It's not think in my mind that it is possible to be sent 
"But after a while you realize he's only a typical ine of work for an 18-year-old, but home, so then I work harder," Pauison says. 
human and you get to be more relaxed around the does it well. "But it is true if you quit working hard, you 
him." ,I am a physical player, I have to play phy- will be sent away." 
Paulson was invited to the Ramparts' train- sical every time I step on'the ice and when we Ramparts head coach Erie Lavigne calls, 
ing camp after being spotted by the team's are losing I have to spark the team, get them him a hard working, dedicated player, though 
western scout while playing for the Columbia going, by making a big hit or getting into a he'll have to work on his skating and speed. 
Valley Rockies in the Kootenay International fight," Paulson says. "He brings a lot of energy to the team and 
Junior Hockey LeagUe last year, "This hockey is really fast, the players are this is exactly what we are looking for with 
The scout was on strict orders to keep his real skilled, and each team has their share of him," Lavigne says, "His best quality is he's a 
eye out for a tough, physical player, tough guys - I've never played hockey as in, really good warrior on the ice - he's a good 
At 204 pounds and standing six feet tall, tense as this., 'pump it up' for the guys," 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Displm/, Word  Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p,m. for all display and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B J3. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
h~ve your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Slandard & Advertiser) ~14.45"(~..95 oS'l') 
3 weeks  (Standa,d & Advertiser) ~26,75"(~¢.1,7s OST) 
, .  , , ,  
*Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$13.30 per column inch Pickup $5.00 MaUout $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)exclualng obituaries ................. ~ ee l , in  
OBITUARIES INTERN L"r POSTING ($10.00)÷ ................................... .~L~6_~_ col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISIN.G ................................ $15,54 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject o a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser, 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 0.49 304 Appliances REAL ESTAR 500-599 
3 Announcement~ 306 Aulon~iv~ 506 A~,engos/LoP. 
6 Anniwrmrms 308 Bu&hng Services. "12 C~in~/Coffog~s 
9 Bi,,h~ 3 | 0 Cahsring $1 O Cc~nmercial ~us lne~ 
1125 Chu;chBt~d~/s 33 II 42 Cachl d~a,enl~Y 530524 Co~JosC°mmercial Prof~dy 
18 Coming Ev=,n~ 316 CJeoning 536 Duplex/Fouq~[~ 
21 Con~lroluJalion$ 318 Conl~'~lion 542 Form$/Ranthm 
24 Em~aaement/Weddings 320 Drywall 548 For Sale or Rent 
30 In M~m~oriam 322 Educatio~/Tu}orlng 554 Ho~ 
33 Obil,aark~ 324 Electric 560 takeshc~e 
36 Th~nk~ 326 Exc(~ation 566 h~i les 
328 FinoncelMortgoge S72 Modular Harem 
PERSOHAL 50.99 330 H~no'-p~n 578 Open Ho~ 
55 Busl.e. P~p.o~oh 332 Home Impravemenl 584 Out o~ Town 
60 H=al~. /~ 334 Home 5upporl SRO RV ~,itm 
65 Lint & Found 336 House Silfin 9 596 Townhoutm 
70 pep~onah 338 Investment 
75 Psychics 340 Janitorial PETS~FARM 600-699 
80 Singles 342 Landscaping/Gardening 606 Boarding 
85 Tmw~l/l"ou r~/Vacation 3~ 4 Mochlrm/~,~lding 612 Fo~ln [qulpoeat 
346 Misc. Service= 61 e Feed &Seed 
WANTED |00.149 348 Music Lot.~ons 624 Fmil/Produ~e/,Vwmt 
125 Wanted 350 Painting 630 Hors~ 
352 paving 636 Livestock 
IHERa.MND~ I.,¢0.249 354 Photography 642 Peh 
15S Anfi~uet 356 PlunTb]ng . 648 Troller= 
160 Apphonc~s 358 P~:~s/Spas~ 
165 Arts & Caa~ 360 Rooking IHOUSTRY 650.699 
362 S ~iowlng 660 Equipmen! 
70 Audiom 364 ~r~ °. 670 Lugging/Timber 175 Building Moleeials 
180 Computers 366 Trucking 680 Machinery 
185 Conzlgnmeml~ 368 Yard & C, at den 690 Mining 
190 Finmrrnt 
19S Fire'woad RENTAL 400-499 RECREAffONAL 700-749 
200 Free G~ve Away 404 Aft. rtm~nts 70.5 Aircraft 
205 Furnilum 408 Bochebe Suite • 710 AW'a 
210 C~arc~e Sales 412 Baw~nmnl SuiM 715 Boats/Mari~ 
21.5 Gard&t Equipment 416 Cabim/Collage~ 720 
220 Miscellar, e,~s 420 Commwclal 725 Moloretck. 
225 Music 424 Condos 730 RV's 
230 Sliding Goads 428 Ouplex/Fo~rplex 735 Renloh 
23S Tools 432 For Renl Or Salm 740 ShaW'mobiles 
240 Trad~ Or S',~p 436 Halls/Auditoriums 745 Trade/Swap 
440 Houam$ 
EMFtOYMENT 250-~'9 444 Ml~el lone~ AUTOMOTIVE 750"799 
254 Business OFporlunifies 448 M~i l0 Homes" 756 Canopms 
258 Career= 452 Modular Home~ . 762 Cars 
262 Draycore 456 Rooms 768 Cla~cs 
266 E ~:alioa 460 Room & Board 774 Palt~ 
270 Help Wan k~:J 464 Senio~/Retirernent 780 SUV's & 4x4's 
274 Prolasdonol Accommodations 786 Tru¢~, 
278 Skilkd Trades 468 Shored Accommodations 792 Vans/Buses 
282 Tutodng 472 Storage 
286 Vo~unl0er= 476~ Suites ' NOTI~E$,rTENDE RS800,849 
290 Work Wanted 480 Tourisl Accommodations 815 Legal Nolices 
484 Townhouw~s 830 Tenders 
SERVICES 300"399 488 Wanl~ To Rent 
302 Accounting 492 Warehouser 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
Spiritua Self AwarenessC0urses/Workshops 
0penChannelflarr0t Readings, Herbalism, 
He@s, Metaphysical St0ie 'Workshop" 
Harmonic Concordance O t, 4 detailed outline 
i11C0ttonWood cres., rhomhillo 635.7 
LOOKING TO maiket your 
business to 620,000 Outdoor 
Enthusiasts in Provincial Maga- 
zines with guaranteed distribu- 
tieR? Call Annemarie Rindt at 
1-800-661-6335 for more infor- 
mation. 
GUN AND ANTIQUE SHOW: 
Salmon Arm Community Cen- 
tre, Sat. Oct 25th 10am - 5 pro. 
Sun. Oct. 26th 9am - 3pm 
Sponsored by the Salmon Arm 
Fish and Game Club. 
It'~ IWorth I t .  
Return  e l l  your  beverage  conta iners  to  
Encorp  Bot t le  & Return - i t  Depots  fo r  recyc l ing .  
~ www,  encorp .ca  
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Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: .. 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new tO 
"rerrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~ ffs and information~ 
Ter race  
Downtown 
L ions  C lub  
The Terrace Pownt, own Lions Club would like to thank 
all our 5pen,ors and Volunt, eere who have helped with 
our annual Loggers Sports, 
Dr. I". Nagy OK Tire & Auto Service 
Canadian Tire Dr. Murphy 
AI-C's Glass Cedarland Tire Sewice 
Terrace Chrysler All West Glass 
Thornhill Motors Terrace Toyota 
Pe;ro Tec ~ Terrace Truck & Diesel 
Bear Creek Contracting : North West Fuels 
Twin River Power ~ Macca~y GM 
Rudon Enterpriees Peterb l l t  
North Coast Equipment Spee Dee Printers 
Ack ands The Medical Clinic 
Bandstra Transportation Kitimat Iron Works 
Systems Neid Enterprises 
All West Trading ~ Rene LeBianc i 
Citizens on Patrol Blue Ridge Graphics 
Command Technologies i Inland Kenwor~h 
Terrace Bowling Lanes Your Decor 
Nm-wood Contracting Vi; Hc~man Logging 
A&W ; MinU~ Muffler & Brake 
5peolal thanks to . . . . . .  ~ : 
Andy Lamber~ Gerry Lambert. for est,-up 
Vic Devost West Fraser for the Iog~ 
I~e Lynn Trucking for hau ing the logs  
Thornh F re Department for filing of Birling Pond 
Terrace Bul ders for supplies " 
Sight & Sound for PA system 
Lloyd McGovern for announcing 
Without there people, we oould not, eat up this event,, 
Not forget, ring Ann Leclero arid Pegdy Pelle 
I I for reoord keepirlg of eaoh event arid payout,, i 
In Loving Mernory 
Rober t  Wi l l i ams - t  
February 17, 1943. September 26, 2002 ' ! 
It's been a year since you've been gone. tl 
A good father to your daughter & sere "~ 
A loving husband to your w~.  
the one you loved with all your might 
Your wonderful smile & cheerful hello's 
Your grandchildren miss ther~ they loved you so. 
Birthdays and holidays just aren't the sam6 
,bul you had ta go.. God called your name. 
¢ Aud even thougk it's be~t a year 
it feels lille forever here. 
~,~ Your thought of often and missed so much 
~Y~ by all of us who's hearts you've touched. 
~\~,  ~,  Lot,e, Barb, Theresa, Rick ~ Families 
"-LOST FROM MUNTHE AVE' 
SEPTEMBER 20 ~" I , 
L_  scover 
ANSWERSBuzzTOTHE NAME II I 
~Please call 2s0-638-0487) cl( 
so c~mu.I{les 
acres I~.c. en4 lef 
p {~e Ix, s+ pl~ 
p s~ ~.4 be see.. 
KALI IS coming to Terrace 
September 26, and 27. To book 
a date with her please visit her 
on the web www.thekelipro- 
ject.cbm or small her at kali* 
@the kallproject.com or phone 
her et 250-631-251(1 
The Terrace Standard reserves ths dght to classify ads under appropnale h adings and 1o sel rates Iherelore and to dalemine page location. 
The Tenaes Standard 'eminde advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discnminate onthe basis of children, madlal stalus and 
employmenl when placing "For Renl:" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o revise, edit, classify or reject any adve~sement a d to mlaln any answers directed Iothe News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the adveaisement a d box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instrucl~ons not picked up within 10 days of expiff of an advertisement willbe destroyed unless mailing'Instructions are received. 
These answering Box Numbers are requested not o send oflginal d~cuments to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher wi~in 30 days after Ihe flint pubU¢ation. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability ofIhe T~rrace Slandard inthe event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to Ihe amount paid by the advertiser for only one interact insertion for the portion ot the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only. and that here shall be no liability inany e~ent greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name A d d r e s s ~  
Phone Start Date_~_# of Insertions __Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date. 
n V iSA  a MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PRIN~I" YOUR AD BELOW ONE WORD PER SPACE 
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THINKING ABOUT staying at a 
B&B in British Columbia? Visit 
www.mondaytourism,corn 
for links and col0ur photos from 
over 700 B&B's in BC 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones tar sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. Please call 
250-635-3772 (39P3) 
COMMERCIAL WASHER and 
dryer. Coin operated. 90 gallon 
hot water tank. Open to offers. 
Call 250-635-1128 (39P3) 
Flooring Distributor NEEDS 
CASH FLOW Laminate- $.49 
sq/ft, Laminate tile - $.99 sq/ft, 
1X6" knotty fir - $.80 sq/ff, slate 
or granite from - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 
1/4" oak or maple pre fin - 
$3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" exotics pre- 
finished- $4.99 sq/ft, bamboo, 
prefinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 1-800- 
631-3342. 
Ir~VJl[=~'="i'J'I*"ia ' ] i * l~ i i~  Ii 
I l I -M  i I I IIT~.$ E=~ ~' l=I  I i g | 4(~1 l t - I  I 
; t BRIFIslICC;;'Ji~dlALUNnAS'~OC~TIOI~ l, 
73bkU, N~or  1-800-665-LUNG • J" 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE J 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
I Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D~ and courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
, . . SERVICES LTD.  . . . . . .  
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
,,FIREPLACES .REST, GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL •ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS .VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
" ' ' , '  ~ , .  "~: ' :  L '  ', ",~',;  ' 
I CLEANING YOUR AIR DUCTS WILL RELIEVE J 
J ALLERGY SUFFERERS AND IMPROVE AIR QUALITY. I 
.,oj cISELY R" 1 COOSEMANS PIANOS F  --MOVINd   "t I   'ServingtheN°rlhwestsincei980 
I~  ~.. ' Your Moving Professionals SinCe 1997 / ~ Piano Tuning 
l i ng  huck & New 32 & 28 ft liailefs ,~t Your Servicd l ~ CompleteRebui[ding 
~L~__ ~" • Across town or the country / Regulating & Sales 
~,& , Will assist or load for you I . .ce, iF~ . . .  , Reasonable Rates I tiara lutler, itcnntctan 
1-866-615-0002 J Jos~ Coos~mans 
~] ~ 1 ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT I (250) 635-9275 
eh: 615'0002  ii,, 638-69691 
. Landscaping 
. MOSS Rermval 
. Yard Mainienal 
. Gullet Cheaai~ 
LO~ 
Rlabber Duc  Daycare 
Licensed Family Child care Car 
~hs to 12 years 
Call today to enroll your Child 
bode Hansen 
6.:15-1983 
Contracting  l Mob..,. 
~'N~t~| l r l l~[  "~ '~ ' - - - -w- - '~ ' "  J lIPowerwashin9" Hlgh & Low Pressure iFully Insured 
'~ i~b l~L~ q \ ......... I I ~Resldenllal & Commercld Kontalned Water Sttpply 
I _VeL_ CRUSH I J 'Rem'°l Contrd of Moulds, Mildew&/~lysteryDirt 
I lO  ,ow-  II Ph: 635-8863 
I Quln~n Freeman . . . . .  L~ ~ *~,~ r* t  J I Fax: (250) 638-0054 ~xo~o%'~ 
&(,I D  ora ive s ping ones 
. RememYrance 5tene~ for Pets 
. Beddin~ Plante 
II~If'~jlI , Craf*s 
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, s ince  1818 ' I 
o lill!lll Package I 
i~!'~~, : ~ii,:: " i~; ~ i~:~ 
: •   ::udty 8ystems 
and P Y for 24 hr U].,C ' 
~||! ::i: ~_ .~ ? !~.  ,, ~ ~ / .~  ~.,,.~,,,,,=+,..,,,,1.,~,,,.. • 5008 Pohle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. I 
.... " ~  .~ " L" " " Loca l  Peop le ,  Loca l  Serv ice  - -  ! 
~ ~  'ikt~,d ,,n a (3) year 56 momh 24 l!!!ur '!!!?~!!°~m.~.! ~reem en a s24.95 pus GST I~r.t!~n!!!, At !h e cn d ofth ere rm you own the sys~ei~: OAC OolY. www.cnu  DDSecur l ty .com ,,, 
• : .  ~ . ~ _ _ ~ _  . . . . .  Z J t r JU  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - -  . , , . "',. 
1~e le~e St~lit [] • . . . . . . .  ' 
o ,_ , ,  A IN I I IR iA  AUTOBODY TECH ' ' 
, ~ , | H  | |= | I I~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C'AL r~uirsd for ourco,lsion repair | I II 
AUCTIONANTQUEaCollecti-' . l l l l l l l l l i g  I 1998 YAMAHA Gr,zzly AIV, LIUI::B~'U UUMMr.H , shop. Applicant must havs I I  ~ TERRACE Im 
~1~ • =,n 4X4 1700kms, Front and rear Transport Technicians with BC experience with repairs to heavy II II ~ n - - ' I I I  
, ,_ j _ j  ___ racks, Warn winch, comes wilh Motor Vehicle Inspection Certifi- collisions. We are ICBO accredited [] I • ~ . . . .  • ~ ~ I • 
l/ ,lelfilceslallilaIill;um front plough. White Euro-rite care. Cat, Cummins or Detroit and off.er.t,op wages, bonuses&a I l l  ~ r - t1  /~  l~ . J  | ~ ~/~ ~ | ~ I m 
c~ . . . . . . .  .mn.~=.=,.,,*,~0, Vanity drawer unit, 48" wide. electronic engines experience uuu, 0enen, pac~age. I I  I z - t± '~ L ~ r U ~ L S  I I  
: bles. Sunday Sept, 28th,, . . . . .  
l:00pm, Dodd's Auction Ltd. iiiiiiiS:: lewaceslandard Quality estate pieces and inter- ~ c0m 
esting smalls. 3311 - 28th Ave- ~ ' 
hue, Vernon B,C. Pl~one: 1- Assembly required, Phone 250- preferred, Competitive wage AUTO TECHNICIAN 
S66-545-3259 
www.doddsauction,com 
AUCTION SALE 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST (BURNS LAKE 
GIANT BRAND NAME TOOL SALE @ 
3031 KOFOED, TERRACE, B.C. 
Oct. 4 @ 10 AM. Preview: Oct.3~ 1-7 PM. 
UNRESERVED/ 
Wood Lathe, Radial Arm Saw, Drill Press, Electric 
Hack Saw, Bottle Jacks, 6" Vices, Chain & Bolt 
Cutters, Come-A-Longs, Cinches and Wrappers, 
Chains, Compression Testers, Battery Chargers, 
Electric Drills, Angle Grinders, Easyout Sets, Brand 
Name Wrench Sets,& Socket Sets, Tap & Die Sets, 
Grease Guns, Electrical Boxes, Road Signs, Engine 
Overhaul Tools, 250-5001b. Torque Wrenches, 
Transmission Jacks, Flare Kits, Welding Cable, 
Grinders, Hydraulic Wheel Dolly's, Hydraulic Gauges 
& Fittings, Impact Guns, Timing Lights, Welding 
Supplies, Creepers, Welding Tables, Shop Vacs, 
Chainsaw, Pry Bars, Leaf Blower, Air Hammers.., 
PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE 
For complete listing, go to: www.marionouctions.com 
Concession provided 
~~~'~%~r"  5ubiea to Additions and Deletions 
M 01~ TERMS: Cm~, ~o, i~edercord r lntero~ 
G5~, PST and 10% willbe applied on el/purchases 
Ph: (250) 635-9452 
For a fire tlzat cooks, bakes and warms 
• •* take alook down-under. 
[.,,,,, ,, . . . . .  
E/,,, ', 
,,,i[[~,,~ ,/o,,,./,o,,,,. 
..... / ,,,,.,, l/on colh,g~.. 
• The cooktop takes 4 large pals or pans 
• 2 removable rings-ideal for Wok cooking 
• Large ceramic glass viewing areas, oven 
temp. thermometer, stay cool spring door 
handles, heats 750.1000 sq, ft, 
The Baker's Oven by Nectre 
www.bakers-oven,com 
Pinnacle Stove Sales -Toll Free 1-866.967-9777 
i 
o m ~  . .  
Dealer near you; 
Grasmere • 887-3483 Nelson ,352.2001 Williams Lake • 392-6111 
Gray Creek • 227.9315 Kasl0 ,353.2446 P~ince George • 564-1414 
Enderby • 838.6474 Pentict0n • 770.2903 Srnitners ,847-4459 
SalmonArm , 932.6011 Grand Forks ,442.2272 Ouesnel • 992-5050 
Kamlo0ps ° 372-3424 Nakusp • 265-368t Prince Rupert o 627-7011 
Meffitt • 376.5t04 Revelsloke ,837.6738 Burns Lake • 692-S337 
Sorrent0 ° 676-4112 100 Mile House • 395.3535 TolIFree 1.866-967.9777 
.i.,>,,.,, TER."o'  ] TERRACE ~ RACE I Visit our website at www.nwcc.bc.ca 
TERSE 
i nfo@terraceautomall.com 
T E R R A C E  
STANDARD 
advertising @terrscestandnrd.com 
newsroom @terracestandard.com 
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 
Dubl in  - October  25 Hono lu lu  - Dec. 12 
Pacific Area: 1 -800-665-6526 (ext. 246) 
www.diabetes.ca 
~ J  CANADIAN J ASSOCIATION 
DIABETES CANADIEHNE 
ASSOC IATION DU DIABLPrE 
National Sponsor 
Ascens l~L  : J 
r,,,w,.r,,,~' • ,,.~ J 
t National Sponsor 
 Avent s 
635-9393 (40P3) 
ANTIQUES AND GOLLECTA- 
BLES are now being accepted 
by Closet Queen Consign- 
ments, call 250-635-0050. 
(37P3) 
ELECTRIC WHEEL chair. Like 
new, never used $4000.00 
OBO. Queen size bed, like new. 
$350.00 Whistler Laser radar 
detector/cloaking technology 
$60,00. 1990-91 O-Phee-Chee 
Premier Proof hockey set. One 
of 5 in existence, Values $4- 
$6000 US. Asking $5500 Cdn. • 
Call 1-250-845-6060 (40P3) 
MILK SHAKE machines 
@$500, 1@ $300. Ice cream 
dipping cabinets, 16 hole 
$3500, 8 hole $1S00, Yogurt 
machine $2000. Commercial 
hot dog machine w/bun warmer 
$500. 100c coffee maker $50. 
1-100gal water tanks (like new) .'. 
$200 ea. 500w Coleman Gen- 
erator $500. 2-20X20 canvas 
tents $1500ea, Dbl door Pepsi 
pop cooler $1200. Four freezers 
$200ea. Confection weigh 
scale. $150. Phone 250-692- 
7244 ask for Rick or Brenda. 
(37P3) 
RADIO CONTROLLED model 
airplanes with 4channel radios. 
1 Piper Cub, 1 Protege. $400 
each OBO. 12 cu. ft. freezer 
$75. Green sofa $200• Inglis 
washer and Moffatt dryer $400 
for set. Phone 250-638-0394 
(39P3) 
PROFESSIONAL VIOLIN and 
Viola teacher. Gives lessons for 
beginners and advanced play- 
ers. Call 250-635-7536.(35p6) 
ABSOLUTELY FREE informa- 
tion on-line. Work from home 
$25-$75/hr pt, ft. Call 1-868- 
204-8473 www.dollargenera- 
HOME WORKERS Neededll! 
Assembling Products - Mail- 
ing/Processing Our Circulars- 
Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program 
No Experience Neededl FREE 
Info @ www.gifts.plus-online.com or 
send S.A.S.E. to CRAFTS, 8- 
7777 Keele St., Dept 113, Ref # 
7-702, Concord, Ontario L4K 
1Y7 Call 705-726-6795 
LOOKING TO market your 
business to 195,O00 outdoor 
enthusiasts in a Provincial Mag- 
azine with guaranteed distribu- 
tion? Call Annemarle Rindt at 
1-800-661-6335 for more infor- 
motion. 
AT LAST - -  SOLUTIONS FOR 
WOMEN. 100% Natural Pro- 
ducts For PMS, Menopause 
and More. Established Compa- 
ny. Commissions/Bonuses/Re- 
sidual Income. We Train and 
Support. 1-888-873-0424. 
TEST DRIVE 
I Unique opportunity oown and operafe a 2003 Kenworth with zero down. You must have a minimum ONEYEAR fiat deck high- way experience able and willing to run CANADA/USA and possess 0oo(I references. 
Steve or Andre (800) 663-0099 I 
3USINESS OPPORTUNITY 
=vailable for women selling cus- 
tom fit undergarments. Terrace 
distributor equires a represen- 
tative in the Smithers area, 
Training provided. Investment 
required, Contact Penny Bosky 
@ 250-638-8600 or kermode- 
kustomsewing @ monarch,net 
(39P3} 
TRAIN TO work in The Com- 
puter Industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For Program or 
Student Loan Information from 
our CDI College Abbotsford 
Campus Call toll free today 1- 
868-421-7225. 
WANTED: 23 people to lose 
weight. 100% safe, natural & 
guaranteed, www.rnynewdiet.com 
Call 250-396-4305 or toll free 
800-934-8752. 
CLASS ONE driver required for 
nterior based company. 2 
years Super B flat deck experi- 
ence required on general 
freight. We offer performance 
based renumeration, assigned 
unts, benefits direct deposit. 
Company operates primarily 
BC/BC-AB. Fax resume &ab- 
stract 250-828-1490. 
' ATrN: WORK at Home. Real 
People, Real Success, We're 
.. ordinary people, we Just follow 
an extraordinary system. We 
earn $2500-$5000+ • 
• www,SlmolvChoose.com 
EXPERIENCED FELLER 
Buncher and Danglehead Pro- 
cessor operators wanted for 
South Coast BC contractor, Fax 
resume to: 604-485-6380 
and benefit package. Submit 
resumes to: Service Manager, 
Freightliner, 1867 Versatile 
Drive, Kamloops, BC V1S 1C5. 
Emaih 
service @ kamloopsfreightllner.ca 
Fax: 250-372-7429 
LOSS PREVENTION OFFICER 
needed. Full time position. 
' Grade 12, Loss Prevention 
experience an asset. Apply to 
File #162, Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 5R2 (37P3) 
a full time journeyman tech required 
immediately. We service all makes 
& sell Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep & 
Kia vehicles, We offer top fiat rate 
h0udy wages plus bonuses & a 
complete benefit package. 
Email resumes to guslld@telus,net 
or fax 250-392-2839 orcall 
1-8004964414 & ask for Kerry, 
//,Tm,L.wl 
~- ' . I IB !B IvA IB '~ lu l l r  ~ ' 
:.i',o#:55 
More power with LOOMIS 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOP, A 
CASUAL, ON-CALL POSITION 
in our office in Terrace. 
Please submit resume to: 
5011 Keith Avenue• 
Office hours are 9:00 - i 1:00 a,m, and 
2:30 - 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday 
SpeeDee 
Since 1958 
Northern BC's Office Experts 
arc seeking an individual to join our 
Te lephone Customer  Serv ice  Team.  
The successful applicant mus[ possess 
Excellent Communicat ion SkilLs, 
A commitment to
Outstanding Customer Service 
and have a friendly outgoing Personality. 
Office Product experience would  be an asset, but  
not essential. 
Please deliver your Resume in conf idencc to: 
SpeeDee 
Attention: Carole Gardner 
4554 LazeIle Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1S2 
ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES CO-ORDINATOR 
Northwest Community Col lege, Terrace Campus, 
Invites appl icat ions for a temporary regular part- 
t ime (1 7,5 hrs /wk)  Access ib i l i ty  Serv ices  
Co-ordinator, commencing as soon as possible and 
terminat ing November  27,  2004 (subject  to a 
leave),  Salary will be in accordance  with the 
Col lect ive Agreement  between the Col lege and 
the BCGEU Instructor scale. 
Assist In Implementing Instructional support 
strategies for students wi th  disabilities; prov!de 
adv ice  on  the  necessary  .academic .  
accommodat ion  and delivery methods for students 
wi th  disabilities; deve lop  transit ion p lanning for  
students with disabilities; Ilase v;Ith communi ty  
agencies;  conduct  workshops to promote an 
awareness ana unders tand ing  of the barriers 
encountered by students with disabilities; ensure 
that  physical accessibility Issues are addressed In 
con junct ion  with the Manager ,  Facl l l t les;  hire 
tutors/text readers/attendants/note takers to assist 
students with disabilities; tutor students as required; 
evaluate assessment documentat ion  to determine 
the academic /env i ronmenta l  support needs; and, 
deliver professional deve lopment  activities for staff 
relating to strategies for supporting students with 
disabilities, Must be willing to travel to Kitlmat on a 
regular schedule. 
Qualif icatlonslSkll ls: Post-secondary degree In 
Education, Psychology, or Social Work, combined 
with experience working with adults with disabilities 
In an educat ional  environment; be  familiar with and 
have  an understanding of Issues faced by adults 
w i th  disabilities; have  an  unders tand ing  and  
experience modifying curriculum; have experience 
working with adult  students on an  Indlvldual basis; 
demonst ra ted  abi l i ty  to work ef f ic ient ly and  
accurate ly  In a team environment; have skllls to 
provide a motivat ional  learning environment for 
students; exce l lent  organizational.  Interpersonal 
and  communicat ion  skills; and, have a valid BC 
Drivers Ltcence, owns a vehic le and  be willing to 
travel on a regular schedule, 
Respond in confidence by submitting a current 
resume, quoting competition #03.069B to: Director, 
Human Resources, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, 5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, B,C, V8G 
4X2, FAX: 250,638.5475. Emall: soates@nwcc,bc.ca 
We thank all appl icants for 
their Interest, however, 
only those selected for an I :~  No~rHwr~T 
Interview will be contacted,  ~ ,..,..,,~oo..u.rr, oo.~., 
Take a closer look• 
Clos lng Date:  October  7, 2003 
has an immediate opening for a 
SALES 
CONSULTANT 
The successful applicant will manage an 
established account list and will be 
expected to develop new clients. 
This is a challenging position for the right 
applicant and offers an extended range of 
benefits. Must have vehicle and clean 
drivers license. 
Please send resumes to: 
Br ian  L indenbaeh,  Sales Manager,  
The  Terrace S tandard ,  
3210 C l in ton  St.  Terrace,  B.C. V8G 5R2. 
CAREER & COLLEGE PREP PROGRAM 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, 
Invites applications from individuals Interested in on- 
call Instructional positlon(s) to teach English and 
Computer  Studies in the Career and Col lege Prep 
Program, as. needed, commencing as soon as 
possible,: Salary will be . In  accordance:w i th  the 
Co ege: : :  i Agreement, between Northwest 
Community iCollege and the BCGEU n'struC'tor 
scale. 
_EOglJ~ - del iver:self-paced or Instructor-led multi- 
level 020, 030,'040,O~,5 ancl 0501 ;:~ ........ 
ComPuter Studies - deliver self-paced or instructor- 
led multi-level 020, 030, 040. 
Qualifications: A boche or's degree  in a closely 
related •disciplIne pl0s :an ~education degree  (eg, 
Mast6rsi ini :Ad(] i fEdUcatlon or  Pr0vlnCialTeachlng 
Certfl~dte), o~"a"bachelor's degree in a Closely 
related d scpl~ne plus a Provlnclai I.nstructor's 
DI plo~qbg,n,d./grj ~i~4~s~g o j ig !~. r lence  ~,tea.£~ !~ 
an Adul t  Basic Edu<~atlon/Care~r and College'#rep 
progra'ml Will also ha~/e a broad range of content  
knowledge with confidence, and experience, In the 
subject,areas. Other  requirements: able to teach  
diverse C0ntent~ learner-centred; committed to 
student! :.~SLJcCe'ssi understand barriers, facing 
students; exce l lent  organizational, Interpersonal 
and communicat ion skills, and a aemonstrated 
ability to work effectively as a team player, and 
Independently; 
Respond in  confidence, quoting competition 
#03.128B by submitting a current resume to: Human 
Resources Depar tment ,  NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, 5331 McConnel l  Avenue, Terrace, B,C, 
V8G 4X2, FAX: 250.638.5475, Email: 
soates@nwcc.bc.ca 
We thank all applicants for 
their Interest, however, only 
those selected for an ,~  Nd"lll3Fl"l. lttUl= 
d , I . , .=, , , ,  . . . . . . , .  • interview will De contacte , ~,=,====~co.Mu.n~cou~ 
Closing Date: October 7, 2003 Take a closer took. 
ffA 
Nedudko Lumber Co. Lid• 
Quality Control Supervisor 
L&M Lumber/Nechako Lumber Co. Ltd are currently seekiog a 
qualified Quality Control Supervisor for their sawmill and 
planermill operations. L&M Lumber/Nechako Lumber is a 
studmill facility located in Vanderhoof, B.C. with an annual 
production of 160 MMfbm. The Quality Control Supervisor 
candidate must possess the following qualifications. 
Education 
Minimum Grade 12 Diploma 
Relevant Post Secondary Education isan asset. 
COFI All Species Lumber Grading "B" Ticket ("A" Ticket 
Preferred) 
Experience 
Minimum two years experience with a 
sawmill/planermill QC program or previous lumber 
manufacturing experience. 
Familiarity with Japanese grades is an asset. 
Demonstrated ability with lumber industry optimization 
software. 
Basic PC skills (spreadsheets/database/word processing). 
Personality Traits: 
Self starter, good analytical skills, able to communicate 
effectively in both written and verbal form and able to 
work with other employees to achieve goals within 
deadlines. 
The candidate must be willing to work directly on the mill floor 
monitoring lumber quality and seeking opportunities for 
Improvement, and be willing to work flexible hours/shifts. The 
position will report directly to the General Manager. 
Nechako Lumber offers a competitive compensation and 
benefits package. Starting salary will be commensurate with 
experience. All avDlicatlons are to be sent o the attention of the 
G~tner0l Manager~ and must be received by October 10th. 
Applications can be forwarded by: 
E-math Ola11 fitz@nechako.com 
Fax: (250) 567-2424 
Mail: P.O, Box 100 
1241 Hwy 16 West 
Vanderhoof, B,C. 
voj 3A0 
r~ 
CUSTOMER SERVICE Asso- 
ciates - Kamloops, to work ro- 
tating shifts. Requirements: 
excellent customer service skills 
and Grade 12 or equivalent. 
We provide a competitive 
benefit package and a salary of 
. $9.05/hr. FonNard resume to: 
kamloops.jobs @convergys.com 
Fax: 250-571-5870. 
. ARE YOU earning what you're 
worth? Earn an extra $500. 
$1,500 per month, part-time/full- 
time. www.eamlngsfromhome.com 
888-321-6664 
PAVING CREW REQUIRED for 
April 2004. Please send 
resumes for all positions. 
Fax:(250)828-0737 or
emaih slbc@xroads.ca 
CLASS ONE driver required for 
intedor based company. 2 
years SuperB !lat deck experi- 
ence requlrao on general 
freight. We offer performance 
based renumeration, assigned 
units, benefits, direct deposit. 
Company operates primarily 
BC/BC-AB. Fax resume & 
abstract. 250-828-1490. 
CENTRAL INTERIOR of British 
Columbia lndependant Survey 
Company requires an experi- 
enced SURVEY TECHNICIAN 
for full or part time work. Exped- 
once in legal and engineering 
surveys necessary. Please 
send resume to: R. Howell 
Land Surveying Ltd. Box 895, 
Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0 or 
email rhowett @ futurenet.bc.ca. 
Phone 250-692-7244 (40P3) 
INLAND KENWORTH/PARK- 
ER Pacific - Quesnel is current- 
ly takng resumes for a HEAVY 
DUTY TRUCK MECHANIC Ful- 
ly ticketed applicants or 4th 
year apprentices need only ap- 
ply. Engine and electrical back- 
grounds is a bonus. Competi- 
tive wage and benefit package. 
Send resumes in confidence to 
3150 Hwy 97N, Quesnel, B.C. 
V2L 3J4. Attn: Gord Vamplew 
(40P1) 
COMMUNITY SUPPORT work- 
ers needed to work with adults 
who are mentally challenged, in 
both home and Day Option set- 
tings. Must be able to work all 
shifts and be willing to obtain 
certain position requirements. 
(Class 4 DL, first aid, etc.) Ap. 
plicants must have positive atti- 
tude, a desire to provide the 
highest quality service, and be 
highly motivated. Forward re- 
sume to TRACe 2228 Spruce 
Street, Terrace, B,C, V8G 2N7 
or call Helena at 25@635- 
9801(38P3) 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY In- 
land Kenworth Parker Pacific 
Equipment Sales is currently 
seeking a COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT MECHANIC for 
its Terrace B.C. branch. Excel- 
lent benefits and wages. Please 
send your resume to: Inland 
KenwortlYParker Pacific Equip- 
ment Sales, 3671 Highway 16E, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4M2 Attn: 
Paul Monette, Service Manag- 
er.(40C2) 
THE CHOICES Program (Ter- 
race & District Community Serv- 
ices ) is looking for Casual/On- 
Call Employees. Applicants 
must be 19 years of age, If you 
have Grade 12 and are interest- 
ed in working with people who 
are developmentally delayed, 
and you must obtain: TB & Te- 
tanus, Cdmlnal Record Checks, 
Level 1 Adult Care First Aid 
Ticket, Must have valid Class 5 
and must obtain Class 4 Driv- 
er's License within three 
months. Must be available to 
work weekends. Please pick up 
an application at the Choices' 
office at 4916 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. For more Informa- 
tion call the Choices' Office at 
250-635-7863. Thanks to all 
those who apply, however, only 
those considered for an Inter- 
view will be contacted. 39c3 
I REQUIRED FOR FULL-TIME, in Penticton, I 
Roofing Shingler / Crew, at least 3 years expe- I 
rience in shingles and metal preferred, need I 
own tools and vehicle. Rates flexible. Call Brian I 
1-250-493-7191, Day 1-250-490-5445 Night. I 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, 
inv;,~s applications from individuals Interested In on 
call instructional position(s) in the ELSA - funded 
English as a Second Language Program, as 
needed, commencing as soon aS possible. Salary 
will be In accordance  with the Col lege Agreement 
between Northwest Communlty Col lege and  the 
BCGEU Instructional Sca le . ,  
Qualiflcalions: Un ivers i ty  degree, teach ing  
certification o.nd recogh lz~!~den~ia ls  iP!t~9~ohing 
I~n~sfi -'~s a Sec6nEf'Laf igu~*~i' ; : :  ci~~:'~eil: as 
experience In working with adult  learners, Excellent 
organlzatlonal, nterpersonal and;  communicat ion 
skills and an understandng Of ba i r lers : faced by 
immigrants to padiclpat lon In post-secondary 
education, Demonstrated ability to work effectively 
as a team player and Independently. Training in 
and  experience using the CLBPT (Canadian 
Language Benchmarks P lacement Test) is desired 
but not essential, 
Respond In confidence by submltilng a current 
resume and quoting competition # 03,129B to: 
Human Resources Department, Northwest 
Community College, 5331 McConnel l  Avenue, 
Terrace. BC V8G 4X2 Fax: 250.638.5475. 
Emall: soates@nwcc.bc.ca 
We thank all appl icants for 
their Interest, however, only .,,~ 
those selected for an i~  NORTHWEST 
intervlew will be contacted .~ ~.~'~".."~'7',°~",,~/~ 
FIRST NATIONS PUBLIC ADMINISIRAIlON 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, 
invites applications to instruct BCPT150: BUSINESS 
COMPUTERS commenc lng  October 30, 2003 and 
terminating February 8, 2004. Salary Is based on a 
45 hour Instructional cont rac t  and will be in 
accordance  with the Collective Agreement 
between the Col lege and the BCGEU Instructor 
scale. This course will be presented eve~/second 
week on Thursday and Friday, or Friday and 
Saturday, 3 hours each  day. (Subject to mlnlmum 
enrollment) 
Quallficatlons/Skills: A university degree in a 
relevant discipline is required, • Masters level 
preferred. Excellent communlcat lon and 
facilitation skills are necessary. Cultural sensitivity Is 
required, as Is the ability to create a positive and 
respectful learning environment for mature adults 
who may have been out  of the classroom for many 
years. Experience working with First Nations 
organlzatt0ns and thorough famil iarity with 
contemporary First Nations Issues Is essential. 
Demonstrated teaching experience at post- 
secondary level I s preferred. 
Respond lf l  confidence by submitting a current 
resume and quoting ¢0mpet i f lon  #03.127B to: 
Dlrector, Human Resources Department, Nodhwest 
Community College, 533] McConnel l  Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2, FAX: 250.538.5475, 
Emalh soates@nwcc.bc.ca. 
We thank all appl icants for 
their Interest, however, I~  N O R ~ E ~ T  
only those selected for an ~ ==. . .~==. .m~. - .=,  
Interview will be contacted.  Take a closer look. 
Closing Date: October  7, 2003 
CONTROLLER-TAPPEN, BC 
Big Foot Manufacturing Inc. is a 
leading log home manufacturer 
• with production facilities in ~al- 
men Arm exporting more than 
700 homes (1000 containers) 
per year primarily to Japan. We 
are registered to the Interna. 
tional quality system ISO9C01 
and environment management 
system of ISO14001. Our head 
office and malnproductlon facil. 
Sties are Iocatedln the Salmon 
Arm area with our Materials 
Distribution Center in Langley. 
Reporting to the President, the 
Controller is accountable for 1he 
functions related to the follow- 
~lan, organize, direct, control 
and evaluate the operation of 
accounting system, 
-Develop and Implement he fi- 
nancial policies, systems and 
procedures, 
-Prepare and/or co-ordinate the 
prep.aration of statements, um- 
manes, and other cost benefit 
analyses and financial manage- 
merit reports. 
-Ca-ordinate the financial plan- 
ning and budget process, and 
analyze and correct estimates. 
-Responsible for overseeing da- 
ily operations of administration. 
-Responsible for establishing 
and maintaining departmental 
internal communications, devel- 
opment of IT. 
-Evaluate financial reporting 
systems, accounting pro- 
cedures and make recom- 
mendations for changes to pro- 
cedures, operating systems, 
budgets and other financial con- 
trol functions to senior manag- 
ers by asslstin~] and making ap- 
propriate decis¢ons. 
-Recruit, organize, make rec- 
ommendations, train and man- 
age office staff. 
-Notify and report to senior 
management concerning any 
trends that are critical to the or- 
ganizations financial porter- 
mange. 
-Detail oriented, able Io work in 
a hlgh pressure environment 
and meet tight deadlines. 
Employment requirements: 
-The Ideal candidate has past 
business experience in a cross 
cultural environment, is a highly 
motivated and experienced 
manager. 
-A university degree in business 
administration, 
-Minimum 10 years of experi- 
ence In managin 9, accounting, 
auditing, budgeting, financial 
planning and analysis. 
-With a recognized accounting 
designation (CA. CMA, or 
CGA). '. 
-Manufacturing experience an 
asset. 
Remuneration will be competi- 
tive and based in part on the 
successful candidate's level of 
experience. Those candidates 
under consideration will be con- 
tacted. No phone calls please. 
Please submit resumes by Oc- 
tober 10, 2003 to: Big Foot 
Manufacturing Inc. Attn: Mr. W. 
Sakai, PC Box 309, Salmon 
Arm, BC V1E 4N5 
Email:sakai @ bigfoot.co.jp 
Fax: 250-835-4732 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTS- 
PRINGS is now accepting appli- 
ca~gns fqr, ..the,.posilior~,;,of 
RESTAURANT MANAGER and 
or cook. Experience as a ehort 
order cook as well as full course 
banquet is necessary. Please 
ii drop off resume with a hand 
written cover letter and expect- 
ed rate of pay, or fax Att: Don- 
ald or Marlene @ 250-798- 
2478. (No phone calls please). 
(39TFN) 
PART-TIME PROCESS SERV- 
ER ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 
required in Terrace and 
surrounding area. Vali~ DL, 
clean driving record and crimi- 
nal history check required. Suit- 
ed, but not limited to, retired, 
semi-retired or Process Serv- 
ers. Please fax resume to 604- 
464-6494 (37P3) 
PART-TIME sales position 
available for energetic person in 
the Terrace. Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert area by a leading Sports 
Fishing Tackle Distributor. Ap- 
plicant to have sales and fishing 
experience. Call 800-663-B827 
(39P1) 
WAITER/WAITRESS wanted. 
New East Indian Restaurant 
opening soon. Full time or part 
time employment available. Mail 
your resume to #103 - 4660 
Lakelse Ave, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1 R4 (36P3) 
WANTED: BABYSITTER for a 
one and ten year old. Horse- 
shoe area in November. Five 
days per week, during business 
hours. References required• 
Call 250-635-8804 (38P3) 
A-1 SIDING roofing and gutters. 
We install 5" continuous gutters 
in assorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
vinyl siding and roofing. 20% 
Seniors discount on labor. 250- 
635-9714 (38P3) 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
HOLLYBEARS FAMILY DAY- 
CARE. ECE Certified. Former 
preschool teacher with 3 1/2 
years experience in infantJtod- 
tiler centre. Some out of school 
care and under 5 years avail- 
able. Call 250-638-8931. (38P3) 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program ofthe Terrace 
Woman's Resource Society 
and is funded by the Minisb'y ofCommunity, 
,~rlglnal ~fld Women's Son,Ices 
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Community Readers 
& Writers Program 
FALL 2003 TUTOR TRAINING PROGRAM 
Dates: October 1,8, 15, 22, 29 
November 5, 12, 19 
Time: 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Where: Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
NEW LOCATION: 3235 Emerson Street 
Phone Sue at 638-1330 for more information & to register. 
i 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS FOR SUPERVISORS 
Today's collaborative workplace requires that all employees 
have good human relations' skills that include: highly 
developed Interpersonal skills; conflict resolution and 
confrontation skills; group problem solving and decision 
making skills; motivation and self-management skills. 
Management Skills for Supervisors-Human Relations 
Training provides 84 hours of practical, hands-on training, 
delivered in three four-day sessions. 
Each four-day session Is a separate learning experience 
that can be taken in any sequence, however, they are best 
taken as a series as each module is designed to build on 
the knowledge and skills of the previous session. 
Part 1: Intepersonal Communication Skills $469 
Oct 7-10 Tuo-Fn 8.30am-4.30pm:;~:~.:~;~:~,~. , ,~::, :>, 
Part 2: Group Decision Making/Prbblem~S01ving i\$/1~ -9 
Nov 4-7 Tue-Fn 8.30am-4.30pm .~.......... ~ ~ 4~:~.~ .~.,.~ .:.~ 
Part 3: Self and Performance Mgmt. Skills ~. (~; ~.~169i~ 
~" Dec 9-12 • Tue-Fn • 8:30am-4:30pm .... ~>'.,...,.~;'~ ~:~ 
Enrol in all three compone~ts;(or~1335 j~!~ ~,~ ~.~ ,~ .~;~: "~ :~;~,,;~,~ .~. ,~ 
, ~ ~:~." %~ : -,~,~:~ 
I NORTHWEST . . . . .  " 
Moat Cuffing ( l imned seof ing  d i l l  ava i lab le )  
Oct4 • Sat • 9:00am-4:00pm 
$79+gsl 
Woodworking Basics $I 69 
Oct 4-Nov I • Sat • 9:00am-3:0~pm 
OFA Level 1 $99 
Oct (~ • Man • 8:300m-4:30pm 
German Level I $69+gsf 
Oct 6-29 • TuelThu • 7:00pm-9:00pm 
Mgml. Skills for Supervisors - Part I $469 
Oct 7-10 • Tue-Fri * 8:30am-4:3Opm 
CPR Level "C" $69 
Oct 11 • Sat • 9:00om-4:00pm 
Alrbrakes $220 
Oct 14-18 • Tue-SGt * 6:30-10:30pm/8-4pm 
MS Access 2000 - Level I $169 
Oct 14-18 * Tue/Thu/Sat • 7-10pm/7-1Opm/9-4pm 
MS Excel 2000 - Level 2 $169 
Oct 14-23 • 1 
Retail Cuslorr 
Oct 15-16 • V 
Malhemafics 
Oct 15-Dec 3 
SuperHosI: Se 
Oct17*  Fri, 
Take a 
MATURE RELIABLE babysitter SMART PAINTING Experi- 
available Monday to Friday, enced painting contractor will 
days only. Close to college, paint.Springand Summer inter,- 
Subsidy accepted. Phone Linda or, exterior, residential and 
at 250-615-0093 (38P3)  commercial painting. 10% paint 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
, Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
• Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Sociely of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available. Call Kad. 250- 
615-0199 (37P5) 
cJr  v s i t  www ~ i .~c] i ca le i ' t , ca  
4~)Mf id icA le r t  : 
I||!11111~|111111111|1111111|11111111 
arriage House 
PubZishing 
Where all of your printing needs are completed 
with fast service at reasonable prices. 
WE 8PECI /M. . IZE  
IN 
Office Stationary - Business Cards 
Brochures - Flyers - Posters - Newsletters 
- Absolutely Anything" on Paper - i 
, Ph: 635-1872 - Fax: 635-1868 
SKI SUN PEAKS RESORT BC. 
Visit our website at: 
www.sunpeaksreservations.eom 
or call Sun Peaks Online at 1. 
888-578-8369. Hotels, condos 
& chalets. Ski In/ski out, hot 
tubs. Great Accommodation - 
Great Rates. Great Service 
BRIGHT AND CLEAN large 
one bedroom and studio suite. 
Downtown, secured building. 
We pay heat, with laundromat. 
Available immediately. 250-635- 
7585.(38p3) 
LARGE CLEAN three bedroom 
apartments acmes from school 
in Thornhill. No large pets. 
Fddge, stove, washer, dryer 
and heat Included. $600/m0 
plus DD. Call 250-635-2469 
(37P3) 
ONE AND two bedroom apart- 
ments. Two houses for rent. I 
like to make you happy, but not 
too happy. Call 250-615.1061 
or 250-635-3354 (38TFN) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laundry 
facilities. Available immediately. 
Call Tom at 250-615-5441 
(CTFN) 
ONE BEDROOM unit in Thorn- 
hill for rent. Rent $325 per 
month plus utilities. Phone 250. 
638-0438. Available immediate- 
IV. (TFN) 
ONE BEDROOM upper suite in 
Horseshoe. Good condition, 
quiet people, no dogs. Includes 
utilities. $425/month. Call 250. 
638-6639. (37P3) 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme. 
diately. On-site management. 
References required. Call 250- 
635-6428 or 250-638-0015 or 
250-615-0345 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, 
$450, $550 Heat and hot water 
included. Recently painted. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-638-0015 or 250-638-1749 
(32C.TFN) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments In various locations, 
negotiable rent. Utilities can be 
included. Available Immediately. 
Phone 250-635-6611 (39P3) 
QUIET, LARGE AND CLEAN 
two or three bedrooms. Five ap. 
pliances, fireplace, security sys- 
tem and storage• Non- 
smokers, no pets. Walking dis- 
tance from town. Options vary. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
638-0046 or 250-635-4852 
eveninfls. (39P3) 
SMALL APARTMENT in four- 
' plex in Thornhill. Ideal for single 
person or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 (34P6) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment In 
town. Security entrance and 
coin laundry. Also two bedroom 
house. Available October 1st. 
Call 250-635-2360 (38P31 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
. CLOSETO 
:SWIMMING Poo l  
;AND TOWN.  :: 
~eferencesli'equired: 
AVailable]~mecliately 
615-7665 
,: a ,  i i m a 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENT5 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for l  &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking ,' 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• On site management 
No pets 
References required 
I ' 
To view call 
638-1748 
-~ ... .  ..... ,.._ .......... 
I 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Uni ts  
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
TWO BEDROOM apadment. 
Large, quiet and secure. Balco- 
ny, new carpets and tile floors. 
Laundry in building. No smok- 
ing, no pets. $425/mo. Call 250- 
635-0662 (39P3) 
CL INTON MANOR 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
Bachelor suites, 
I and 2 bedroom apts. ' 
Unfurnished and furnished. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Phone 635-3475 
FURNISHED TWO bedroom 
suite. Full kitchen, bath, TV ca- 
ble, all utilites, parking. Vehicle 
necessary. Rural country set- 
ting, Five minutes to town, Hwy 
16 W. $575. References, dam- 
age deposit. Call 250-635-3772 
(39P3) 
NEWLY RENOVATED three 
bedroom basement suite. Close 
to hospital. $500/mo. Call 250- 
638-1737 (37P3) 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Clean, bright, and quiet. 
Heat, light, cable Included. Non- 
smoking. Suitable for one per- 
son. Available Oct 1/03. 
$475/mo. Call 250-638-8436 
(39P3) 
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
basement for rent. Close to 
downtown. No pets please. 
Available Oct. 1st. Call 250- 
635-4791 (40P3) 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
Ite. 2405 Apple St. Separate en- 
trance. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer. $600/mo. Utilities includ- 
ed. Non-smoking. Pets al- 
lowed. Available October 1st. 
Call 250-638-7608 (39P3) 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Fddge, stove light, heat, ca- 
ble, sofa, dining table included. 
Close to town. $500/mo. No  
pets, non-smoker. Secudty de- 
posit required. Available now. 
Call 250-635-3528 (39P3) 
TWO BEDROOM suite requires 
reliable tenant. Downtown area. 
Private entrance. Fddge, stove, 
laundry, blinds, large yard. 
Close to downtown and 
schools. $525/month plus utili- 
ties. Call 250-635-4753 (37P3) 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
RETAIL SPACE for rent in 
Gobind Mall. Call 250-635-5981 
or 250-635-3409 
OFFIEE and  
RETAIL  PA{ E 
4644 Laze l le  Ave.  
Main f loor 1600 sq. ft. 
& 525 sq. ft. 
Second f loor 580 sq. ft. 
& 960 sq. ft. 
Phone 635-3475 
112 DUPLEX with four bed- 
rooms. Come with washer and 
dryer. Close to downtown, very 
bright. Prefer families. Available 
Oct 1st. Phone 250-638-1902 
(37P3) 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex In 
Terrace. N/g heat, washeddryer 
included. No padles, no smok- 
ing. Written references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 (38P3) 
LARGE THREE bedroom du- 
plex in upper Thornhill. F/s, 
w/d, blinds, fenced yard, fin- 
ished attic. Pets negotiable. 
Non-smokers ONLY. $675/mo. 
(negotiable for 18mo +) plus 
dam. dep. Available October 
15/03. Call 250-635-4368. 
(39P3) 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite In 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus mutes. 
Onsite caretakers, five ap- 
pliances, ng fireplace, mini stor- 
age. No pets please, $685/mo. 
Call Allison at 250-635-6580 
(31CTFN) 
ONE BEDROOM+ Duplex with 
laundry room. Washer, dryer, 
frtdge, stove included. Quiet 
area. $450 per month. Call 403- 
590-4579. (39P3) 
SPACIOUS TWO bedroom unit 
in 4plex• Available Immediately. 
Working couple preferred, four 
appliances, no pets. 
$600/month + security deposit. 
Also two bedroom apartment, 
available Immediately, n/s, n/p. 
Security entrance $475/month + 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
6824.(39P3) 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, 
above ground basement suite 
at 4721 Loon. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, storage. $600 
, per me. Call 250-638-8639 
(40P3) 
III 7 ~ h o u s e  KenneyAve&Pohle 
L1 
2,017 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 
1,735 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 
1,700 sq. ft. Retail 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 
5008 Pohle Ave 
2901 Kenney St 
4628 Grelg Ave 
4820 Hwy 16 W 
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THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located in upper Thornhill 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fridge, stove and hook.ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long term lease) Call 
250-635-6905 (TFN) 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX 
SUITE. Natural gas and/or elec- 
tric heat. No washer/dryer but 
laundry available on premises 
located in Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park on Queensway, $350/mo 
No pets. References required. 
Call 250-635.1998 (38P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex. Utili- 
ties included. Star choice, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
Cozy, quiet, well maintained. 
Available Oct 1st. Call 250-635- 
6141 (37P3) 
TWO BEDROOM In triplex, 
$475/mo, One bedroom cabins 
$.425 and $450 me. Utilities in- 
cluded (cabins only), in quiet 
neighborhood. On-site landlord, 
plus extras, $200 damage de- 
posit. Available immediately, 
Call 250-635-3492 (38P3) 
TWO BEDROOM unit in four- 
plex. Five appliances, electric 
heat, $600/mo. $100 off first 
month rent. No smoking, no 
pets. Walking distance from 
town and schools. Call 250- 
635-6224 (38P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house for 
rent. $695 per month. Available 
October 1st. Horseshoe area, 
close to shopping, schools, rec. 
centre. Includes fridge, stove, 
washer and dryer. Large back 
yard and sundeck. Call 250- 
635-5619 for more info. (40C3) 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
emai[ kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendinfl Services available. 
TWO BEDROOM house. 
Comes with washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove. Thornhill bench 
area. $500/mo. Call 250-635- 
6062 Leave messaqe. (38P3) 
WELL MAINTAINED four bed- 
room house. Southsids, fruit 
trees, two bathrooms, fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer hookups. 
Non-smoking. $800/mo. Avail- 
able Oct 1. Call 250.638-7608 
(39P3) 
NEW 14X60' trailer in Thornhill 
Trailer Park. Available 
Immediately. Two bedrooms, 
one bathroom, large kitchen 
and living space. Includes five 
appliances. $600 per month. 
Call 250-639-2977 or 250-632- 
5514 (40P3) 
NEWLY RENOVATED two- 
three bedroom mobile, five ap- 
pliances, deck. Has small shed. 
Close to city and school bus 
stop. Non-smoker preferred. 
$525.mo plus damage deposit. 
Available immediately, Call 250- 
615-0397. (38P3) 
QUIET COUNTRY living, two 
bedroom trailer, 15 minutes 
from town. $500/month. Avail- 
able immediately. Call 250-638- 
8772.(38P3) 
THREE BEDROOM 14X70 
trailer. #38 Woodland Heights, 
$480 per month plus damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-0892 
(38P3) 
THREE BEDROOM mobile 
home in Pine Park. Washer, 
dryer, lridge, stove for $500 per 
month. Call evenings 250-638- 
6969 (39CTFN) 
THREE BEDROOM trailer in 
Sunnyhill Trailer Park. Has 
large addition. Comes with 
washer, dryer. Families pre- 
ferred. Available immediately. 
Call 250-638-1902 (37P3) 
THREE BEDROOM trailer with 
detached shop. References re- 
quired. Five minutes to town. 
$600 per month. Call 250-638- 
1461 (38P3) 
AVAILABLE NOV 1. House on 
large fenced lot. Fruit trees, two 
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, five 
appliances, blinds. Basement 
adaptable to bedroom. $650/mo 
References required. Call 
evenings or leave message 
250-638-1553 (39P3) 
COUNTRY LIVING. Three bed- 
room house with fridge, stove, 
and washer, dryer hookups. 
Natural gas fireplace. Twenty 
minutes from town. $400 per 
month. Available immediately. 
Call 250-635-3033 (39P3) 
COZY + CLEAN two bedroom 
house at 4702 Straume, close 
to schools & parks. N/g heat, 
four appliances, large fenced 
yard and deck. N/s. References 
required, $700/month. Call 250- 
615-9112. (37P3) 
FOUR BEDROOM house with 
two baths. Located on Bench. 
Hardwood floors and large sun- 
deck. $800/mo. Available Oct 
1 st. Call 250-638-1705 (38P3) 
GREAT DEAL for tenant with 
excellent referencest Large 2 
bedroom double wide on private 
lot backing onto treed crown 
land with trails to river. 
$350/month..Call: 250-638- 
8639 (39P3) 
LARGE WELL maintained 
small two bedroom house avail- 
able. Close to schools and 
town. Non-smokers, no pets. 
Call 250-635-5893 (37P3) 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill. Electric heat, new 
bathroom. $375/mo. Available 
immediately. Call 250-638-8052 
or 250-635-2319 (38P3) 
RENTAL/LEASE $650 per 
month, two bedrooms, cute and 
cozy house with lovely yard. 
Recently renovated, comes with 
f/s, w/d. Phone 250-638.0663 
ask for Kathy or Lori. (38TFN) 
SMALL NEW house with all 
new appliances. $500/mo plus 
utilities and security deposit. 
Must have references. Also ga- 
rage for rent, $100.00 per 
month. Call 250-638-8875 
(39P3) 
STILL AVAILABLE for rent 
three bedroom bungalow in 
Thornhill. Near schools. 
$600/mo, Available immediately 
Call 250-632-5935 (37P3) i 
THREE BEDROOM home on 
beautiful rural property 4636 
Johnstone Road. All applianc- 
es, security system, riding mow- 
er included. $700/m0, Call 250- 
638-8639 (37P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house. 
Horseshoe area. 4725 Straume, 
1 1/2 bath, washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove, big back yard. 
Available October 1st, Call 250- 
635-4570 (37P3) 
TWO BEDROOM double wide 
mobile on Queensway. Washer, 
dryer, fddge, stove included, No 
dogs. $450 per month plus 
damage deposit. References. 
Call 250-635-7411 (38P3) 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
$450/mo . Option rent to own 
Call 250-638-6969 (39CTFN) 
TWO BEDROOM trailer (large 
trailer 12X68) for rent in Sunny- 
hill Trailer Court. Available im- 
mediately. Rent $400 per month 
plus utilities. Fridge, stove, 
washer and dryer included. Ref- 
erences required. Phone 250- 
638-0438 
TWO BEDROOM trailer. 
Comes with washer, dryer. On 
private lot in upper Thornhill. 
Has 14'X22'shop, power heat- 
er. $625 plus utilities. Call 250- 
635-3756 (39P3) 
DOUBLEWlDE TRAILER for 
rent, private yard, available im- 
mediately. Located near Copper 
Mountain school, $500/month 
plus utilities. W/d included. Ref- 
erences required. Call 250-638- 
0438. 
l pho .e .798"2267 
Water  Lzly Bay Resort 2002 TIrR125 
Motorcycle 
S2,795.00 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, BC. 
Top of the Mountain Accom. 3 
Mountains, 3500 ski able acres 
with 119 runs. Fully equipped. 
1,2,3,4 bedroom condos & cha- 
lets. Ft. $99 up. Ski-in/out or 10 
rain max to lifts (walking). Hot 
tubs, saunas & jacuzzis. Stay 6 
nights & get the FIRST night 
FREEI (Some Restrictions Ap- 
ply) Lift Packages Available. 
www.topofthemountain.ca 
e-mail:sunpeaks @direct.ca 
1 °800-585-8834 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 town- 
house. Close to schools and. 
hospital. Fridge, stove, wash- 
er/dryer hookups. $600/m0. 
References required. Call even- 
ings 250.638-1553 evenings. 
(37P31 
THREE BEDROOM town- 
house, 1 1/2 baths. Fridge, 
stove included. $550/mo, half 
damage deposit, half month 
freel No pets. Close to Shell 
station. Call 250-638-1094 or 
250-638-8825 (38P6) 
320 ACRES 6000 metres tim- 
ber. House, barn, shop, 2 
creeks, crownland on three 
sides. No power, without saw- 
mill reduced to $320,000. 250- 
991-6366 or 250-991-9099 
leave number. 
FOR SALE or lease. Gas sta- 
tion with 2 bay garage, Nice lo- 
cation on Hwy. 97, Lac La 
Hache. Call 250-396-4151 days 
or 250-396-7334 evenings. 
EFFECTIVE FITNESS manager 
retiring. Offers being accepted. 
Call 250-635-6146 (36TFN) 
FOR SALE in the Terrace area. 
Family business with excellent 
growth potential. Serious inqui- 
des. Call Gary/Sharon at 250- 
847-2412 
LARGE QUIET secure two bed- ,~ 
room apartment. Balcony,new 
carpet and tile floors, laundry in 
building, $31,000.00 OBO. Call 
250-635-0662. (39P3) 
HORSE ORIENTATED 40 acre 
farm. 3 bedroom house. No 
basement. Highway 16 Fort 
Fraser, B.C. $135,000 OBO. 
Call 250-690-7470 
DOUBLE CORNER lot in 
Horseshoe. Three bedrooms up 
- in-law suite down. Awesome 
fitness gym, fruit trees, garden, 
greenhouse. Private. Pictures 
available. Asking $147,000.00 
Call 250-635-3951 (38P3) 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom mobile in Thornhill, Jacuzzi, laminate 
flooring, gyproc, peaked roof, new doors, windows 
s450/month 
ALSO taking applications on 3 bedroom, 6" walls, 8" 
insulation in ceiling, Jacuzzi, efc. etc. 
Ca, 635"0008 FOR APPO N'rME  TO VIEW 
ROOM FOR RENT, Utilities in- 
cluded $250/m0+. Furnished 
or unfurnished. 250-635-1128 
or 250-615-9100 
THREE BEDROOM on south- 
side across from Cassle Hall 
School. Four appliances, FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
fenced yard. No smoking or a four bedroom house. $260.00 
pets. $650 me. Call 250-635- a month includes utilities. Share 
0818 (39P3) rest of home. Phone 250-635- 
TWO BEDROOM house at 3126(38p3) 
Lakelse Lake, watedront, high- 
way side, N/G, references re- 
quired, $550/m0, Call 250-638- 
1353 (38P3) 
TWO BEDROOM house, five 
appliances, big back yard. 
$650/mo includes heat. Non 
smoking, no pets, References 
and security deposit required. 
Phone 250-635-5291 (40P3) 
TWO BEDROOM house, with 
TERRACE 
attached garage, Five applianc- 
es. $550/month. References 
and damage deposit required. 
Call 250.635-2898. (39P3) 
I '%1,/" I Pkw p,~1 I-,~ r, on~ ol dw (k~ e i~ 
• -L.~-w_-J ~ ~ ~ (~a ard ,WC o~.  
P I~ mM~ur clx~on ~o: 
HEART m~ STROKE F ~  ~ . 
of B.C, & YUKON ~ " 
P.O. ~ 22. T,.,=,, e.C. V~G ~*~ \ .  / 
600-1966 ~ ~ 
FURNISHED RooM for rent. 
Close to downtown, use of laun- 
dry, kitchen and living room with 
cable "rv. No parties. Call 250- 
638-6944 (38P3) 
ONE BEDROOM with kitchen 
facilities available for gentle- 
man, Call 250-635-5893 
(38P3) 
FOUR BEDROOM upper suite 
on southside. $800/mo includes 
utilities. Near schools. Phone 
Rob at 250.638-7290 
EIGHT YEAR old, three bed- 
room home on quiet cul-de-sac. 
Close to schools. Must be seen 
to be appreciated. For appoint- 
ment call 250-635-1133. 
(39P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house on 
Southslde, exceptionally good 
condition. Call to view 
$139,000.00 OBO 250-638- 
8837 leave messacle. (38P3) 
WANTED TO BUY Well main- 
tained, well insulated home in 
good condition in Thornhill. 
Rent to own or assumable mort- 
gage. Large reo room, bath- 
room and separate entrance, all 
on ground floor (not basement). 
Large driveway, garage, mod- 
ern kitchen, fenced backyard, 
gas fireplace. Phone 250.615- 
2880 (39C3) 
L: L ST ING/ .SELL ING;  ' 
UNIQUE PROPERTIES: 
waterfront, countr X properties 
Ranches ' outdoor I~usinesses 
~ ~ T  
Intemational Marketing 
& Float Plane 
www.landquest.com 
250-798-2200 
HARRY McCOWAN 
Yamaha SX225 
Outboard 2000 Model 
$8,495.00 
2003 Yamaha 
: TTR 225 Off Road Bike 
i ~ Near New 
is2,995.00 
Evinrude 225hp 
XL fichl w/pr0p 
sii,995.00 
1986 16' Lund 
w/45 Mere Jel EZ Loader Tr0iler 
=4,995.00 
2003 Suzuki 
LT 400 Z Race Quod 
s6,500.00 
1999 Evinrude 
Ficht 90hp; : 
i w/controls & prop 
s7,500.00 
2002 Yamaha 
YZ85R 
=2,995.00 
MOVING IN October - selling 
14 X 71 (1995) home at 3511 
Clare Avenue on 1/3 acre 
owned lot, fenced, two bath- 
room, two bedroom, shed, gre- 
enhouse, patio and porch. 
Priced at $70,000.00. Phone 
250-615-8613 (39P3) 
FOR SALE $12,000. Massey 
Crawler, Loader with backhoe, 
grappler and root rake. Call 
evenm.qs - 542-5801. 
20' FIBERFORM boat. Inline 
six mercruiser 165hp with trail- 
er: Walk-through windshield. 
CD, depth sounder, life jackets. 
On lake in September. Ski tube. 
Call 250-638-0240 (38P3) 
MOVING TRAILER? Call Yello- 
whead Trailer Towing for es- 
timate. Mobile homes, addi- 
tions, and buildings, Competi- 
tive rates. Good reputation. 1- 
.250-847-8986 leave message. 
(40P3) 
MUST SELL due to health. 
two+ bedrooms', five 
appliances, vinyl siding & wind- 
ows, five appliances. Fenced 
yard with garden shed, large 
addition with sun porch. 
Reasonable offers or trades 
considered• Call 250-638-7931. 
(36P6) 
eaglehomee.ca Large selec- 
tion - 14' wide to 27' wide new 
moduline modular homes. 
Ready for delivery - Anywhere 
in B.C. $3,500.00 factory re- 
bate on Wildfire Replacement. 
1-877-604-6637, 1-250-833- 
4728 DLl1043. 
SORRENTO PLACE on the 
lakel 1 show home left. 1300 
sq. ft. turn key, ready for im- 
mediate possession. Deal 
launch, beach located on Shus- 
wap Lake. 
eaglehomes.ca 
1-877-604-6637 
1982 SUZUKI Katana basket 
case for sale; whole $300 or 
pads. Phone 1-250-842-0410 in 
Hazelton (38P31 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iooators. Delivery 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607. 6km Mepes Road, 
Vanderhoof.BC FCC linancing. 
OAC 
HAY FOR SALE. 1250 lb. 
round bales. $110. per bale de. 
livered. 1st cut air/timothy or 
2nd cut alfalfa. Call: 1-780-963- 
9303 
NORTHERN SADDLE club 
Poker Ride Oct 11 Driftwood 
School. Out between 10:30 and 
12:00. tn by 3:00, $20/hand, 
drop card $5. 1st 40 per cent 
cash, 2nd Glacier Hell Ride. 
Food and prizes. Call 250-847- 
5743 (40P2) 
TWEEDSMUIR CAVALIERS 
Saddle Club Poker Ride Oct 5, 
11am to lpm. Start Sunset 
Lake Road, Topley. Signs 
$20per. Lunch. Prizes, cash, 
Western Silver bit/spurs, draws. 
Please bring your own chairs. 
Info Cecile 250.697-7627 eves. 
or www.hiway16,com (37P3) 
WINKLER CANVAS LTD.  
-Commercial Agri Buildings- 
,single and Truss Arch 
available from 24'-105' wide 
• P re -eng ineered  Truss 
Buildings 
• Freestanding 24' or 30' 
Shop, RV/Truck Storage 
~le in various colours. 
Barns, Machinery Sheds, 
,'Grain Sheds, Greenhouses 
~J~ Southside Feed s Burns Lake 
( 'died 
J .~ www.wlnklercanvaabld~.com ~,  co,ourr 
RV STORAGE. Fenced secure 
yard. Call 250-635-5981 or 250- 
635-3409 (39C3) 
2003 ARTIC cat 900 1M 151" 
Green & Black only 150 miles 
$9800. 2001 Attic Cat 800 144" 
2300 miles well maintained like 
new $6500. Phone 250-692- 
3161 or 250-692-7895 (37P3) 
1987 VOVLO 740 GLE. Good 
condition. Sunroof. 184,000 
kms. $6500.00 080.  Call 250- 
.638-0484 after 6pro (39P3) 
1988 MUSTANG LX Hatch i' 
back 2.3L, 4cyl. Five speed, '~' 
runs great. Good body, Four 
snow tires included. Asking 
$3200.00. Call 250.638-8896" 
View at www.mustang.4all.cc .. 
(40P3) 
1994 GRAND AM two door, 
6cyl, auto. loaded. 170,OO0kms. 
Very good condition. $6000. 
OBO. Call 
(39P3) 
1996 GRAND Am SE V6, Fully 
loaded, four door, good condi- 
tion. Asking $7500.00 OBO. 
Call 250-635-1128 (39P3) 
250-635-4913 AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR & Tow- 
ing Company LIQUIDATION 
SALE Oct. 3, 4, & 5 9am - 7pm 
Tow trucks, shop equipment, 
tools, parts, scrap vehicles, tires 
& mlsc. Exit 183, Hwy 5, Hope, 
BC 
2000 HONDA Civic, Automatic, 
23,000kms. For pads. Phone 
250-635-4461 or 250-638-8759 
(38P3) 
2001 HONDA CRV GT. Fully 
loaded, many extras, bike rack, 
low mileage. Excellent condi- 
tion. $22,000.00. Call 250-635- 
2197 (40P3) 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000kin. 
$19,900.00 abe. Call 250-638- 
1831 
1996 BIG FOOT 8'6" camper, 
short box series. Too many ex- 
tras to list. Excellent condition, 
Asking $13,900. OBO. Call 250- 
635-9607 (38P3) 
UTO " "~ I  1977 JEEP CJ with 8' hydraulic 
A angle snow blade. $3500.00. r CREDIT  NOW I ] 7722Please(40PlCall 0)Randy @ 250-632- 
I I . , .  . .  
k WWW.CREDITNOW.CAd 
B&= 1.877.839.4695 8 
A 
B~H INVITING APPLICATION FOR ~u NOTICE 
COLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A61021 r~,~ 
Pureuant to Section 20 or the Forest Act, s"timber S~e Ucence is being offered for sale. 
Closing Date: October 23, 2003 at 8:30 a.m. at the Terrace Timber Sales Office 
Geographic Location: 12 km on Branch H.35 Harper FSR Term: 18 months 
Volume: 15574 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate:$14.tO per cubic metre 
"The upset stumpage rate was determined bythe variable cost method, and is applicable 
only to coniferous sav~og grades (except Inledor Grade 3). 
Species: Hemlock 30%, Balsam 60%, Spruce 10%, moreorlass 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category Any. 
Logging System: Cable IGBS 
This licance requires the building ofapproximately 1.5kilometres of on.block roads. 
Applications will be accepted by the BC "timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skesna Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 
1L1 until 8:30 s.m. on October 23, 2003. 
There is additional matedaJ whiCh the applicant must consider In their application. This 
material, pplication forms, and other information about ec Timber Sates, can be obtained 
from the above Terrace Timber Sales OffiCe or by calling 250.638-5100. Specify Timber 
Sale Ucenes A61021. 
This licenco may be subject to new maximum term limits and extension fee provisions a  a 
result of recent proposed legislative changes associated with Bill 29 - 2003 and Bill 45 - 
2003, which may be brought into force at any time. Applicants are advised to sarefdly con- 
sider the Impact of these potential changes in formulating their bids. 
BI~:rL~H NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR'~, u~i~=' ,/,~1~ 
COLUMBIA  TIMBER SALE LICENCE A61014 r== 
Pursuant o Section 20 of the Forest Act, s Timber Sale Ucence is being offered for sale. 
Closing Date: October 16, 2003 at 8:30 a.m. at the Terrace "amber Sales Office 
Geographic Location: Approx. 9 Km on Br H-lO5 Harper FSR Term: 18 months 
Volume: 12 603 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stump'age Rate: $12.23 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Variable Cost Method, and is applica- 
ble only Io conitemus awlog grades (except Intedor Grade 3). 
Species: Hemlock 16 %, Balsam 84 %, more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from Individuals or corporalions registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category Any, 
Logging System: Combination Cable Hiohlead I GBS 
This Iicenco requires the building el approximately t,4 kilomelres of on.block roads, 
Applications will be accepted by the BC Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skesna Businees Area, 200 - 5220 Keilh Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
VeG 1L1 until 8:30 a.m, on O¢lober 16, 2003. 
There is additional matedel which the applicant must consider In their application. This 
material, application forms, and other inlormation about BC Timber Sales, can be 
obtained from the above Terrace Timber Sales Office or by calling 250-638-5100, 
Specify Timber Sale Ucence A61014, 
This licenco may be subject to new maximum term limits and extension fee provisions 
as a result of recent proposed legislative changes associated with Bill 29 - 2003 and 
Sill 45 - 2003, which may be brought into force al any time, Applicants are advised to 
carefully consider th0 impact at these potential changes in formulating their bids. 
BEST BUY 
C=~BC Newspaper G,,'.::',u p 
iii 
16 Newspapers 
262,455 
Combined Circulation 
~or more information, 
please contact: STANDARD 
L~?ln Cl IMT~N STRI:ET. TERRACE. B.C. 638-7283 
, / , 
Description ' I Reference I Closing Date 
BC Hydro is inviting contractors to submit bids for snow removal at their 
substations in the followin 9 areas: 
I E704-03-12 
I E704-03-13 
I F704-03-14 
I E704.03-15 
Skeena Substation Access Road and Yard, 
Kalum and Terrace Substations 
Minette Substation 
Aiyansh Substation 
I 0  October 2003 
10 October 2003 
10 October 2003 
Stewart Substation 10 October 2003 
Details available from the office of BC Hydro, 5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R5 Phone: 250 638-5642 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be received at 
the above address until 11:00 a.m. on the above closing date. I~f f l .  
, BChydro  Ill 
www, bchvdro.com - 
BR~rLSH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR u,~0, 
COLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A70895 F~,,~ 
Pursuant tc Section 20 el the Forest Act a ~mber Sale Licence is being offered tor 
sale, 
Closing Date: October t6. 2003 at 10:30 a.m, at the Terrace "timber Sales Office 
GeogrephleLocetlon: LunoCreek(HazeltonFieldTeamArea) Term:12 months 
Volume: 4028 cuNc metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $12.14 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Variable Cost Method, and is applica- 
ble only to coniferous awlog grades (except Intedor Grade 3), 
Species: Pine 20 %. Balsam fO %, SpnJce 70%, more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations regislerod as a Small 
Business Forest Enterpdse, Category Any, 
Logging System: Ground Based 
Applications will be accepted by the BC "nmbor Sales Manaqer. Terrace "Rmbor Sales 
Office. Skeena Business Area 200 - 5220 Ketth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
V8G 1L1 until 10:30 a.m. on October 10, 2003, 
There is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material, appltcaffon Iorms, and other inlormation about BC Tlmber Sales, can be 
obtained trom the above Terrace Timber Sales Office or by calling 250-638.5100. 
Specil~ 'Rmber Sate Ucence A70895. 
This licence may be subject o new maximum term limits and extension fee provisions 
as a result of recent proposed legislative changes associat0d with Bill 29 - 2003 and 
Bill 45 - 2003, which may be brought into torce at any time. AppUcants are advised to 
carefully consider the impact of Ihese potential changes In formulating their bids. 
cBIullSH OWMBLA 
• BC Park Campground and Day Use Area 
Management Opportunities 
Request for Proposals No. 082003-01. 
Delivery of Recreation Services in the 
Skeena Region - Terrace/Rupert Bundle of 
Provincial Parks 
AND 
Request for Proposals No. 082003-02. 
Delivery of Recreation Services in the 
Skeena Region -Nisga'a Memorial Lava Bed 
Provincial Park 
! 
. . . .  i 
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a afar   property tax~..=~d 
,d~l~dm~l~cturers  that set up shop Those are two of the 
e l~-  and controversial - action items that sprang from the City of 
-- Paid Advertisln~ 
Whistler on a 
P_ud.q~ 
Budget and Luxury 
properties, Rates 
from 10-25% off. 
Shop and Compare 
u'.,hi~tl+r.estays, e0m 
...~. ~,.~;~ .~,  
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T uce-organized Communities in Crisis conference ast week. deta,~ - = i 
..C*cLI~Lt~#.[t~iJl.Z.~ Posted on SQp 25 2003 " / 5, 
Catch of the Day Alhum12010 Olympic Emblem '.':, .... , 
Skeena MernoQ# F ~ Centest 
Fores t  re fo rm is cominq and It's happenlnq here  f i r s t  I ~ vie. the entries in our cent*st . . .  
to deslgn the emblem of tht ~:' ;: 
~_.~.~~ FIXES that will dramatically change the forest industry 2ozo w~n~.r o~vrmn~s, /: ,: 
F~',¢ol~ are coming, senior forests ministry officials promise. Vancouver BC : Farmers' M.~et Send your emblem designs for ' . .  
Assistant deputy forests minister Bob Friesen was the ~ 2010to " . ' '  
• ,. ~ .~,,,,. ~o~, • focus of much attention at last week's Communities in Sightseeing Tours .,~,, ..... ~,,.~.,t*.,..d.~,'.~ i'~:) n "~e ~ews 
Crisis conference A key fi~ure in craftincl industry ~ ~  lin BC Cnnndn I ~ Changed, Se~ 2S, 2003, 
. . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........... Contiln$1 19 R lml ,  
Comrnunity Topla~eyo.rComnn.nityClassified¢.llthis 
newspaper  o r  to l l  f ree  a t  11-866-669-9222 Classifieds Emai l :  classified.s@b¢communit'ynews-com 
Web:  www.cornmunityclassif ieds.ca 
REACH 2,,3 M ILL ION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILL ION READERS NAT ION-WIDE FOR $1443 
ANNOUNCEMENTS CAREERTRAINtNG EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR SALE MISC. LIVESTOCK 
PARENTS OF 5-12 yr olds with ADHD LiKE TO HORSE AROUND? Equine 
needed to participate in USC Studies - horse training major, 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY. Leduc 
Represontalive, Reporter 
Photographer. The Leduc 
NEED A COMPUTER? Don't have 
cash? The original IBM Pentlum 4 PC 
for $1 aday lNo$$$ downl Fast 
HORSEMANSHIP C ERTIFICATE 
PROGRAM, NOW accepting 
appllcaUons tor September. 2004. The Ministry of Water, Lend end Air Protection hos posted a Psychology research, Quesllonnalres 
Request for Proposals (RFP) on BC Bid for the delivery of from home. or campus-based session 
prpy, inc al park,qampgroun~l aq,~,d~ use ergo r.¢c,[eation s.¢~!ces for ........ o/b~eh~av~l°~~nlng '  ..,. 
; "sun~mer~2004andbeyondl " " . . . . .  " " -'Honorarlufil provideD. I oll-lreo ~ 
t-Bee.SS~.SS~t. 
Proponents' Meeting and Site Familiarizatio~ Tour: At 9:00 a.m. 
Wedncsda~ October 15, 2003 at the Terrace Best Western Inn (not 
mandatory). 
The closing date for this RFP is 2:00 p.m., Pacific Standard Time on 
Friday, November 28, 2003. 
In addition to the required skills, experience nd financial resources, 
respondents who wish to 5abmit a proposal must demonstrate an 
understanding of park conservation responsibilities and public 
expectations for park recreation service delivery. 
Please note that park, campground and day use area ownership 
(including facilities) will remain with the Province. 
Packages for these significant recreation services delivery 
opportunities arc available through the BC Bid web site 8t: 
www.bcbid,ca 
For more information on the Terrace/Report Bundle RFP, contact 
Ben SePal by phoRo: (250) ?98-227?, e-mail at: 
Ben.Sabel@gems9.gov.bc.ca or by fax at (250) ?98-2476. 
For more information on the Nisga'a Memorial Lava Becl RFP, 
contact Jami¢ Hahn by phone: (250) 798-2277, e-mail at: 
Jamie.Hahn@gemsS.gov.bo.ca or by fax at (250) 798-2476. 
~r~ It. 
Return  a l l  your  beverage  ~onta iners  to  ~;~ 
Enoorp Bottle & Return-It Depots for recycling. ~ 
WWW, on  corp .  ca  ;:,:; 
/ .  ,y  
YOU'RE i ]EGINNING TO 
UNDERSTAND CROHN °s D ISEASE,  
Help us understaRd how to Send your tax deductible 
cure it. All of your donation gilt to: B.C. CHILD F0uilda- 
goes to med ica l~ ~ t , ~  tion,Suite1150- 
reseorch, For mitre ~ 1188 West Georgia 
information, call St.,Vanc'ouver 
16041 736.0645. • -,,,,,,, . . . . . . . . . .  , " *  ...... B.C. V6E 4A2. 
ll~lllll~&¢ mI LIl le IIIIIIIDII( 
Grin ~ lifo I~ i~$i0nM0~I INIXt0h t~it(Id War. 11N~I1trI.~d thSrltt' 8N B~91 4,%1 ItffIl~Ot 
AUTO FINANCING 
SECOND CHANCE FINANCE, We say 
yes to poor credit and bankrupts, 
Select from over 450 cars • trucks 
4x4s - vans. CaU Many 604..404-3941. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
EXISTING LOCATIONS AVAILABLE - 
TrueValue Hardware. V&S Options, 
Country Depot. No franchise fees - 
members receive yearly dividends. 
ongoing field support, Call TruServ 
Canada today and be part el our learn. 
Toll-free 1.800.665.5085, 
LOVE CLOTHES, EXTRA Income? 
Balance Fashions Is a home-based 
clothing company, offering styles that 
rellect your lifestyles from Career Io 
Casual n sizes XS Io gX. Start 
your own business for only 
$150 downl Toll4rsa 1-677,565.5646, 
www.balancefsshions.com 
HEALTH COFFEE. MLIV Olflclsl 
launch Nov, Head office and 
presentnUons In 3urnaby, 
www,beallhycoflee,blz. Great training 
Ior new ~eopte, Call Oeoll Bidewell 
t-866-676.4266 24 hr, message, 
GREAT CANADIAN DOLLAR STORE 
Iranchlso opportunities. With more 
than tO(; stores across Caned,,. we 
offer one el the most thrilling an~ 
affordable franchises to own. To 
earn more. vlsn our webslle'. 
www.dollarstores.com or call toll free 
1-877-388-0123. 
POWER ENGINEERS ard in great 
domandl Feindow College offers a 3g 
week day program wUh work 
experience, classroom and lab 
instruction, Go for that recession prool 
Job. Call now Ior September 2004, 
1 .888-999-7882;  
www,fain/iewcollege,com. Will receive 
NAIT ceriiffcallon 
INVENTORS- FREE INFORMATION 
package. Have your product Idea 
developed by an award winning 
research and development firm and 
presented Io manutaeturers, Call 
Oevlsen Toll-free 1-800.544-0327 
(24 hours). 
BUSINESS LOANS. $50,000. 
$5 million, Private mone~ avanablo, 
Have you been rejected by your bank? 
Business plan and cash fl0w analysis 
services, 1-866-402-8454.24 hrs, 
CAREER TRAINING 
BE AN INTERIOR DECORATOR with 
our unique home-study course, Call for 
your free brochure, 1.800.267.t829, 
www,shellleldschool,ca, Sheffield 
School of Intodor Deslgn~ Cttawa ON 
ALL CREATURES GREAT and emalll 
Study animal heenh lechnology el 
Feirvlew College, Full working farm, 
Work qracticum al veterinary practices, 
Resldenoea, Now accepting 
applications for Be plemffer, 2004, 
Falrview College, Alberta, 1-888.999- 
7982: www.feirvlewcollege,com. Will 
receive NAIT cediffcetlon. 
Fairvlew College, Alborls. Improve 
riding skills, learn colt breaking 
techniques.,, gain ~comprehenslve 
equine knowledge, Low student- 
teacher ration. Now accepting 
applications for September 2004. 
1 -  8 8 8 -999-  7 88  2 ;  
www,fairviewcoIlego.com. Will receive 
NAIT cerlitication, 
EDUCA~ON 
APARTMENT/CONDOMINIUM 
MANAGER training program, Many 
positions avagablel Joh qlecement 
assistance, All areas, Offered through 
government registered home-study 
Iormat. Information/brochure: 604-001- 
545611-800-665-8339, www,rmti.ca 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNWIES 
ELECTRIC MOTOR winder/mechanic. 
Journeyman required in Yellowknife. 
Experienced In rewind and'repalr of AC 
and DC motors. Compeligve wages, 
great lifestyle. Fax resume 
867-870-8768 or emell: 
Info@mldnightsunanergy.com, ,.. 
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC. Interesled 
in relocating to Northern Rockl0s. 
British Columbia? Moving incentive, 
excellent weges/beneflls, minimum 40 
hours/week, tax benefits. Fort Nelson 
Shell, 4404 - 50 Ave. N, Fort Nelson. 
250-774-5253. Fax 250-774-7682; 
Imafle,toch@yt.sympaffoo,ca. 
GET YOUR FOOT In the dooH 32 
week mechanic or 12 week perlsmen 
programs give you the opportunUy to 
challenge first year epprengcesblp 
exams. Now ecceoting applleatl0ns 
Ior September 2004. Fairviow 
College, Alberta, 1-888-999-7882: 
www, felndewcollege,com, Will recorve 
NAIT certification, 
PUT YOUR CAREER In everdrlvel 
General moohenic. One year 
cerllflcate, Heavy equipment or 
eulomollve service technician, 
Introductory program; story- 
level employment preparation; 
apprenllceshlp opportunUies, 
Now acce~tlng applications Ior 
Seplember 2004, 1-888-999-7802; 
www.falrvlewcollege,com, Wig receive 
NAIT certflicaffon, 
SO MANY TRADES • so hard to 
choose, Falrview College can helpl 
Explore Irade opUone, mechanic, 
welder, eleclriclsn end more, Work 
placement. Certl0cata program, Now 
accepting applications for 
January 2004, 1-888-099-70B2; 
www.fal~lewcolleg ,com, 
WOMEN IN WELOINGI ff'e not just for 
guys. Pro-employment welder program 
starts January, 2004. 16 weeks and 
challenge first year appranncoshlp 
exam. arande Prairie Campus~ 
Palrvlow College, Now aooepllng 
sppgcsgons for January 2004, 1.888- 
999.7882: www.lelrvlewcollege,com. 
Ropresontalive is accepting 
applications Ior the position ol Reporter 
'"- Photograpltor;" Tha 'succbserol" 
applicant will have a keen news sense, 
a slrong work ethic that seeks the 
lnlerestlng and unusual story In the 
flow of community life, Bests could 
include, errs end entertainment, county 
council, school boards end heallh, in 
addition to general and feature 
assignments A working knowledge l 
CP style, Quark Xpress and the Mac 
OS system are essenffaL In addition, a 
camera, a clean drivers Ilsence end a 
vehicle are required, Weekend end 
evening work ere a parl el Ihe Job 
requirement. A working knowledge l 
Adobe PholoShop, good orgsnlzaUonal 
and time msnagemenl skills and a 
sense el humour are dislin0t assals, 
We are looking Ior someone who has a 
genuine interest In community life, A 
reporter who apprecleths that people 
and their stories ere whal community 
news is about, Forward your resume, 
cover letter end press clippings with a 
least three samples el your 
pholography Io: Lisa Wojna, Editor, 
Leduc Reprnsenlalive, 4504 - 61 Ave,, 
Leduc. AB, TOE 3Z1, Deadline: 
October 3, 2003, Fax 780.986-6397, 
Emall: Ioducrep@ccineLab.ea. 
EARN UP to $75,000. Urgently need 
licensed Ford technicians and 0rd or 
4th year apprentice. Top wages, lull 
benelils. Sreal learn atmosphere, 
close to largo urban centers Fax 
resume: Attention: Service Manager. 
780.542-5795, Sunshine Ford. 
Drsylon Valley' t Alberta. 
REPORTER REQUIRED. The Brooks 
BulleUn, one el Weslorn Canada's 
larger weekly newspapers, requires a 
full.time rep0rler/phologrepher, Du0es 
include coverage el Iwo municipal 
governments, crime, general news and 
lostures and anything else the editor 
assigns. Salary and bonelns 
commensurate wUh experience, 
Contact Jamle NesbUt, EdUor, The 
Brooks Bulletin st 403-362-5571 or 
small: editor@ breoksbullelin,com..,, 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
DEBT STRESS? We can help you 
avoid bankruptcy Ihrough debl 
consolidation. Achieve peace el mind. 
Visit us online at: mydeblsolution,com 
or call thll-froe:t-877.556-3500. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  new Super 
Lumbermate 2000. larger capacities, 
more options, Norwood Industries, 
manufacturer of sawmills, edgers and 
sk[dders. Free Information, t °800.566- 
6899~ ext, 400.OT 
CORAL CALCIUM "EXTRA" 100 
capsules, 530 rags 100% pure marine 
coral calcium Imm Oklnewa, Japan as 
endorsed Dud recommended by Robert 
Barefoot on T.V, 1-866.319,0708, 
Calgary; www,ourecenbda.com, . 
IT'S NOT JUST for guysl Be Ihe Amy 
Wynn of your space. Pro-employment 
carpenter program slarlu January, 
2004. 16 weeks and challenge first 
year apprenticeship exam. Grands 
Prairie Campus, Felrvlew College. 
Now accopllng applications Ior 
January 2004 1,888.999.78B2; 
www, falrvlewcolleg e,com, 
dellveryl Free digital cemerat Call 
nowl Toll.free 1-866-259-1171 
www:doflaraday,com . . . . .  
ENERCRAFT/BAKER, LEADING 
Canadian manuraclurer of portable 
sawmills, now have model 185 in B.C. 
for Immediate delivery. See a dame. 
Save $$ on shipping, Call now 
1.800.307-5553, 
HELP WANTED 
OUR WORK IS Child's Play • Jocus 
Educational Toys seeking 
represenlaffves Io promote our quality, 
allordsblo Ioys. Ideal for Moms, 
caregivers • lun & Uoxible, Call 
1.800.35t.4587 ex, 9484. 
EXPERIENCED FELLER.BUNCHER 
and dangle heed processor operators 
wanted Ior south coast BC contreclor. 
Fax resume Io 604.485.6380. 
BE A RECORDING engineer • Music 
producer, mixer, prolools editor end 
more,., No experience required, 
On-the-Job training in local recording 
studios & record companies. Pert- 
lima, nights, weekends, Call 
for Ires video t-800-295-4433. 
Recordlegconnectl0n,com 
LOVE CHRISTMAS? HOME & Gift 
Colloollon, Canada's qremler home 
party company, celebrates the season 
all year long will1 the most unique 
product line in the industry, Decoraling, 
onlerteinlng, cooking, celebrating, nnd 
so much morel Enjoy It ell with Homo & 
Gilt 0ollecflonl Visit us al 
www.homeandgincollocllon.com, 
519-258.7905. 
HOMES FOR SALE 
GRAND FORKS (SUNSHINE Valley) - 
Ownor motlvalod Io son or rent 2700 
sq.lt home on comer lot In subdivision, 
includes in-ground pool, garden, 
4 bdrm, 3 bath, 5 appl, workshop, 
sun room, attached garage, Clos0 to 
parks, rec. oenlre, schools and 
cross-border shopping. Asking 
$149j900. 250.442.0011. 
INDUSTRIAL 
BC INDUSTRIAL EXPO & Conference 
I Solely at Work • You are Invited to 
e~(p0rienoe Iho most comprehensive 
trade show in Vancouver Ihls year, 
October 1.2, PNE Coliseum Bldg, 
Experience hundreds of new products 
end vendors wilh the lalesl innovations, 
Tsk0 perl in the highest quality 
prolosslonal development seselono 
eponselod by the ASME International 
along with hectlh end safely courses. 
See two shows in oriel Satsty at Work 
and the BC Industrial Expe have Joined 
Iogelhet Io brlng you the largesl variety 
el products, services and technology • 
ensuring yoU have Ihe most producllve. 
safe and profitable business. You'll see 
the latest In fluid power, maintenance 
produ¢ls, lasleners, safety products, 
prolecilve elothlng, ergonomics, 
pneunletl¢s, hydreullos, wifeless 
communlcallOno design components, 
and much more. 8eva St0,00 end 
bring this ad to the show, Show hours 
ere 9:00.4:30 Wod, Oclobor I, 9:30. 
4:00 "Thur. October 2, Musl be 19 or 
older to enter, Trade only, 
www.oxpomanagement.ca, Special 
keyhole address preeonled by 
Maursen Shaw. President & CEO, 
IAPA 
Hands-on training, small classes, 
on-campus idthg arena residences& :'-''--:-r" 
, -~  " • . .  =r . ~( J , i  
Fa rv ow Co ege. Falrvlew, Alber a, 
1 • 8 8 8 -  99  9 -7  8 8 2 ;  
www.lalPdewcolloge.com, Will rocelva 
NAIT cedUicaUon, 
LOANS 
PAYDAY LOANSI Bad credll? No 
credit? No problem. Borrow up Io 
$1000 until payday, Have a job? Got s 
loan 9uaranteedl t hour approval. 
t-865-3-PAYDAY 24 hrsl7 days. 
www,prldlrect,ea 
PERBON~,~S 
DIVORCE SURVIVAL 
STRATEGIES.,.Before spending large 
sums on legal lees, call The Family 
Law Centre Io understand your righls & 
obligations. Our lawyers will presont 
you with your options & oiler smart & 
proven slralogles Io help reduc0 your 
legal lees, safoguend your assels& 
defend your child custody & uocoss 
rights, Don't be a victlml "Separale 
Smad"..TolHroo1-860-8?9.3520, 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW and used 
motorhomos, diesel pushers, Slh 
wheels, trailers, van-conversions, truck 
campers. Total RV Centre RV Listing 
Service. Frec pick.up Western Cannda, 
Voyager RVo Hwy 97, Winfield, B,C, 
1-800-668-1447, www,voyager RV.ca 
POWERBOATS IN SUMMER, 
snowmobiles In winlerl Enjoy life es a 
recroaffonal sports mechanic, One- 
year cernllcate programs starts 
January, 2004. Call now - limped 
seats, Falrvlow College. Fa]rviow, 
Alberta. 1-888-999,7882; 
www.lalrvlewcollege,com. Will receive 
NAIT corliflcetlon, 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY 
BUY YOUR PIECE of Ssautnul British 
Columblel For recreational, rellremenl 
or invoslmenl, view our propetffes 
throughoul- BC online at 
www,nlho,com. Call us today at 
604-606-7900. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDING SALE. "FInst 
cloarenceP~ Priced I0 sell.-Go 
direot/save, 25 x 40, $6,900, 09 x 40. 
$8,500, 35 x 50, $f2.900. 40" x 80, 
$t7,400, 50 x 120. $35,EOO,-Meny 
others. Pioneer ,,1.800.668-E422. 
TRUCKS 
AUTOMOBILE  LOANS GUARANTPED 
. TruckslvansloarslSUVs, DleSellgao, 
Turned down? Rates too hlgh'~ Trade? 
We have money Ior you O,7% 
Compflmenlary delivery, ApPly today. 
Invenlory/Ioans www.ctedn-klng,com. 
Call 1-800-950.4829 24/7, est.lgSg, 
VACATION SPOTS i 
TIMESItARE RESALES.  RIle 
Stroman • Since 1979. Buy-sell,tent. 
exchange, Worldwide selacUon, Call 
nowl 1.800.201.0864. 
, ¢ l 
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Ice size 
increases 
beyond. There's no turn- 
ing back. The BRJNC is 
the law of the land. 
[] Release at the hog 
line 
Old Canadian - the 
stone must be clearly re -  
leased by the time the 
trailing edge of the stone 
clears the far edge of the 
hog line. 
WCF - the stone must 
be clearly released by the 
time the leading edge of 
the stone reaches the near 
edge of the hog line. I~  
Note  - "clearly re- 
leased" means as seen by 
the official and the terms 
"near" and "far" refer to 
the distance to the respec- ~ 
TIMMY O'NIELL climbs in the urban jungle in Front Range Freaks: Urban Apes, just one of several adre- tive edge of the hog line 
naline-filled films hitting the screen Oct. 4. PETER MORTIMER AND RUSSELL HOLCOMB PHOTO from the delivery hack. 
Banff F i lm Fest  B.~NC - i s  the current ~ '  
WCF rule. The player's Mountain movies offer hand mustbeclear ly,  to an observer, off the rock 
handle when the front edge , ,~ }: of  the stone touch the hog a sky high experience line as opposed to the back edge last y ar. [] Position of the back < 
By JENNIFERLANG big screen. This year's ing buildings, leaping list of award winners and line Old Canad ian  - the  
SAMPLE THE world's 
best mountain movies Sa- 
turday night when the 
Banff Mountain Film Fes- 
tival World Tour hits the 
R.E.M. Lee. 
Always a favourite with 
the extreme outdoor 
crowd, this year's tour 
brings sports, culture and 
sky high adventure to the 
Fall run 
set to 
take off 
RUNNERS are gearing up 
for one of the year's most 
anticipated running races. 
People of all ages are 
lacing up their runners for 
the All Seasons Source for 
Sports half marathon tiffs 
coming Sunday, Oct. 5. 
If the ultra-long race 
isn't your cup of tea, there 
are three other distances 
available for runners to 
tackle as well - 5 km and 
10 km. 
The half marathon starts 
at 11 a.m. from the North- 
west Community College 
with the shorter distances 
starting at 12 noon. 
Register early and save 
on registrati01a. Forms are 
available at"AII Seasons 
source for Sports. 
If you would like to vo- 
lunteer on race day call 
Gall at 635-3434. 
lineup includes movies 
from Canada, the U.S., 
Poland, Norway, Slova- 
kia, the U.K., Europe and 
Australia. 
Highlights include 
Front Range Freaks: 
Urban Ape, a look at clim- 
ber Timmy O'Neill's deci- 
sion to turn his hometown 
into a playground - seal- 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8432, or e- 
mail us at" newsroom 
@ terracestandard.com 
Oct. 1-3 
• Terrace Curling Club 
hosts Curl Canada intro- 
ductory clinics. Call 635- 
5583 for details. 
Oct. 4 
• Northwest Tae Kwon- 
Do invitational cham- 
pionships at Skeena 
Secondary School gym. 
For info call 615-4770. 
• r :ER  RAC.E  
Oct. 5 
• All Seasons Source 
for Sports half marathon. 
5 km, 10 km, 21 km 
courses. 11 a.m. start 
Northwest Community 
College. For details call 
Marilyn at 635-3203. 
across walls and harassing 
the locals in the process; 
and Shepherd Wonlen of 
Shambala, one woman's 
journey into northern Pa- 
kistan, where she lives 
with a group of Muslim 
women in the Karakoram 
mountains. 
The movies are selec- 
ted for the tour from the 
entries in the annual Banff 
Mountain Film Festival. 
This year, 263 movies 
from 31 countries entered 
competition. 
It's presented by the 
Mtl Remo Backcountry 
Society at 7 p.m. Satur- 
day, Oct. 4 at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. Tickets at 
Azad Adventures. 
Score board 
Golf 
Skeena Valley Men's Club 
Championships Sept. 6-7, 2003 
Overall Club Champ Harold Fedderson 147 
Overall Low Net Kim Haworth 157/135 
First Low Gross 
Championship Flight 
A Flight 
B Flight 
C Flight 
First Low Net 
Championship Flight 
A Flight 
B Flight 
C Flight 
Second LOW Gross 
Championship Flight 
A Flight 
B Flight 
C Flight 
Second LOW Net 
Championship Flight 
A Flight 
B Flight 
C Flight 
Jon MarceUin 158 
Ray Demers 168 
Richard Stone 177 
Arnle Shanoss 190 
! 
Paul Walker 163/141 
John Ross 169/143 
Matt Bone 177/145 
Barry Eylefson 197/139 
• Mike Kerbrat 158 
Matt Shinde 172 
David Sarslat 180 
J.P. Dodd 193 
Tom Sheasby 164-144 
Jay Harvey 173/143 
Clint Cage 181/147 
Hans Feddersen 199/151 
edge of the back line fur- 
ther from the hack is tan- 
gent to the 12-foot circle 
- a stone can be in play on 
the center line and not be 
counting. 
WCF - the edge of the 
back line closer to the 
hack is tangent o the 12- 
foot circle. Since the back 
line is a part of the 12-foot 
circle, to determine if a 
stone is in play on the 
center line, the stone can 
be measured with the biter 
measure. 
BR/NC - is the current 
WCF rule. 
[] Width of the ice sur- 
face 
Old  Canad ian-  14-  
feet - two- inches  
WCF - 14-feet-six- 
inches to 15-feet-seven- 
inches 
BR/NC - any dimen- 
sion between 14-feet-six- 
inches and 15-feet-seven- 
inches 
Terrace Curling Club 
sheets are 14-feet-two- 
inches wide. The CCA is 
not expecting clubs to start 
moving walls but encour- 
ages them to go as ,,vide as 
possible. 
With files from Bill 
Tschirhart 
Immediate  ecce- -a  
to  your  emergency  
hea l th  d et',e 
J 
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Due THANKSGIVING DAY 
on October 13, 2003 The 
! [] 
STANDARD 
will have EARLY DEADLINES to 
meet their press deadlines 
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